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Editorial
MEX NEPAL YEAR BOOK

W

hen we sat down to discuss the
layout of the new yearbook, we
were taken aback by the events
and drama the year witnessed as it ensued. The
trials and tribulations of the year were aplenty
with Osama Bin Laden been hunted down by the
US Army to the political turmoil in the MENA
region and now to the current financial crisis
on both sides of the Atlantic. Add to this the
insurmountable political instability at home, and
we have a perfect plot for a movie with endless
consequences. Keeping the fiction part of the story
away and after moments of immense anxiety,
MEX Nepal is proud and privileged to bring the
new edition of the eagerly anticipated Yearbook to
the stands as the organization completes its third
year of operation.
The Yearbook provides a detailed insight
enveloping the events of the year and the
commodity tales that the investors went through.
The book has tried to dissect each and every event
in the commodity markets which was reflected in
the respective commodities prices. The glorious
response the yearbook received in the previous
year made us work even harder to leave no stones
unturned in our endeavor to bring out this edition
to you.

2011

Desk

The expert’s opinion is a section where
intellectuals of Nepal have come together and
inked down their respective opinions on the issues
confronting the economic development of Nepal.
The issues vary from the overall situations of the
Nepalese financial markets to minute subjects
hampering the economic prospects of the nation.
The yearbook has given us an opportunity to
disseminate to the readers what the experts from
various walks of life believe should be done to reengineer the catalyst for the overall development.
We would like to thank the esteem panel of
experts for sharing with us their priceless words
of wisdom.
“Rewards Galore”- a new section included
in this version of the Yearbook, is an event
whereby each and every Non-Clearing Member
looks forward to each month. MEX Nepal in
its endeavor to reward the most outstanding of
its members had come out with this concept to
appraise the members who had outshone the other
members for the respective month.
As part of the Corporate Social Responsibility
initiatives, MEX Nepal has been continuously
giving back to the society in terms of monetary
and non-monetary contributions with the help

of our valued members. To drive the attention
of the readers towards the social cause, we have
included a section of the places where we have
spread smiles across faces.
The section of data covered in this version is
more illustrative which will provide readers ample
reasons to track the progress of the commodities
traded in the market. Besides the data related
to the individual, a detailed research of all the
factors affecting the commodities is covered in
the Commodity Insights Section along with the
respective graphical representation. Finally, the
research paper which includes the feasibility
study of the Precious Metal Index and Water
Derivatives in Nepal for prospective trading
purposes, have been meticulously prepared after
perpetual research and brainstorming sessions.
We hope to address the issue of the dearth of
information regarding the Nepalese commodity
market through the Yearbook. We further hope that
the confidence of the investors and members alike
would be rekindled through this endeavor. We
welcome any suggestions for improvements for
making the next year’s issue even grander. Hope
you will embrace this bigger and voluminous
version of the yearbook!

(from left To right: Mr. Bikesh Chitrakar, Ms. Preeti Ganeriwal and Mr. Amit Pyakurel
Seated (from left To right): Mr. Saurabh K.C.and Mr. Vivek Risal
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Message of MD

we always aspire to serve our
market participants with
quality and service

W

e have added one more year of commodity marketplace operation in the
history of Nepal. For self evaluation and enhancement of our working
pattern, we need to assess what we had prescribed to the market and what is the
reaction from the market.
We are in a continual process of self enhancement that ensures quality service
and trust amongst the market participants and we always aspire to serve our market
participants with such quality and service in the years to come. Looking at the
socio-economic pattern of the society, we believe that remaining stagnant nature
of the current scenario will not serve the need of the market participants, that’s
why we believe in dynamism. Our dynamism shall boost the market participants’
morale as well as maintain our standard in the investment sector of Nepal.
Commodity exchange is not only a company, but it’s an advance mechanism
to address the market needs. The focal point would be production sector and
merchandiser. Both sectors are more competitive and dynamic, and both are facing
equal risk due to uncertainty of future price movement of their stock holding or
production. While keeping a bird eye view on this perspective we have to admit
that a commodity market is about open economy, market culture and market
competitiveness.
Being a private sector entity we are doing our level best for these part of
market components, but we do have our own limits, as Nepal lacks the regulatory
arrangements and warehouse related infrastructure. This ground reality is the one
which is hindering the smooth growth of overall commodity market in Nepal.
The Regulation has been awaited since more than two years and warehouse
operation is keenly awaited since a long time. But both the aspects are not
prioritized so far by the authorities. We would once again like to urge the same
authorities to carry forward the work of regulation as the regulation will help to
develop this market and will also help to preserve the market from the ill-intentions
of market operators.

DIPENDRA KHATIWADA
Managing Director
MEX Nepal
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Message of CEO

The world is changing,
but our values are not...

A

round the globe, economies are
searching for solid ground, and people
are reevaluating their faith in institutions.
Against these current developments, ‘The
MEX Nepal Way’ is our anchor. Through
the good and bad times, The MEX Nepal
Way principles guide what we do and how
we do it. Ask any one of our employees
to summarize ‘The MEX Nepal Way’ in a
sentence, and he or she is likely to say, “It’s
about getting results the right way.”
Inside MEX Nepal, getting results
the right way means never sacrificing on
business ethics.
“When you are the best and you had
paved the benchmark in the industry
for others to follow, you don’t have any
competition”
Principles are put to the test in tough
times. As the economic downturn grips
communities where we operate, we will be
steadfast. We plan to continue investing in
communities to help create jobs, support
local suppliers and strengthen economy —
all things the country needs now.
We make these community investments
through partnerships — one of our core
strengths. Our partnerships bring together
business, community groups, government
and non-governmental organizations with
one common goal: to produce sustainable
results.
We focus our community partnerships
in three areas because we believe these are
the most likely avenues for creating lasting
benefits. These areas are basic human needs,
education and economic development.
Examples are many — here are some of
our proudest.
•

Our Go Green Initiative has made us
exhibit a small but impressive concern
towards the environment protection as
our real objective of going green is to
save paper as much as we can.

•

With CSR activities, we aspire to serve
the needs and demand of the society.
In this regard, we feel proud that we
have been able to meet the hunger and
other basic needs of the unprivileged
or disadvantagedchildren residing in
orphanage and elderly people residing in
old age homes.

•

Keeping in mind the importance of
education in current scenario, we have
given scholarships to the unfortunate
children whose parents cannot afford to
send their children to school or whose
parents are not physically fit enough to
earn to meet their educational expenses.
In future, we further aspire to provide
scholarship to the students who are
entitled to such scholarships.

These are priorities we work on every
month. At the same time, we keep our eyes
on the horizon. That’s where long-term
needs reside.
This year, MEX Nepal celebrates its 3rd
year in operation. That’s an achievement in
itself. It has been accomplished by members
of MEX, focusing their considerable talents
as much on skilled performance as on
sustained partnership.
Amidst the financial crisis, we have
witnessed the massive inflows of funds
into gold and silver market in Nepal which
depicts the growing interest of investors and
general public in commodity trading.

marketing activities such as seminars for
retail investors and commercial players and
acquire new market participants. We will
also bolster communications with existing
trading participants and listen to their
opinions. Thirdly, we will work to develop
new products to meet market needs. As we
continue to monitor the opinions of market
participants, we will continue our efforts to
develop new products that are unique to the
market as per the demands of the market.
In 2012, we are headed for some major
maneuverings, such as the preparations for
the next generation trading system and an
IPO, from here on.
I highly appreciate all of your continued
support and collaboration.
That’s 3 years of getting results the right
way.
To celebrate this auspicious occasion, I
would like to humbly request the readers to
enjoy reading the second edition of the MEX
Year Book. It is very informative and useful
and I should say all the market participants
should have this copy of year book, as it
can significantly contribute while making
trading decisions. As the saying goes history
repeats itself, a good trader should have
substantial information on the past market
levels, to make the right trading decisions.
And also I congratulate the editorial board
for bringing out all intricate details of MEX
market in this edition of yearbook.

We will continue to dedicate all our
strength to continue with this growth through
following measures over the next year.
Firstly, we will continue our efforts to
acquire a market regulator, which is the
need of the hour. We will work to encourage
major financial institutions to participate in
the MEX market as Non Clearing& Clearing
Members offering online transactions
to retail investors. Secondly, we will
collaborate with Non Clearing Members in

JITESH SURENDRAN
CEO
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Inflation and
Commodity
Markets
Hom Nath Gaire
The author is an Economic Analyst at New Business Age Pvt. Ltd, one of the leading
business magazines in Nepal. He has a Masters of Economics from TU in the year 2005.
He has been actively involved in the study and analysis of economic issues, especially
related to financial market for the last 7 years. He also teaches Investment Economics
in WLC College, Kathmandu.

I

t is well accepted that the pace of
global economic growth is slowing
in recent years. But the general level of
prices (inflation) has been rising resulted
from financial market turmoil and elevated
energy and commodity prices. The reason of
the slowing growth and mounting inflation
in the world, according to some experts,
is global financial crisis of 2008, which
was caused by excessive speculation on
commodities and real estate derivatives in
western economies, particularly in USA.
The nature of current global inflation is
not uniform with that of some years back.
During the second half of 1990s, diminishing
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level of prices (deflation) was the primary
cause of slow economic growth, while the
case for recent years is just opposite--accelerating inflation and falling growth.
According to the IMF’s International
Financial Statistics, global consumer price
index is now increasing by an annual rate of
nearly 7-8 percent, compared with less than
4 percent in one decade ago. This speeding
up in consumer inflation in large part of the
world reflects the impact of higher energy
and commodity prices. In such a situation,
the debate on---whether the commodity
derivative trading stimulates consumer
inflation or not, articulating the need for a
clear policy on this sensitive issue.

Some people argued that futures trading
in commodities allowed efficient price
discovery and will not fuel inflation.
However, there has been sharp rise in
the price of those commodities whose
contracts haven’t been traded in the futures
exchange. In India, the government had
set up a committee in 2010, to investigate,
if there was any link between prices and
commodity futures trading. The committee
had concluded: “... no strong conclusion can
be drawn on whether introduction of futures
trade is associated with decrease or increase
in spot price volatility,’’ thus, the futures
trade in commodities is not going to make
inflation worse.

Experts View
schools of the University of Houston
and the Illinois Institute of Technology
have concluded that supply and demand
fundamentals are at the heart of rising
commodity prices. This conclusion is based
on the findings of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) that supply lagging behind demand
is the main factor behind price increases in
wheat, sugar, cotton, metals, oil and other
commodities. With respect to food, biofuels policies in some advanced economies
are spilling over to the price of key food
items, particularly corn and soybeans. IMF
estimates suggest that increased demand
for bio-fuels accounts for 70 percent of the
increase in corn prices and 40 percent of the
increase in soybean prices. At the same time,
oil prices likely would have been higher
in the absence of these bio-fuels, making
overall inflation situation more vulnerable.

Futures
trading
in
agricultural
commodities have often been blamed for
high prices and the governments have even
suspending trading occasionally. Trading
in sugar futures was suspended till June
2010, in India, when prices began to rise
tremendously. Futures trading of rice,
lentils and other commodities have still
been suspended in most of the countries.
In line of these back ground, some policy
makers have argued that derivative trading
of any kind of commodities should not be
left unregulated as there are possibilities
of manipulating prices of essential goods.
They also suggested that government’s
involvement in supply chain mechanism
of food grains is inevitable to control the
unwanted price rise due to artificial demand
in futures exchanges.
Nonetheless, this situation of rising
inflation and slowing economic growth must
be taken sincerely, as it confronts the blend of
price stability and desired economic growth,
the common objective of macroeconomic
policies. In nut shell the galloping inflation,
in recent years has been challenging the
global prosperity one time again after 1970s.
Rising energy and food stuffs prices are
fundamental to this economic evil. If this
trend remained unchecked, we will have to
pay relatively higher prices for these items
in future fueling up the permanent hyper
inflation. However, the relative price shifts
and the resulting inflation pressures would
not reflect an embryonic overheating of the
global economy as of the early 1970s.

Factors behind High Commodity
Price and Rising Inflation
A common question that everyone can
ask is why the global economic growth
is slowing and the price of energy and
commodities are so high, and still rising?
The demand and supply of those goods
over the past several years provide much
of the explanation. Demand for energy
and commodities has remained high
reflecting the steady growth especially in
emerging and developing economies, led
by BRICS (Brazil Russia India, China and
South Africa). These economies’ growth is
more energy and commodity-intensive in
comparison of more developed economies.
In fact, emerging and developing economies
have accounted for about 95 percent of the
growth in demand for oil since 2003 (IMF).
The prospect of continuous expansion in
these economies suggests that demand for
energy and commodities will remain solid,
even as global growth is slowing.

At the same time, the situation of supply
has been disappointing. For oil, supply
has been getting lower due to geo-political
tension in recent years, particularly in OPEC
countries. Likewise, costs associated with
oil production have increased significantly.
Market estimates suggest that average field
exploration and development costs have
increased from $5 a barrel in 2000 to more
than $10 a barrel in 2010. As spare capacity
and inventories have dropped, the oil market
has become highly sensitive to news of
supply disruptions and geopolitical events.
This has pushed oil prices to all-time highs
in real terms, exceeding their previous 1979
peak by some 15 percent (IMF).
In the case of food products, supply
constraints are more responsible for higher
prices in recent years. Agricultural production
costs and associated transportation costs are
responding to rising oil prices. Temporary
factors, such as droughts and bad harvests
in some regions, have also played a role.
Prices of base metals, which tend to be the
most sensitive to business cycle fluctuations
among commodity prices, peaked during
2007/008 and fell by almost 75 percent
in 2009 on slowing global manufacturing
activity and a recovery in inventories
from very low levels. However, prices of
these metals in international markets, have
recovered most of these losses this year
because of supply concerns.
Likewise, CME Group, the largest
and oldest commodity market operator
of the globe, World Commodity Markets
Council (WCMC), the Natural Gas Supply
Association (NGSA), and the business

Tackling the Problems
Now let’s move on to how these problems
can be best tackled?
According to the IMF,
policies will need to
adjust both to the reality
of permanent relative
price shifts and, in some
cases, to an overall
inflation expectation. A
range of representatives
from business, academia
and the public sectors
now came together to discuss potential
solutions on ensuring transparent and
effective commodity markets in a changing
global economic scenarios- rising inflation
and slowing economic growth. They have
suggested that advanced; emerging and
developing economies alike have a role to
play in ensuring the demand-supply balances
in commodity markets. In such a situation,
the following policy measures may be taken
to tackle with the problems.
First, given that some portion of the
increase in oil price appears to be long-lasting,
the pass-through of changes in international
oil prices to domestic prices would promote
headline inflation in domestic markets as
well. To cope with this, a well-targeted policy
supports should be put in place to protect
the most vulnerable groups. Second, the
emerging and developing countries should
encourage investment in the oil sector and
in energy resources more generally. Third,
agriculture policies should be improved in
many emerging and developing countries.
In the absence of sufficient infrastructure to
PAGE
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increase cultivation and boost productivity,
policies should aim to upgrade infrastructure,
distribution and storage systems, expand
irrigation systems, and redirect subsidies
toward high-yield products and key
agricultural inputs such as fertilizer.

Way Forward
The role of every government is to
promote economic growth and price
stability, as a basis for sustained global
growth and prosperity. The recent run-up in
energy and commodity prices underscores
their macroeconomic significance, putting
the inflation risks posed by rising energy
and commodity prices.
Thus, central bankers and fiscal policy
authorities need to pay close attention to
potential inflation risks of commodity
market. The goal of the fiscal and monetary
policies of the country is to achieve a path of
strong and stable growth, accompanied by

PAGE
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low and stable
inflation. In
achieving
this goal in
the
current
circumstances
will require a consistent set of policy
responses. This should include structural
measures designed to improve market
efficiency, as well as possible coordination
between monetary and fiscal policies.
Economic research aimed at a better
understanding of the causes of the recent
energy and food price increases, the effect
of financial fundamentals on prices of oil
and other key commodities, and the impact
of fuel and food prices on overall inflation
and on the macroeconomic outlook should
be conducted on regular basis.
Development of risk management
and mitigation tools and strategies along
with close monitoring and regulation in

derivative trading of essential commodities,
which can create artificial demand for
those commodities and ultimately raise
inflationary pressures.
The current challenges to global
prosperity and progress resulted from rising
inflation are potentially serious, and contain
many novel elements. However, they can
and will be overcome successfully, so long
as the responses are appropriate, coherent
and consistent in a global context.

MEX NEPAL YEAR BOOK - 2011
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NEPALESE
LEGAL REGIME ON AML/CFT

Ram Hari Neupane
Ram Hari Neupane is a Deputy Director of Law Division at,
Nepal Rastra Bank. He did his BA in Economics and BL, MPA.
He has been associated with NRB since last 13 years.

Resham Raj Regmi
The author has been practicing as an advocate since 2001. He
did hi LLM in 1999 from Law Campus, Tribhuvan University.
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Experts View
Introduction

M

oney Laundering and Terrorist
Financing are new terminologies
in the Nepalese legal system. We can find
different instruments in other countries,
developed to control these crimes. Financial
Action Task Force (FATF) has issued
different principles and standards against
the crime of money laundering and terrorist
financing. Anti Money Laundering (AML)
and Combating Financing of Terrorism
(CFT) came in our knowledge after getting
membership of Asia Pacific Group on
Money Laundering (APG) in 2002. This
connection has not only helped Nepal
to know the importance of AML/CFT in
national economy, but it has also made us
aware of our responsibilities towards the
international community. Consequently, the
Money Laundering Prevention Act, 2008
and Rules, 2009 came into force. These
instruments have criminalized the offence of
money laundering and financing of terrorism.
Different international legal instruments
were adopted. The Anti Money Laundering
Act, 2008 not only criminalized the money
laundering and financing of terrorism, but it
also provided for a regime to prevent such
crime. The regime has been put in place and
it has been operational.
Recently, the Money Laundering
Prevention (amendment) Act, 2068 was
adopted by the Parliament. This amendment
Act has tried to remove the deficiencies of
existing laws on AML/CFT. The parliament
has also adopted different International
Conventions which were made to control
predicate as well as Money Laundering
related crimes. The conventions adopted
by the parliament are UN Convention
against Corruption, 2003, UN Convention
against Transnational Organized Crime,
2000 (the Palermo Convention) and the
UN Convention for the Suppression of
the Financing of Terrorism, 1999. Other
necessary international conventions to
control crimes like ML/TF are already
adopted by Nepal.

Legal arrangement
The AML Act and Rules has provided
definition of money laundering and terrorist
financing. According to the Act, crime of
money laundering constitutes:

do so; or displays or transacts or causes to do so in any manner the asset
obtained, held, possessed, directly or indirectly from commission of any or
all of the following offence/s or the assets increased from investment of such
assets in any forms or transforms or disguises or transfers such criminally
earned assets or causes to do so with an intention to hide, change or evade the
source, nature, place, ownership, right, transaction; or obtains, purchases,
holds, possesses, uses, consumes or utilizes such assets or causes to do so;
or does or causes to do transaction in any form in spite of knowledge
of the criminal origin of the asset or with the reasonable ground to
believe that the asset has criminal origin; or does or causes to do
any kinds of assistance directly or indirectly to transform, change
or transfer such asset or causes to do so.

Likewise, crime of terrorist
financing constitutes
Any person commits the offence of financing of
terrorist activities if that person by any means collects
or provides to any person any asset with the intention
that they should be used or in knowledge that they
are to be used in order to carry out any act
which constitutes an offence within the scope
determined conventions or any other act
intended to cause death or serious bodily
injuries to an individual.
This Act not only criminalized
the crime of money laundering, but
it also mentioned different crimes
as predicate offence as source of
dirty money. Generally, dirty money
includes illegally earned, transferred
and utilized money. Three major source
of dirty money are traditional crimes,
corruption and tax evasion (Commercial).
The Money Laundering Prevention Act
includes different crimes as source of
illegal money. It also authorizes the
Government of Nepal to add other
crimes in the list of predicate
offence. In money laundering
jurisprudence the predicate offences
are considered as source of dirty money.
The Act has made provision for the punishment of the offender who is
involved in the above mentioned crime. Both fine and imprisonment can be
imposed if anyone is found guilty for ML/TF. The amount of fine and time of
imprisonment is as follows:
• Imprisonment of 1-5 Years for the person involved in crime of TF.
• Imprisonment of 1-4 Years for the person involved in crime of ML.
• Half of the above mentioned punishment for the person involved in
attempt, abet and incitement
• Ten percent will be added if the offender is government employee
• In case of institution’s involvement in the crime the chief of such agency
shall be considered as offender until the real offender is identified.

Institutional Arrangements
One shall be deemed to have laundered
asset, in case he/she himself/herself or any
third person acquires, holds, posses, uses,
consumes, utilizes or earns or causes to

The Money Laundering Prevention Act has provided different institutional
arrangements with certain assignment to control the crime. Some of them
are:
PAGE
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• Coordination Committee
• Money Laundering Investigation
Department
• Financial Information Unit
• Others
The
Coordination
Committee
is
constituted under the Chairmanship of
Secretary of Finance. Basic function of this
committee is to provide the policy level
advice to Government of Nepal in the matter
related to AML/CFT. Other members of this
committee are Secretaries of Ministry of Law
and Justice, Foreign Affairs, Home Affairs
and Deputy Governor of Nepal Rastra Bank.
The chief of FIU is the secretary of this
committee and the FIU the secretariat.
Money
Laundering
Investigation
Department is involved in the investigation
and prosecution of the crimes related to
money laundering and terrorist financing.
Government of Nepal has recently
established this Department. A fully
authorized department for specific crimes
can contribute to control such crimes in a
nation.
Financial Information Unit is another
unique institutional arrangement of this

PAGE
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law. Established with Nepal Rastra Bank,
this unit has been assigned the major job
of receiving, analyzing and disseminating
the data related to different transaction.
In addition to that, the FIU also works as
national focal point for AML/CFT activities,
secretariat for Coordination Committee, etc.
From the date of its inception, FIU-Nepal is
working to achieve its objectives as assigned
by the Act and Rules.
In addition to the above mentioned
institutional arrangements, these instruments
has made responsible to the regulators of
different sectors to implement the legal
provision included in different instruments
in the institutions which are under their
regulatory jurisdiction. Likewise, the Act
also confers some responsibility to both
financial and non financial institution to
make necessary arrangement to control this
crime.

Conclusion
The above discussion shows that the
process to control crime like ML/TF is
already initiated in our legal system. But we
cannot say that this effort is sufficient as there
are still a number of things we have to do.

Basically two things stand out most. First one
is effective domestic as well as international
cooperation among law enforcement, FIU
and other related agencies is necessary. By
nature these crimes are multinational and
multidimensional, so we need to develop
coordinated approach to control such
crimes. We need different legal as well as
institutional arrangements to ensure this
cooperation. Nepalese legal regime is still
lacking such instruments. Second is, to start
all round efforts to make all stakeholders
aware about the importance and implication
of this regime. Once competent regime is
established and effectively implemented,
this will not only contribute to reform in law
and order situation of the society, but it will
also improve our international image and
economic development.

References
Money Laundering Prevention Act, 2064
Money Laundering Prevention Rules, 2066
FATF, Forty Recommendations
FATF, Nine Special Recommendations
Different UN Conventions
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ANTI MONEY
LAUNDERING (AML)
MEASURES FOR
COMMODITIES MARKET

Dilli Ram Neupane
Mr. Neupane is an advocate. He holds
Master’s degree in International Law.
Currently he works at the Legal Division
of Nepal Rastra Bank as an Assistant
Director
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M

oney laundering (ML) is the process
by which illegally obtained funds
are given the appearance of having been
legitimately obtained. More specifically this
is a process of converting cash or property
derived from criminal activities to give it a
legitimate appearance. This process involves
the placement, layering and integration of
illegal proceeds. The criminals generally
try to place such funds into financial
system unnoticed and then conduct series of
transactions so as to obscure the origin of
the funds. The whole purpose of the ML for
the criminals is to make it difficult, if not
impossible, for the state authorities to trace
the funds so that they can evade the legal
consequences and enjoy the illegally gotten
gains.

they find any suspicion while scrutinizing
transactions as part of CDD obligation
too. Besides, giving attention to large and
complex and unusual transactions which
have no apparent economic or visible lawful
purpose is another obligation of the FIs.
When such transaction is found, it should be
reported to the FIU.

or agents. Industry specific features of these
measures are to be implemented.

As it is the financial system that can help
the criminals to distance the illegal gains
from illegal source and to launder the illegal
proceeds, the financial institutions (FIs)
including those that conduct commodities
futures trading are highly vulnerable to
abuses by the criminals. Unless effective
preventive measures are put in place, it is
highly likely that FIs including commodities
futures exchanges become the vehicle for
and the victim of financial crimes, including
ML. Preventing criminal use of the financial
system has thus been a priority worldwide.
The FIs are required to function as
preventive wall against the financial crimes.
International standards and measures have
been developed and implemented worldwide
so that ML and financing of terrorism can be
combated and the integrity of the financial
system maintained.

Customer Due Diligence: CDD simply
means to identify the person the FI is having
business relationship with. However, this,
as recommended by the FATF, means (a)
identifying and verifying the customer’s
identification using reliable independent
source document, data or information
(b) identifying the beneficial owner and
verifying the identity of the beneficial owner
(c) obtaining information on the purpose and
intended nature of the business relationship,
and (d) conducting ongoing due diligence
of the relationship and scrutiny of the
transactions to ensure that the transactions
are consistent with the FI’s knowledge of
the customer, their business and risk profile,
including, where necessary, the source
of funds. The CDD measure is one of the
critical measures the FIs are to implement.
This requires the FI to know who the
customer is, identify if any other person is
benefitting from the customer’s transaction,
know the intended nature of the transaction
and monitor and scrutinize the transactions
against the knowledge about the customer
and the intended nature of the transaction.

According to AML/CFT (Combating
the Financing of Terrorism) standards set
by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
, Customer Due Diligence (CDD), record
keeping, reporting and internal controls are
the measures every FI is required to apply.
These measures are to be implemented by all
FIs, irrespective of whether they are banks or
insurance companies or securities brokers or
commodities futures exchanges or brokers

Record Keeping: This requires the
FI to maintain up to date record of CDD
information, the nature and date of
transaction, business correspondences with
the customer, etc. This requires maintaining
record of virtually everything at least for
five years even after termination of business
relationship. The FI should be in a position
to quickly respond to the information request
made by the competent authority.
Reporting: The FIs are required to
report to the Financial Intelligence Unit any
suspicious transaction and other transactions
above certain threshold as specified by
the regulator or competent authority. The
FIs are to report to the FIU the transaction
when they suspect or there are reasonable
grounds to suspect the funds being used in
the transactions are the proceeds of criminal
or any other illegal activities. The FI should
also report suspicious transaction when

Internal Control: The FIs should have
internal procedure in place to comply with
the legal and regulatory requirement as
to the AML. There should be a designated
officer to ensure compliance with AML/CFT
requirements. Screening of the employee
while hiring, regular training to the employee
and independent audit as to the compliance
are the measures to be adopted.

Conclusion
Every single financial institution has a
great role to play for the prevention of crime.
AML measures are all about depriving the
criminals of criminal proceeds. The FIs are
at the very foundation of AML/CFT regime
and it is only their strict compliance with
the AML/CFT obligation that enables state
authority to target the financial base of the
crime. In Nepal, Asset (Money) Laundering
Prevention Act 2008, Rules thereof 2009 have
come into force. The FIU and Department of
Money Laundering Investigations (DMLI)
have been operational. Industry specific
directives as to the AML/CFT obligations
have been issued by the FIU to the ranges of
institutions, but commodities market is yet
to be covered. The ranges of institutions to
which the directives have been issued have
started reporting transactions to the FIU.

1 This is an international body which
sets international standards against Money
Laundering (ML) and Financing of Terrorism
(FT). It has made forty recommendations
against ML and nine special recommendations
against FT. These recommendations include
preventive measures to be adopted by the
Financial Institutions.
2 Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU)
serves as a national centre for the receiving
(and, as permitted, requesting) analysis and
dissemination of Suspicious Transaction
Reports (STRs) and other information
regarding potential money laundering or
terrorist financing. In Nepal, as per the
provision of Asset (Money) Laundering
Prevention Act, 2008, the FIU is established
within Nepal Rastra Bank and it has been
fully operational.
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COMMODITY
DERIVATIVE MARKET IN NEPAL:

ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

Dr Nabaraj Adhikari
The writer is a Deputy Director and head of Planning and Development
Department and International Affairs, Securities Board Of Nepal (SEBON).
He has a Phd in Management and has been involved with SEBON
for the last 12 years. He recently performed as the project manager
of the “Five - Year capital market development master plan project”,
funded with the technical assistance of World Bank – First Initiative.

Historical development of
commodity derivative market

T

he history of commodity derivative
market can be traced back to 1688
with the introduction of future trading in
rice in Japan. This was followed by an
increased participation in commodities
derivatives, especially futures, in the
industrialised countries like the United
States and United Kingdom. In United
States, Chicago Mercantile Exchange
(CME) was established in 1919 which is
presently one of the leading commodity
exchanges in the World. The commodity
derivative market in India dates back to 1875
when the Bombay Cotton Trade Association
was set up to start trading in cotton futures.
Subsequently, many other associations have
started futures trading in commodities, such
as oilseeds in Bombay in 1900, raw jute and
jute products in Calcutta in 1912, wheat
in Hapur in 1913, and bullion in Bombay
in 1920. Presently, there are eight national
level commodity exchanges in India. The
history of commodity derivative market in
Nepal is not very long as compared to world
and Indian commodity derivative markets.

In Nepal commodity derivative market
started since 2006 with the establishment of
Commodities & Metal Exchange Nepal Ltd.
The commodity market in Nepal has been
growing rapidly with the establishment and
operation of five commodity exchanges in a
short span of time.

Significance of commodity
derivative market
Commodity derivative market provides
a vehicle through which the traders or
participants can hedge their risks or
protect themselves from the adverse price
movements in the underlying assets in
which they deal.It enables the consumer
to get an idea of the price at which the
commodity would be available at a future
point of time. Future trading is very useful
to the exporters as it provides an advance

indication of the price likely to prevail
and thereby help the exporter in quoting a
realistic price and secure export contract in
a competitive market. Having entered into
an export contract, it enables him to hedge
his risk by operating in future market. In
other words, development of the commodity
derivative market provides many benefits to
the investor, society and government. Firstly,
commodity derivative market enhances price
discovery mechanism. In derivative market
contract, a trader agrees to receive or deliver
a given commodity or asset at a certain
futures time for a price which is determined
now. Participants get rid of current artificial
pricing mechanism of commodities with
manifestation of well-developed derivative
market. Secondly, investors will get risk
hedging and speculating opportunities from
this market. Commodity derivative market
provides huge investment opportunities
PAGE
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for the investors. There was a traditional
belief that investing in the financial asset
is good because it provides better returns
to the investors, but this notion of investors
is changing slowly. For investors who want
to diversify their portfolio beyond shares,
bonds, and real estate, commodity market
offers another option. Commodities offer
immense potential to become a separate
asset class for market-savvy investors,
arbitragers, and speculators. Commodities
are accepted as a separate asset class with a
unique and distinct source of return.
The trading of standardized and graded
commodities will help to introduce quality
products in the market that protects
consumer’s right. The well-developed
commodity derivative market also supports
to grow financial market in the country.
The godowns and warehouses are required
to store the commodities for future trading.
This arrangement also helps to maintain the
buffer stock of commodities in the market.
The warehouse receipts might also be
the good instruments for bank financing.
The bank credit might flow toward the
agricultural sector-the backbone of Nepalese
economy. Ultimately, the market helps to
boost the employment opportunities in the
country in agricultural, trading and business
and financial sector. Other benefits of
commodity derivative market includes: price
stabilisation-the altitude of price variation is
reduced, leads to integrated price structure
throughout the country, facilitates lengthy
and complex production and manufacturing
activities, helps balance in supply and demand
position throughout the year, encourages
competition and acts as a price barometer to
farmers and other trade functionaries. These
benefits together contribute credible and
sustainable development of financial market
in the country.

Issues and challenges
Along with the benefits there are some
risks of the commodity derivative market as
well. The severe global financial crisis of
2008 have put derivative regulation as a hot
subject of talks, debates and conversation
in various economic, regulatory and market
PAGE
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circles across the globe. With this regulatory
tightening was made in United States as well
as other developed markets around the globe.
For the past five years, commodity derivative
market is burgeoning in Nepal without any
regulatory framework. The major issue in
case of commodity derivative market in
Nepal is not the loose/deficient regulation
rather it is the absence of regulation which
is more dangerous. Hence the need of the
hour is to support, develop and enhance the
well-functioning and regulated commodity
derivative market in Nepal.
The essence of commodity market lies in
hedging, arbitrage and speculation. Due to
lack of required infrastructures like clearing
house, ware house, inspector, central counter
party, settlement guarantee fund, disaster
recovery mechanism, arbitrary margin
determination process, lack of independent
product quality assurance and grading
institutionstandardization/specification,
absence of facility of availing reference
price and availing depth of the market,
less transparency in margin requirements,
absence of publishing every day open
interest, less transparency in clearing and
settlement process, absence of trade related
information,and training and awareness
building institute, Nepalese commodity
market lacks the scope of hedging and
arbitrage. Currently the commodity
exchanges of Nepal are highly concentrated
in trading future contracts of metals, fuels
and some foreign market based agroproducts.
The price determination of foreign
commodities is also not clear, some
exchanges have been pegging the NPR visà-vis Indian rupees to obtain the exchange

rate between NPR and USD, and others are
using the market exchange rate. Trading
platforms and system are yet to be certified
and audited respectively. Similarly, it is
not yet clear whether they have proper
contract derivation mechanism, margin
fixation mechanism and disaster recovery
mechanism. Amid these deficiencies, the
estimated daily average turnover of the
overall commodity market is approximately
NPR.50 million, higher than that of the
stock market daily average turnover of
NPR.30 million. Stock market is three and
half decades old whereas the commodity
market had started since 2006 in Nepal.
This rapid growth of the Nepal’s commodity
market has not been accompanied by the real
sector’s growth including commercialisation
of agriculture and overall performance of
economy. The deficiencies and rapid growth
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show commodity derivative market is being
purely speculative market in Nepal. In order
to prevent the economy from the unwanted
consequences of excessive speculative
commodity derivative market and also for
sustainable and credible development of
commodity derivative market in Nepal,
there is a need for a regulatory mechanism
with proper rules and regulations as well as
autonomous regulator.
In order to safeguard against uncontrolled
speculation certain regulatory measures
are introduced from time to time in the
global commodity derivative markets.
They include limit on open position of
an individual operator to prevent over
trading; limit on price fluctuation to prevent
abrupt upswing or downswing in prices,

special margin deposits to be collected
on outstanding purchases or sales to curb
excessive speculative activity through
financial restraints, minimum/ maximum
prices to be prescribed to prevent future
prices from falling below the levels that are
un remunerative and from rising above the
levels not warranted by genuine supply and
demand factors. During shortages, extreme
steps like skipping trading in certain
deliveries of the contract, closing the markets
for a specified period and even closing
out the contract to overcome emergency
situations are taken. Briefly, commodity
derivative market regulation makes sure
that prices discovered for future delivery of
the underlying assets are best reflectors of
the future situation, traders and producers/
processors are able to manage their risks

in a cost-effective way and the risks spread
thinly within the economy, reduces market
instability and, hence, financial, economic,
and political instability.

Initiatives and prospects of
commodity derivative market
regulation
To ensure effective and efficient
functioning of commodity derivative market,
it is necessary that an independent regulator
regulates market where participants are
prone to collective irrationality. The
independent regulator could stop markets/
participants from becoming victims of herd
mentality and, thus, play an instrumental
role in maintaining efficiency of market in
its economic functions.
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of the markets; provision for compensation;
statutory prohibitions on fraud, abuse, and
market manipulation. In addition, a selfregulatory organization (SRO) may also be
set up for self-regulation and enforcement
of obligations with respect to operation of
the market in a sound manner and free from
trading, market or customer abuses.

Government of Nepal has committed
to introduce rules and regulation for this
market and also has included in tax network.
Securities Board of Nepal (SEBON) being
a Government agency regulating capital
market has been involved in drafting the
amendment in Securities Act, 2007 and
drafting commodity derivative market
regulations. The drafting process has been
already completed which has been submitted
to the Ministry of Finance for fulfilling the
legislative process and approval. Now it is
Government prerogative for fulfilling the
legislative process of the amendment in the
Securities Act and approving commodity
derivative market regulations. Further,
SEBON has also assessed commodity
derivative market in the country with the
stakeholders’ consultation and prepared
supplementary report on five years capital
market development master plan, which is
implemented through Government budgetary
announcement of the current fiscal year.
Commodity derivative is subject
to a comprehensive regulatory regime
administered and enforced by the
government entities that includes, among
other thingsfit and proper criteria for
industry participants; functions, duties and
powers of exchanges and intermediaries;
reporting and record keeping requirements;
procedures governing the trading, treatment
of customer funds and property; definition
of commodity market and commodity
intermediaries; licensing and revocation
of licenses of commodity exchanges and
intermediaries; listing, sales practice, trading
limit, administrative measures taken against
industry intermediaries, and other conduct
of business standards; report on transactions;
provisions designed to protect the integrity
PAGE
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After the establishment of regulatory
set up, the Registrar of Companies will
register commodity exchanges with the
recommendation of regulator and exchanges
have to maintain capital base and necessary
infrastructures as per specified provision.
Regulator can ask any information needed
for inspection and investigation of the
market, specify necessary conditions on
minimum capital and economic resources
considering the status, fair transactions
and interest of clients, and regulator with
the consideration of Government policy,
market status, and investors’ interest can
issue directives on the transactions of
commodities for taking or not taking any
action. Regulator will have major concern
on fraud transactions, price fluctuations/
market manipulation, misstatement, insider
trading and accordingly imposes civil and
criminal offences against these activities.
Regulator will have power in appointing
auditor for examining books of accounts of
commodity exchanges and intermediaries,
and restructuring board of directors of
commodity exchanges and intermediaries,
and requiring bye laws on listing, clearing
& settlement, transfer and establishment
and operation of investors’ protection
funds. Regulator may also restrict trade for
specified days consulting with commodity
exchanges.

For the benefits of commodity derivative
market to the large populace, there is a need
to identify tradable commodity useful to all
public or economy. Presently investors are
overwhelmingly entering in commodity
derivative market, however, they are quite
unaware to the rights and protection, they
do not have united voice, and grievances
are being presented only in informal way.
Software used in the commodity exchanges
should be user friendly, presently it is not
being clear whether the exchanges using
software are user friendly. Regulator, if
provisioned will not delay in conducting

system audit of commodity derivative
exchanges. Government of Nepal needs
to be serious to have strong regulator for
the commodity derivative market along
with adequate human resources, technical
sophistication and required infrastructures
like ware house and inspectors. Further, just
assigning the commodity derivative market
regulatory responsibility to any regulator
is not sufficient in any case. If it is taken
in that easy way, it will further deteriorate
the credibility and sustainability of the
whole financial market and consequently
irrecoverable impact in the economy of the
country.

Concluding remarks
Local commodities are not being
traded in commodity derivative market in
Nepal rather contracts are offered in world
commodities based on commodity prices
determined in international exchanges.
With this the benefits that results from the
commodity derivative market in Nepal are
limited, amounting to only the taxes paid
by and the employment offered by the
exchanges and clearing and non-clearing
members.As it is globally accepted that
significance of commodity derivative market
is enormous, it is grossly wise to go for
well-regulated market. If the Government
of Nepal wish to obtain the benefits of
local commodity trading in particular and
commodity derivative market as a whole,
it would be necessary to enact legislation at
the earliest possible to assign the regulatory
responsibility to the existing regulator or
establish a new regulator for monitoring
and supervising the market, a network of
warehouses and inspectors for setting and
enforcing standards in respect of the quality
of commodities and the quantity supplied
in each tradable unit of a commodity. Such
legislation and enforcement would require
considerable resources. It is high time for
the Government to go ahead with regulation
of the commodity derivative market by
committing the adequate number of staff
and incentives to do the job properly.
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REMARKS ON
COMMODITIES MARKET
Dipak Raj Lamichhane
The writer is an Assistant Director of Banks and Financial
Institutions Regulation Department of Nepal Rastra Bank. He
holds a MBS degree as well as an MA in Economics and a LLB.

A

commodities
exchange
is
an
exchange
where
various
commodities and derivatives products are
traded. Most commodity markets across
the world trade in agricultural products
and other raw materials (eg, wheat, barley,
sugar, maize, cotton, cocoa, coffee, milk
products, pork bellies, oil, metals, etc.) and
contracts based on them. These contracts
can include spot prices, forwards, futures
and options on futures. Other sophisticated
products may include interest rates,
environmental instruments, swaps, or ocean
freight contracts. Commodity markets are
markets where raw or primary products
are exchanged. These raw commodities are
traded on regulated commodities exchanges,
in which they are bought and sold in
standardized contracts.
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In the past few years of establishment,
Nepalese commodity market has grown
rapidly. Due to the possibility of buying the
commodity of high cost, just by keeping the
margin has attracted many investors. The
commodities that are traded in an exchange
are of different sizes and cost, which allows
investors to select the commodity on the
basis of the price change, price of the
product, time duration and so on.
SEBON is governing body that regulates
the commodities exchanges. It also helps to
improve the investors faith in the business.
They should organize the awareness
program regarding the commodity market
and its opportunities and threats. Price
discovery mechanism should be made by
the interaction of demand and supply of

the buyer and seller for the safeguard of the
interest of the farmers. So that the seller gets
the full value of its product while the buyers
pays the real value of the product without
exploitation by the middlemen. Similarly
the exchanges should facilitate a warehouse
so that the physical delivery of the goods
can be possible especially for agro-based
products.
SEBON has issued 1st draft of
Commodities Market Operation Regulation
2011 that includes the regulation, including
others, about the commodities that can be
traded in the market. The draft also states
that only those commodities approved by
and registered at SEBON can be traded. Also,
installation of the online trading system in
the market has been made mandatory. It
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slowdown in these regions would greatly
decrease global demand for finished products
and the raw materials they are made of.
Global demand for commodities would fall,
causing a significant fall in prices which has
effect on commodities market.

incorporates the policies of good corporate
governance, share capital, professional
qualifications and experience required in the
commodities market.
The world population has reached to
7 billion that requires food security. The
commodities used in daily consumption
for livelihood are also actively and mainly
traded in the commodities market. The
commodities price which is determined from
the interaction of investor in the commodities
market is governed by more profit. It helps
to boost the price up resulting inflation and
high commodities price that directly hit hard
on the livelihood of billions of poor people.
Unlike the speculation in the share market,
the commodities market is more sensitive
affecting many aspects of the social lives.
So speculation, undue profiteering attempts
should not be in the commodities market.
The regulation and supervision of this
market should be effective, transparent. The
state leadership and policy makers should be
cautious to prevent excessive speculation in
agricultural commodity markets. Excessive
speculation in commodities should be
regulated to prevent the speculative bubbles
that have been destructive for food and
energy security. This should be a crucial
talking point amongst the stakeholders and
policy-makers.
Although commodity prices have been
on the rise globally since 2001, of which
Nepal was not an exception. There is
plenty of economic justification for it. Most
consumers and manufacturers around the
world are managing somehow to absorb the
sharp price rises in energy and food. Talk
of a possible commodity-market bubble
has been going on for some time. With the
break up between commodity prices and
other financial assets, particularly real estate
and stocks, the talk is now becoming more
important.
The Nepalese investors eyeing to park
their investments on the commodities shall
consider the following global phenomena.
• U.S. and West European economies
constitute half the global economy. Recent

• Surging demand has led raw-material
producers to invest huge amounts to
increase output. Oil companies have
invested in exploration, mining companies
have expanded their mining facilities and
farmers have cleared new land and invested
a fortune in increasing automation and
yield-efficiency. Yields have not grown
the same way among all commodities, but
some may manage to catch up with the
excess demand. For some commodities,
demand has decreased. This is the essence of
every economic cycle. When supply meets
demand, there will be a sharp and swift fall
in commodity prices.

• Surges in commodity prices often result
from wildly speculative gambles, leveraged
in part by low dollar interest rates. For
example, the “true” price of oil is not USD
110 a barrel, but just USD 80 to USD 90.
This price is in keeping with production
costs of about USD 40 to USD 60 per barrel.
Why has the price of gold gone up? Because
investors have chosen gold for the same
reason they have chosen government bonds
- to seek stability and security. Because of
this, current gold prices do not truly reflect
a balance between supply and demand, but
of fear and speculation. Like the real estate
market which has been dominated in recent
years by leveraged financial instruments, the
commodity market now has such instruments,
which inflate prices. Speculators’ money
will seek an exit, and when that day comes,
commodity prices will sink sharply and true
investors’ money will be at risk.

• The last surge in the commodity market
began in the 1970s and ended in the early
1980s. Then it was a result of supply-side
problems, mainly of oil (the oil embargo
and reduced production by OPEC nations).
Despite some malpractices, the current
surge in commodities price is a healthier
one because it results from ever increasing
demand, particularly in the large emerging
markets of China and India where a quarter
of the world’s population lives.
• In recent years, the supply of raw
materials has been unable to meet demand.
For example, oil companies reported that
production was actually down last year,
despite rising demand. In the area of metals,
many countries placed environmental
restrictions on mining companies, making it
more difficult to dig new mines or expand
existing ones. In agriculture, cultivable land
area is shrinking amid desertification and
various environmental restrictions. Similar
limitations also weigh on the fisheries
industry, which is struggling to increase
output. The difficulty in increasing supply
quickly will continue to create shortages,
increasing prices further of which Nepal is
net importer and can’t remain unaffected.
• The soaring price of commodities creates
inflationary pressure and BRICS central
banks have begun to raise interest rates.
But with serious recession concerns, the
U.S., U.K, Japan and the European Central
Bank already cut interest rates sharply.
Lower interest rates will help speculators
continue to fuel demand for commodities
and increase prices. Lower rates also weigh
down on the dollar, so the price of dollartraded commodities will continue to rise.

• The rise of global commodity prices
is a mirror image of the falling dollar. The
dollar and commodity prices are generally
inversely related.
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COMMODITY FUTURES:
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Dr. K.D. Manandhar
The writer is an Assistant Dean, Faculty of Management, TU. He
received his Master’s Degree in Commerce in 1972. He was awarded
Ph.D. in management for his research work “Corporate Dividend
Policy and Practices in Nepal” by FOM, TU in 2002. He has also
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Commodities

C

ommodity futures are agreements
to buy and sell virtually anything
except, for some reason. The primary
commodities that are traded are oil, gold
and agricultural products.

Commodities Futures
Commodities futures, or futures
contracts, are an agreement to buy or
sell a commodity at a specific date in the
future at a specific price. Just like the
price of bananas/ soya oil/coffee at the
grocery store, the prices of commodities
can change on a weekly or even daily
basis. If the price goes up, the buyer of the
futures contract makes money, because he
gets the product at the lower, agreed-upon
price and can now sell it at the higher,

market price. If the price goes down, the
seller makes money, because he can buy the
commodity at the lower market price, and
sell it to the buyer at the higher, agreed-upon
price. More precisely, commodity future
contract is an agreement to purchase or sell
a commodity for delivery in the future at an
agreed upon price that may be satisfied by
delivery. Of course, if commodities traders
had to actually deliver the product, very
few people would do it. Instead, they can
fulfill the contract by delivering proof that
the product is at the warehouse, by paying
the cash difference, or by providing another
contract at the market price. Commodity
futures are types of derivatives.

Derivatives

it derives its value from something else.
The price of share of stock depends on
how the underlying stock performed in the
market. The price of coffee depends on the
price of the coffee beans.
Stock option is one example of
derivatives. It is a call option that gives
the buyer the right (but not the obligation)
to buy e.g.100 shares of a certain stock
at a pre-determined price, is a derivative
because the value of the option depends
on what the underlying stock does. In the
case of NABIL stock options, for instance,
whether the stock option makes money,
loses money, or breaks even depends
entirely upon what NABIL shares do.
Thus, the options “derive” their value from
NABIL stock. They are a derivative.

A derivative is anything that is valued
based upon some other asset. In other words,
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Derivative is practiced widely in
agricultural sector. Farmers in the state/
region are responsible for a lot of derivatives
in the developed and developing countries
as well. They often want to lock in a price
for their crops in order to protect their
harvest and calculate the profits they’ll
make each season. They work with special
brokers or companies to sell future contracts
on commodities exchanges. These contracts
allow them to sell crops they haven’t yet
grown or which are not yet ready for harvest
at a predetermined price. The value of
these contracts (what the farmer gets paid)
depends on what the underlying commodity
does over the period of the futures contract.
Again, whether a futures contract makes
money, loses money, or breaks even depends
entirely on the price of the commodity to
which it is tied.
Types of Derivatives: There are different
types of derivatives in practice in the world.
For examples, banks use derivative to protect
themselves from interest rates changes.
Farmers use them extensively to protect
from possible declining price. Employees in
startups that are paid with stock options own
derivatives.
Insurance contracts are derivatives to
protect lenders in case their loans go bad and
to protect the depositors against the banks
going bankrupt. Energy companies use
futures to lock in oil prices when they think
they are too high, to protect the company.
On the other hand airlines use futures to
lock in oil when it’s low. There are even
weather derivatives to protect certain types
of businesses from hurricanes and adverse
conditions. Generally, future contracts
can include spot prices, forwards, futures
and options. Some of the sophisticated
derivatives products may include interest
rates, environmental instruments, swaps and
fright contracts.

Commodity Exchange Market
Futures markets are very actively
traded market in large trading volume.
The future contracts of commodities are
traded in exceptionally large volume in
the commodities exchange markets such
as Chicago Board of Trade in Chicago and
New York Board of Trade, and the New
York Mercantile Exchange in New York,
and London Metal Exchange. Mercantile
Exchange Nepal (MEX), the largest online
commodity future exchange and regulated
by various laws of Nepal, among others
COMEN, NDEX, commenced its operation
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on 5th Jan. 2009 and provides services of
future market through clearing and non
clearing members on cash settlement daily
basis in increasing volume. It trades futures
in various commodities such as cash crops,
food grains, oil seeds, metals and bullions.
Since no one really wants to transport all
those materials, what is actually traded are
commodities futures contracts or options in
commodity exchange market.
A commodities exchange is an exchange
where various commodities and derivatives
products are traded. Commodity market is
growing fast across the world trade with
agricultural products and other raw materials
likes wheat, barley, sugar, maize, cotton
cocoa, coffee, soya oil, crude oil and metals
like gold and silver and contracts based on
them being traded ever more increasingly.

Advantages of futures market
• Makes the public aware in analyzing
the forecast of future prices of the most
important market goods.
• Makes available the wide variety of
underlying instruments to enable to protect
against risk.
• Provide a good range of price movement
and liquidity,

• Futures markets are available for day
trading 24 hours per day.
• Makes the public aware of the risks and
benefits associated with the derivatives.
• Provides the opportunities to make
riskless profit from market inefficiencies.

Why Are Derivatives Dangerous
Although derivatives, a powerful tool
in financial/commodity market, can help
make the economy function by reducing
risk for farmers, investors, investment
funds, oil companies, startup employees,
and more, however, if left unchecked and
not effectively regulated, they can introduce
“systematic risk”. In addition, if the few
firms are involved in a massive portion of
the total derivatives traded and if one of
them went bankrupt, this may lead to the
chain effect and cause all of the others to
fail, wiping out entire financial system. For
example, failure of Lehman Brothers caused
global financial crisis.
Besides, as derivatives are very versatile
instruments its used by a trader as a speculator
rather than hedging and arbitrage, the losses
may be even worse. So, derivatives are more
risky if it is misused.

Experts View

Need of Analysis
Since the derivatives products are
versatile instruments, if rational analysis
is used, it provides significant benefits
and thus profit to the participants deciding
to form a portfolio of commodity futures.
However the opposite is also true and lack
of analysis can result in significant losses.
Thus fundamental and technical analysis of
the derivative market is required to forecast
the prices of the underlying asset and a
properly balanced portfolio could ensure
minimization of market risk as well as
liquidity risk.
Maximum gain from futures could be
realized only when we can forecast the
changes in prices of the underlying assets
more correctly. Traders/investors must be
capable of analyzing the causes of price
change and trend in international markets in
the future. Failure to analyze in correct way
may cause losses from derivatives products.
There are uncertainties in the future
dynamics of process. Thus, increases/
decreases in the underlying assets
(agricultural such as food and cash crops,
metals and bullions, minerals, vegetable
oilseeds and oil, tropical beverages) may be

attributed to many causes such as the sudden
changes and shift in demand and supply
factors, changes in climatic conditions, price
trend in the international markets, prediction
of production, stock shortage, persistent
underinvestment due to depressed prices in
the international markets, conflict between
neighboring countries supplying the product
in the international markets and threat of war,
import policy and export policy of major
importing and exporting countries, global
economic downturn and financial crisis and
recovery. Further, increase in commodity
derivatives as an asset in the portfolio has
attributed to changes in price level, growing
financialization of commodity markets has
led much to the uncertainties in the price
formation of the products and lastly resulted
in price shocks.

Firms dealing in commodity exchange
services have the challenge to make the
participants aware of the risk of derivatives
and counseling, attracting the prospective
participants, ensuring and protecting their
interests, making them familiar with the
system of futures trading and guaranteeing
the performance of futures contracts.
Corporate governance should be the
principle to be followed. Since it is a part
of financial system, SEBON has already
started planning to regulate and increase
surveillance as well as understanding the
working of the commodity exchanges in
order to ensure efficient and transparent
operation.
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ommodity markets are also called
futures markets or futures exchange.
Nearly everyone has the feeling that
commodity markets are very difficult to
understand. In fact, they are not. There are
several basic facts that one must know, and
once these are understood one should have
little difficulty understanding the nature of
commodity markets and how they function.
First, a commodity futures market (or
exchange) is, in simple terms, nothing more
or less than a public marketplace where
commodities are contracted for purchase or
sale at an agreed price for delivery at specified
date. These purchases and sales, which must
be made through a broker who is a member
of an organized exchange, are made under
the terms and conditions of a standardized
futures contract. The primary distinction
PAGE
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between a commodity market and a market
in which actual commodities are bought and
sold, either for immediate or later delivery
is that in the futures market one deal in
standardized contractual agreements only.
These agreements (more formally called
futures contracts) provide for delivery of a
specified amount of a particular commodity
during a specified future month, but involve
no immediate transfer of ownership of the
commodity involved. In other words, one
can buy and sell commodities in a futures
market regardless of whether or not one has,
or owns, the particular commodity involved.
When one deals in futures one need not be
concerned about having to receive delivery
(for the buyer) or having to make delivery
(for the seller) of the actual commodity,
providing of course that one does not buy or

sell a future during its delivery month. One
may at any time cancel out a previous sale
by an equal offsetting purchase or a previous
purchase by an equal offsetting sale. If done
prior to the delivery month the trades cancel
out and thus there is no receipt or delivery
of the commodity. In fact, only a very small
percentage, usually less than two percent, of
the total futures contracts that are entered
into are ever settled through deliveries. For
the most part they are cancelled out prior
to the delivery month in the manner just
described.
A common misconception is that
commodity exchanges determine, or
establish, the prices at which commodity
futures are bought and sold. This is totally
wrong. Prices are determined solely by

Experts View
a commodity exchange is to think in terms
of what happens at a public auction. The
principle is the same, except in the futures
market a two-way auction is continuously
going on during trading hours. This twoway auction is made possible because of the
standardized futures contract, which requires
no description of what is being offered at
the time of sale. Also, the two-way auction
is made practical because the inflow of both
buying and selling orders to the exchange
floor is normally in sufficient volume to
make buying and selling of equal importance.
In a public auction the accent is on selling.
The purpose of a commodity exchange is to
provide an organized marketplace in which
members can freely buy and sell various
commodities in which they have an interest.
The exchange itself does not operate for
profit. It merely provides the facilities and
ground rules for its members to trade in
commodity futures and for non-members
also to trade by dealing through a member
broker and paying a brokerage commission.

The Clearing House
A brief explanation of the clearing house
(or clearing association) and its function in
futures trading is important to understanding
the operation of the futures markets.

supply and demand conditions. If there are
more buyers than there are sellers, prices
will be forced up. If there are more sellers
than buyers, prices will be forced down.
Buy and sell orders, which originate from all
sources and are channeled to the exchange
trading floor for execution, are actually
what determine prices. These orders to buy
and sell are translated into actual purchases
and sales on the exchange trading floor, and
according to regulation this must be done by
public outcry across the trading ring or pit
and not by private negotiation. The prices
at which transactions are made are recorded
and immediately released for distribution
over a vast telecommunications network.
Probably the best way to visualize how
purchases and sales are made on the floor of

Each futures exchange has its own
clearing house. All members of an exchange
are required to clear their trades through the
clearing house at the end of each trading
session, and to deposit with the clearing house
a sum of money (based on clearinghouse
margin requirements) sufficient to cover
the member ’ s debit balance. For example,
if a member broker reports to the clearing
house at the end of the day total purchases
of 100,000 Kgs of May wheat and total
sales of 50,000 kgs of May wheat (which
may be for himself, his customers, or both),
he would be net long 50,000 kgs of May
wheat. Assuming that this is the broker ’ s
only position in futures and that the clearing
house margin is Rs0.20 per kg, this would
mean that the broker would be required to
have Rs10,000 on deposit with the clearing
house.
Because all members are required to
clear their trades through the clearing house
and must maintain sufficient funds with it to
cover their debit balances, the clearing house
is placed in a position of being responsible to
all members for the fulfillment of contracts.
Therefore, instead of broker A who, for
example, bought 50,000 Kgs of May wheat
from broker B being responsible to broker B

for fulfillment of his end of the contract, the
clearing house assumes the responsibility. In
like manner, the responsibility of broker B to
broker A in connection with this transaction is
passed on to the clearing house, with neither
A or B having any further obligation to one
another. The clearinghouse becomes the
“other party” for all futures trades between
exchange members. This mechanism greatly
simplifies futures trading. Considering the
huge volume of individual transactions that
are made, it would be virtually impossible
to do business if each party to a trade were
obligated to settle directly with each other in
completing their transactions.

Margin Requirements
When one establishes a position in a
commodity futures, either long or short, it
is necessary to deposit with the broker a
sufficient amount of money to protect the
position – actually to protect the broker
against loss in the event the trade entered
into is unprofitable. This deposit is referred
to as the margin. This amount serves as the
good faith deposit by the trader. It should not
be confused with the clearinghouse margin
required of an exchange member. The
margin required of a customer by a broker
is a different margin than that required
of the broker by the clearinghouse. Both
margins serve the same purpose, however
– they insure that obligations arising from
commitments in commodity futures are
fulfilled. There is no interest charged on
the difference between the market value of
a futures contract and the margin deposited
to trade in it.
The amount of margin that one is required
to deposit with the broker in order to trade
in commodities is generally 10 percent or
less of the market price of the commodity.
Exchange regulations prescribe the minimum
margins that brokers require of customers.
These minimums are changed from time to
time, depending on market conditions. Also,
it should be noted that at any given time
one broker might require larger margins
than another. The broker is limited only
with respect to minimum requirements. If
he feels that adequate protection requires a
larger margin than the minimum required
by the exchange regulations, he is free to
ask for a larger margin. In this connection,
however, for competitive reasons a broker is
somewhat limited in the amount of margin
required from his customers. Consequently,
the tendency is for margin requirements
among various brokers to stay pretty close
in line. After making an original margin
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deposit with a broker, one is obligated to
add this deposit only if (1) he increases the
size of his market commitment, or (2) there
is a loss in his existing position due to prices
moving in a direction contrary to that which
he had expected. The usual procedure is for
the broker to call for additional margin when
the original margin has been reduced (by an
adverse price move, usually calculated as of
the close of the market session) to roughly
70 to 75 percent of the margin originally
deposited, which is called maintenance
margin. The margin call is normally for the
amount needed to bring one ’ s margin back
up to the original requirement.
Assume that a trader has sold 5,000 Kgs
of May wheat short at Rs40 per kg, and that
the broker has required Rs20,000 margin
deposit on the transaction. Further assume
maintenance margin is Rs15,000. One sells
short, naturally, because he expects prices to
decline. But suppose prices go up instead.
Each one rupee move in the price of wheat
is equal to Rs5,000 on a 5,000 Kg contract.
This means that in the event of Rs3 increases
in per kg, one would have a loss of Rs15,000
in his short position. The margin balance
would be reduced to Rs5,000 and the broker
would probably at this point call for an
additional Rs15,000 to bring the margin
back up to the original requirement. A point
that should be made clear in connection with
this example is that unless one closes out his
short position on this three-rupee adverse,
the Rs15,000 loss is a paper loss only – one
that will be increased or reduced depending
on subsequent market action. Now there
will be Rs20,000 with the broker, the
original margin deposit, plus the Rs15,000
that was deposited later. Let us suppose
that after selling May wheat short at Rs40,
prices decline by Rs2. In such an event
one would have Rs 10,000 profit on the
short sale. The broker would automatically
credit this profit to the account, and with the
Rs20,000 initially deposited one would have
a total credit of Rs30,000. Fund in excess
of original margin is of course subject to
withdrawal upon request.

Size of the Commodity Market
The global volume of commodities
contracts traded on exchanges increased
by a fifth in 2010, and a half since 2008, to
around 2.5 billion million contracts. During
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the three years up to the end of 2010, global
physical exports of commodities fell by
2%, while the outstanding value of OTC
commodities derivatives declined by twothirds as investors reduced risk following a
five-fold increase in value outstanding in the
previous three years. Trading on exchanges
in China and India has gained importance
in recent years due to their emergence as
significant commodities consumers and
producers. China accounted for more than
60% of exchange-traded commodities in
2009, up on its 40% share in the previous
year.
Commodity assets under management
more than doubled between 2008 and 2010
to nearly $380bn. Inflows into the sector
totaled over $60bn in 2010, the second
highest year on record, down from the record
$72bn allocated to commodities funds in the
previous year. The bulk of funds went into
precious metals and energy products. The
growth in prices of many commodities in
2010 contributed to the increase in the value
of commodities funds under management.

What Commodity Markets do?
A
well-developed
and
effective
commodity futures market, unlike physical
market, facilitates offsetting the transactions
without impacting on physical goods until
the expiry of a contract. Futures market
attracts hedgers who minimize their risks,
and encourages competition from other

traders who possess market information and
price judgment. While hedgers have longterm perspective of the market, the traders,
or arbitragers as they are often called,
hold an immediate view of the market. A
large number of different market players
participate in buying and selling activities
in the market based on diverse domestic
and global information, such as price,
demand and supply, climatic conditions and
other market related information. All these
factors put together result in efficient price
discovery as a result of large number of
buyers and sellers transacting in the futures
market.
Futures market, as observed from
the cross-country experience of active
commodity futures markets, helps in
efficient price discovery of the respective
commodities and does not impair the longrun equilibrium price of commodities.
At times, however, price behavior of a
commodity in the futures market might show
some aberrations reacting to the element of
speculation and ‘bandwagon effect’ inherent
in any market, but it quickly reverts to
long-run equilibrium price, as information
flows in, reflecting fundamentals of the
respective commodity. In futures market,
speculators play a role in providing liquidity
to the markets and may sometimes benefit
from price movements, but do not have a
systematic causal influence on prices.
An effective architecture for regulation
of trading and for ensuring transparency
as well as timely flow of information to
the market participants would enhance the
utility of commodity exchanges in efficient
price discovery and minimize price shocks
triggered by unanticipated supply demand
mismatches.

Conclusion
Futures markets are not as commonly
believed. In many ways, they operate just
as public market places or auctions. For
instance, prices of commodities on an
exchange are determined solely by supply
and demand conditions, which is no different
from the way in which prices are determined
in more familiar markets. Once certain facts
are understood, one can see that commodity
markets are an integral part of a well-run
economy.
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n the last decade 2001/02-2010/11,
Nepali economy grew at a snail’s pace.
Both the major sectors of the economy,
the agriculture and the non-agriculture
recorded
disappointing
performance.
The agriculture sector consistently under
performed. Throughout the decade, the
impulses to growth came largely from
the non-agricultural sectors. There is
desperation, frustration, and pessimism
among all the economic actors whether
from the private sector, the public sector or
commentators on the national economy that
the Nepali economy cannot take off. And
the blame game against each other is getting
pervasively acrimonious with each passing
day. This paper attempts to examine whether
Nepali economy is doomed to perpetual law
equilibrium trap or there are some silver
linings that give scope to optimism. In this
process, the paper examines the historical
trend of growth rate. While doing so it
also attempts to examine the sources that
contribute to growth rate.
Nepal started compiling, processing and
publishing national accounts statistics only
since fiscal year 1964/65. The national
account series beginning from 1964/65
was very crude. It was improved and made
internationally comparable with the series
beginning from 1974/75 as the base year.
An effort is made here to segregate the
economic performance into high growth
(in excess of five percent) and low growth
(below two percent) years. After identifying

the high growth and low growth years,
the paper attempts to evaluate which
component contributed more to the growth.
In this process, the paper also evaluates the
structural evolution of the economy in terms
of agricultural and non-agricultural sector’s
relative share in the national economy.
At the same time, attempts will be made
to identify the factors that contributed to
growth rate, principally through gross fixed
capital formation segregated into private
and public sectors, price developments
proxied by GDP deflators, consumption and
international trade gap. But, there is a caveat
to time series comparison. Since almost
every decade there is a base year change,
straight linear inter temporal comparison
turns out to be problematic particularly
with respect to GDP deflator and aggregate
consumption. For instance, until 1999/2000
aggregate consumption is split between
public and private, whereas with the new
series beginning from 2000/01, it is split
between public, private and not for profit
entities. For comparison purpose, this paper
lumps consumption by not for profit entities
into the public consumption.

Trend of Growth Rate
While comparing the trend and pattern
of growth rate between a period of 36 years
(1975/76 – 2010/11), it is apparent that
late 1970s mark the sluggish period, early
1980, normally represent high growth years
with slightly falling in the 1990s. With the
exception of 2007/08, the new millennium

represents an intermediate performance,
higher than those of 1970s and lower than
the average of the 1990s.

High Growth Years
The Nepali economy grew at the
historically highest rate of 8.9 % in 1980/81,
followed by 8.8 % (1983/84), 7.9 % (1993/94)
and 7.1 % (1987/88). What is striking is the
fact that, a high growth rate is accompanied
by robust performance in both the sectors.
Until the 1980s agriculture played deciding
role, then after non-agricultural sectors
have been playing critical role in the overall
performance of the national economy. For
instance:

Table 1: Sectoral Growth Rate, GDP share and Deflators (In %)
High Growth Years (A)
Fiscal Year

Growth Rate

GDP Share

GDP

Agriculture

NonAgriculture

1980/81
1983/84
1984/85
1987/88
1990/91
1993/94
1995/96
1999/00
2007/08

8.9
8.8
6.9
7.1
6.7
7.9
5.7
6.1
5.8

10.4
9.5
2.4
6.6
2.6
7.6
3.8
4.9
5.8

7.4
8.0
11.5
7.5
10.6
8.1
7.0
6.8
5.9

1976/77
1978/79
1979/80
1982/83
2001/2002

1.7
1.6
0.3
1.1
0.2

-4.1
3.0
-4.8
-1.1
3.1

9.7
0.1
6.3
3.4
-1.1

Agriculture

NonAgriculture

51.7
50.8
48.7
45.2
45.0
40.6
38.6
36.4
35.6
Low Growth Years (B)
54.8
53.8
51.1
50.5
36.9

Deflator
GDP

Agriculture

NonAgriculture

48.2
49.2
51.3
54.8
55.0
59.4
61.4
63.6
64.6

7.4
6.4
5.6
11.8
9.2
7.5
7.5
4.6
16.1

3.9
7.8
N/A
12.6
7.4
7.4
7.0
4.6
21.4

11.9
4.4
N/A
11.0
19.6
11.5
7.8
4.7
13.0

45.2
46.2
48.9
49.5
63.1

-2.3
10.8
4.7
7.6
3.9

-6.8
11.6
6.2
8.9
3.6

6.8
8.9
4.6
17.5
4.8

Source: Economic Surveys of various years, MOF, GON
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The non-agricultural sector grew at the
highest rate of 11.5 percent in 1984/85, yet
GDP grew by a modest 6.9 %, because that
year agriculture had grown by the lowest
rate of 2.4%. But as non-agriculture sectors
begin to predominate the composition of
GDP, agriculture plays relatively lesser role
in growth rate as exemplified by the growth
performance in 1990/91. That year, nonagricultural sectors contributed 55 percent
to GDP. Hence, despite a poor performance
of 2.6 percent in agriculture, GDP grew
by 6.7 percent, which was pushed up by
a respectable growth of 10.6 percent in
non-agriculture GDP. Let us also evaluate
whether the higher growth rates of seven
to nine percent was achieved against the
base of a very poor growth in the preceding
year. The highest ever growth rate of 8.9
percent in 1980/81 had followed the poorest
growth of 0.3 percent in 1979/80. Another
high growth of 8.8 percent in 1983/84 was
achieved against a backdrop of 1.1 percent
in 1982/83. Nevertheless, growth rate in
excess of 8 percent is really remarkable.
In 1984/85, the growth rate of 6.9 percent
followed a very high growth of 8.8 percent
in the preceding year, thank to the excellent
performance by non agriculture. Thus, the
higher growth was not merely an outcome
of poor year earlier, the economy was
really getting resilient and poised for better
performance.
In the eight years in which sectoral
deflators are available, the deflator (a proxy
for the rate of inflation) of agriculture
exceeds that of non- agriculture only thrice:
in 1983/84 (7.8% for agriculture viz. a viz.
4.4 percent for non agriculture), 1987/88
(12.6 percent viz. a viz. 11 percent), and
2007/08 (21.4 percent viz. a viz. 13 percent
for non agriculture). In the remaining five
years, the price inflation of non agricultural
sectors outpaces that of agriculture sector

by a very wide magnitude. This discourages
private investment in the agricultural sector,
as it turns less profitable than investing
in non agricultural sectors. Moreover,
the Nepali economy over the years is
increasingly getting service oriented. Most
of the services are non-tradable. Adverse
terms of trade for tradable adversely impacts
upon the country’s competitiveness. That is
the reason Nepali peasantry finds it cheaper
to consume imported food than to produce
in their farms. This is telling on our BOP.

Low growth years
Late 1970s and few years in the early
1980s have been disappointing years for the
Nepali economy as reflected by very poor
growth rates, due primarily to abysmally
poor performance of agriculture. The growth
rate then was as low as 0.3 percent (1979/80);
a small fraction of the population growth,
which was well in excess of two percent.
Of the five observations, agriculture had
absolutely declined in three of them. Even
when it grew, it never exceeded the vicinity

of a poor three percent. Non-agriculture
growth rate too remained erratic, ranging
from the lowest of 0.1 percent (1978/79) to
the highest of 9.7 percent (1976/77).

Other Factors Affecting Growth
In what follows, the paper endeavors to
explore what major economic factors could
have contributed to growth performance.
The major factors taken into consideration
here are Gross Fixed Capital Formation
(GFCF) split into private and public, gross
savings (domestic and national ; GDS and
GNS) trade gap and aggregate consumption
segregated into private and public. However,
this is not an exhaustive listing of factors that
contribute to growth. Other factors could be
legal reforms, simplification of procedures,
quality, size, and composition of national
budget, availability and quality of physical
and social infrastructure and real exchange
rate, to name a few. However, a short paper
like this cannot take all these factors into
consideration. The author leaves further
analysis to the attention of other researches.

Table 2: Factors Affecting Growth Rate (In %)
High Growth Years
Factors

1981

1984

1985

1988

1991

1994

1996

2000

2008

1. Growth Rate
2. Consumption
2.1 Private
2.2 Public
3. Gross Fixed Captial Formation
3.1 Private
3.2 Public
4. Gross Domestic Savings
5. Gross National Savings
6. Trade Deficit

8.9
89.1
82.1
7.0
15.7
9.1
6.6
10.9
16.5
6.7

8.8
90.1
80.9
9.2
17.5
9.6
7.9
9.9
15.3
8.8

6.9
86.6
77.2
9.4
20.1
12.4
7.7
13.4
15.0
8.5

7.1
88.6
78.6
10.0
18.4
9.5
8.9
11.4
13.2
8.6

6.7
90.4
81.2
9.2
18.9
11.7
7.7
9.6
11.5
11.3

7.9
85.3
77.3
12.0
21.1
14.4
6.7
14.7
16.9
7.7

5.7
86.2
76.9
9.3
22.5
15.4
7.1
13.8
15.8
12.8

6.1
54.8
75.9
8.9
19.3
12.4
6.9
15.2
18.6
9.1

5.8
90.6
78.2
12.4
21.4
16.9
4.5
9.4
33.2
22.2
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Low Growth Years (B)
Factors

1977

1979

1980

1983

1.Growth Rate
1.7
1.6
0.3
1.1
2.Consumption
86.5
88.6
88.9
91.4
2.1 Private
79.2
80.1
82.2
81.3
2.2 Public
7.3
6.5
6.7
10.1
3.Gross Fixed Capital Formation
14.9
14.7
15.8
19.5
3.1 Private
10.9
9.6
9.5
10.8
3.2 Public
4.0
5.1
6.3
8.7
4.Gross Domestic Savings
13.5
11.7
11.1
8.6
5. Gross National Savings
17.5
16.0
16.8
14.7
6. Trade Deficit
2.5
9.3
7.2
11.1
Note: 2 though 6: In percent of GDP | Source: Economic Survey of various years
It is normally expected that a higher
economic growth results in a higher savings
and higher investment (in this table a higher
gross fixed capital formation) ratio and this
further propels the growth rate resulting
in a virtuous cycle. On the contrary, a
lower growth results in a lower savings
and thereby lower investment (in our case
a lower, GFCF) ratio and ultimately in a
vicious cycle. Let us look into the evidence
against this backdrop.
In the upper panel (higher growth years)
of the table, the highest growth rate of 8.9
percent (1980/81) is accompanied with the
lower domestic savings of 10.9 percent and
the lowest GFCF of 15.7 percent; whereas the
lowest growth rate of 0.3 percent in 1979/80
(lower panel in the table) is accompanied by
a higher domestic savings of 11.1 percent
and a GFCF ratio of 15.8 percent. One
explanation could be whether low domestic
savings is or is not offset or compensated by
a higher national savings ratio. But again,
national savings rate of 16.8 percent in the
lowest growth year of 1979/80 is higher than
the 16.5 percent national savings rate of the
highest growth year of 1980/81.
Let us look into the behavior of growth
rate, savings and GFCF rates in other
years. The other higher growth rate in
our observation occurred in 1983/84 (8.8
percent) and 1993/94 (7.9 percent). In
1984, domestic savings rate fell down to
9.9 percent but GFCF rate rose to 17.5
percent, largely due to sharp rise in public
sector’s capital formation. In 1993/94, when
economy had expanded by 7.9 percent,
domestic and national savings had expanded
by 14.7 percent and 16.9 percent respectively.
In the same year, capital formation had
reached to a high of 21.1 percent due largely
to a respectable increase in private capital
formation.
Let us also look into the case of low
growth years. In 1982/83 and 2001/02 the
economy expanded by 1.1 percent and 0.2
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2002
0.2
91.4
81.4
7.0
18.3
14.7
3.6
9.5
24.2
9.8

percent respectively. In both the years,
saving rates are lower at 8.6 percent and
9.5 percent, but the capital formations are
relatively higher at 19.8 percent and 18.3
percent. What is striking is the fact that
public sector capital formation is at the
lowest of 3.6 percent in 2001/02. In the same
year, private sector capital formation was
much higher at 14.7 percent, yet economy
almost stagnated at 0.2 percent growth rate.
Let us now look into the behavior of
consumption and try to relate it with the
growth rate. The lowest growth rate of 0.2
percent in 2001/02 and 0.3 percent in 1979/80
were associated with the consumption ratio
of 91.4 percent and 88.9 percent. Likewise,
the highest growth rates of 8.9 percent
(1980/81) and 8.8 percent (1983/84) were
accompanied with the consumption ratio of
89.1 percent and 90.1 percent. If we look
further into high growth years, particularly
since the 1990s, it is apparent that higher
growth years exhibit a falling consumption
and corollarity increased domestic savings
ratios. No clear cut relationship is evident
between GFCF and growth rate in both
the panels. This could probably be due to
the fact that there is no contemporaneous
relationship between capital formation and
growth rate; as this year’s capital formation
contributes to output growth in the years
to come. Similarly, from this observation;
one cannot conclude that private capital is
necessarily more productive than public
capital formation. For instance, there is a big
jump in private capital formation in 1984/85,
yet growth rate is lower than in earlier two
observations. Similarly, private capital
formation rate also dropped in 1987/88 and
in 1990/00, yet both the years had yielded
higher growth rates than the earlier years.
Finally, let us see whether or not
international trade flows impact growth rate.
Apparently, international trade contributes to
growth by making available raw materials,
intermediate and capital goods and
technology to the economic agents. Trade

also helps earn foreign currency. But if trade
results in unsustainably higher import of
consumption goods, it will tend to drag the
economy. Looking at the table, it appears
that higher growth years are associated with
lower percentage of trade deficit to GDP.
To be specific, all the years in excess of
six percent growth (except for 1990/91) are
associated with single digit of deficit ratio to
GDP. A closer look at the table also reveals
that generally, higher the deficit ratio, higher
tends to be the consumption ratio. This
warrants caution on the part of the policy
makers.

Conclusion
A very pleasing and optimistic conclusion
is that Nepal has the potential to grow at a
pace much faster than at present. There are
evidences that in the past Nepali economy
have grown by as high as 8.9 percent in
the early 1980s. Since then Nepal has
made appreciable progress in the sphere of
transportation, communication, education
and health. These achievements are yet to
be translated into higher growth. Secondly,
Nepal’s private sector has grown much more
mature than in the 1980s. What remains is
their transformation into a confident and
forward looking entrepreneur. Thirdly,
the world is much more open than in the
1980s, both in our close vicinity and further
away. Added to it is the tremendous global
goodwill to Nepal. These pluses remain to
be harnessed.
A discernible trend of the Nepali economy
is that beginning from the later part of early
1980s, the value of non-agriculture output
began to exceed the value of agricultural
output. But, beginning from mid 1990’s, the
agricultural sector has been left to fend for
itself, when Indian and the governments all
over the world started pouring in additional
investment in the development of this sector.
At the same time agriculture suffered from
unfavorable terms of trade both within the
country and also with the rest of the world.
Fairly recently, a serious introspection is
creeping up.
Another conclusion drawn is, normally, a
higher rate of growth is accompanied with a
falling consumption and trade deficit ratios
measured as a percent of GDP. Furthermore,
the observation presented here does not
necessarily show a definite evidence of
private sector capital formation being more
productive and efficient than public sector
capital formation in contributing to growth
rate.
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W

ith the rise of remittance and the
rapid movement of people to
middle class strata, Nepal witnessed a sharp
rise in the investment in share market and
commodity market couple of years back.
Although the get rich quick people from real
estate sector did pour in lots of money into
these markets and made them grow, the lesson
to be learnt for the investors after the current
record low performance of stock market and
quite less by the commodity market is that
investment is not gambling. People invested
in lots of their money without doing prior
research and their investment decisions
were basically made by manipulative stock
brokers with vested interest.
Generally, stock market has always been
the first choice of investment among the
people. Commodity market however is quite
new to the Nepali market. It officially entered
the Nepali market in the year 2006. However,
in these past years, the number of brokers
has grown five-fold and investors 60-fold;
yet the size of investment has not witnessed

a similar growth rate—the growth is merely
divided into many shares of the same pie
entering the market. There was a big boom
in the initial period as many investors rushed
in enamoured by the glamour of testing the
new market, but most of them did not elect
to return to it as they found no substantial
returns on their investments.
However, it is not that the sector is not
lucrative. Globally, commodity assets under
management more than doubled between
2008 and 2010 to nearly $380 billion. Inflows
into the sector totalled over $60 billion in
2010, the second highest year on record,
down from the record $72 billion allocated
to commodities funds in the previous year.
The bulk of funds went into precious metals
and energy products. The growth in prices
of many commodities in 2010 contributed
to the increase in the value of commodities
funds under management. It is just the fact
that in Nepal people who chose to invest in
commodity market did not know properly
what they were investing into and how it

would yield those results. They were less
informed and did not know the mechanism
of trade. Correspondingly, the lack of basic
infrastructure, human resource and the lack
of adequate market survey, growth analysis,
and policies to fit the business atmosphere
by the brokers themselves also catapulted
the problem. Similarly, there has been the
issue of regulations as well. Till now, the
compliances that the government has laid
out in the committee and the rules and
bylaws that it has formulated show that the
Securities Board of Nepal (SEBON) is the
most feasible and practical body to regulate
the derivative market (DM). However, no
conclusive results have been drawn yet to
who will regulate the commodity market.
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Hence to regulate the market and to grow
it as a professional investment sector, not
only brokers need to have knowledge about
global commodity market and its future,
investors themselves need to understand
that investing in commodity market is not as
same as that to investing in share market.

Time
• One of the main differences between
shares of stock and commodities futures is
the length of time that these assets spend
on an exchange. Many stocks stay on
exchanges for decades, as the companies
for which they are issued continue to do
business. A futures contract, by contrast,
is an agreement for a producer to deliver a
commodity to a supplier on a certain date.
Shortly before that date arrives, the contract
is removed from the exchange. Basically,
the commodities traded in Nepal are gold,
silver, oil and cotton.

Risks

• The relative risk of investing in the
stock market or the commodities market
differ depending on the assets purchased.
On the stock market, many blue chip
companies have been able to demonstrate
slow, steady growth over a long time period,
making them relatively conservative. Many
newer companies are unproven, but have
the potential for a bigger upside. Similarly,
some commodities, such as wheat, have
historically kept a stable price. Others, such
as oil, can enter periods of volatility.

Benefits

• Each market has its own advantages for
investors. Many stocks, for example, issue
a quarterly dividend, which is a payment
that reflects the company’s quarterly
earnings. Commodities can be beneficial
to investors because their value is based
on a physical asset. Investors will often
PAGE
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purchase commodities in times of economic
uncertainty.

choose and how brokers can add value to
investment

Besides that, there is other thing
investors need to know before investing.
Successful investment has very little to do
with good luck. There are tried and tested
principles investors can follow which can
vastly improve investors ability to achieve
their goals and avoid disaster. It is for their
own sake that investors need to do proper
homework as to which effective broker to

There are no short-cuts to becoming
a successful investor. Investors need to
understand the basic principles. It’s pretty
easy to understand that people invest because
they want to increase their personal freedom,
sense of security and ability to afford the
things they want in life. Blind investing isn’t
a get-rich-quick scheme.
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Background

S

ecurities are means of investment
which help to mobilize savings
to form capital. After the establishment
of Nepal Stock Exchange (NEPSE),
securities like equity shares, preference
shares and bonds started to trade at an
organized exchange since February 1994.
Although we were started with various
sector companies like production, trading,
services, banking industries etc, later on
the capital market mostly concentrated on
banking industry. More than 80% of listed
companies at NEPSE are from banking
industry and about 75% of trading volume is
contributed by the same industry (NEPSE,
2011). Moreover, we are not diversified on
various scrips also. More than the initial
scrips like equity shares, preference shares
and bonds, only government bonds and
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convertible preference shares have been
added in the market. Although few activities
of commodities derivatives trading have
started recently, it is not regulated till now.
Still, Nepalese capital market lacks mutual
funds, large investment companies, index
funds and other derivative and futures scrips.
However, during the last two decades,
the investment instruments available to
worldwide investors have drastically
changed. Investment mediums like financial
derivatives,
commodities
derivatives,
exchange traded funds, index funds, futures,
swaps etc have added a wide range of
alternatives for investors and this situation
has provided investors with an opportunity to
create well diversified portfolio and hedging
possibility to minimize risk. But Nepalese
investors are unable enjoy such benefits due

to the lack of well diversified investment
alternatives as well as huge concentration
on banking sector.

Index Futures
Derivatives are the contract which will
create liabilities in the future at specified
time and their prices are directed by the
price of underlying assets. There are various
forms of derivatives and many of them
can be traded on organized exchanges. A
stock index future is an exchange traded
contract that is used for both hedging and
speculation purpose. Index future is such
derivative where the underlying commodity
is a stock index, such as the Dow Jones,
or the FTSE100. Stock indexes cannot be
traded directly, so futures based upon stock
indexes are the primary way of trading stock

Experts View
indexes. The price of each unit of index is
set fixed. For example, $50 is fixed for per
point of index for the future contract on S&P
500 index (Chicago Mercantile Exchange,
2002). It is similar like option but the holder
of the option is not compelled to buy or sell
the underlying securities at the maturity
date, however the future contract carries the
obligation to go through the agreed-upon
transaction.
Although, the future securities were
rooted on agricultural products, today’s
advance future market is focused on
financial futures such as stock index futures
(Montreal Exchange , 2007). For the stock
index futures, the underlying asset is the
stock index such as S&P 500 or any other
index. So, delivery of every stock in the
index would be impractical. That’s why, in
contrast to most future contracts, which all
call for delivery of specified commodity or
assets, stock index contracts are settled by a
cash amount equal to the value of the stock
index on the contract maturity date.

Why it is needed?
Basically, index futures are utilized
for risk hedging purpose or for wealth
appreciation. Investors who want to get
benefit from the increase in index points will
buy the index future and will be benefited
from the increase in index points. Hedgers
use futures contracts to fix a price for an
anticipated purchase or sale. Those exposed
to risk of prices going higher will buy
futures or enter into long positions and those
exposed to the risk of prices going lower will
sell futures or enter into short positions.

Hedging Risk in Nepalese Context
The traders of equity shares as well as
others who are interested in economy are
interested on the movement of stock market
indices. Investors’ interest in stock market
indices largely results from the increasing
popularity of the “index” portfolio
management style, which consists of

building portfolios that mirror stock market
indices. Although, exchange traded index
funds are not available in Nepal, the recent
regulation on Mutual Funds has opened
door to establish such funds. Moreover,
there are few organizations which are
managing portfolios for investors and some
of them are providing guaranteed return
for the investors. This could be risky in the
decreasing market especially for those who
are holding portfolios with index fund or for
mutual funds and investment companies who
are holding portfolio whose performance is
highly correlated with index movement.

Mutual Fund Regulation, 2011, has provided
opportunity to form investment companies,
mutual funds and index funds. Some
companies are currently working to perform
such activities. Moreover, the regulation
has also defined the possible avenues of
investment through such funds which could
create a well diversified portfolio. So, this
could be a right time to start the index
futures in Nepal so that when the portfolio
managers will be managing their portfolios
in Nepalese capital market, there should be
an index future to provide opportunity to
hedge risk.

For example, suppose a portfolio manager
manages Rs. 500 million portfolio with
portfolio risk beta of 1.2. Suppose again that
the market is bullish for the long time, but
the portfolio manager predicts the possibility
that over the next 5 months, there would be a
sharp downturn. If the index or market goes
down by 25%, then the worth of the portfolio
will be down by 1.2 x 25% which equals to
30%. This is a situation of extreme risk for
a portfolio manager. If there is no mediating
cost, then the easy way would be to sell the
portfolio today and reinstate the same after
5 months. But due to the mediating and
other costs, investing in stock index futures
will hedge such risk. To hedge this risk,
the portfolio manager can sell stock index
future and take the short position. When
the portfolio value falls along with decline
in the broad market, the futures contract
will provide an offsetting profit and if the
index value increases the increased worth
of the portfolio will compensate the loss on
index future. If the portfolio is constructed
by investing in the same stocks with equal
weights as they are in index basket, then the
risk can be exactly offset.
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Conclusion
Although we have very limited
investment scrips and investors have less
financial literacy, there is huge potentiality
in Nepalese capital market. The recent

Some Popular Stock Index Futures:
Name of future contract

Underlying Market Index

Traded Exchange

YM Futures Market
ES- S & P 500
FTSE 100

Dow Jones stock index
Standard & Poor’s 500 index
Financial Times Stock Exchange
of 100 UK firms
DAX stock index of 30 companies
of Germany
Hang Seng stock index of 38 companies

Chicago Board of Trade
Chicago Mercantile Exchange
London International Financial
Futures Exchange
Eurex

DAX - The DAX index future
of the DTB (Deutsche Boerse)
HSI futures

Hong Kong Futures Exchange

Source: “Investment” by Bodie, Kane, Marcus & Mohanty, 2009
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T

here was The Great Depression
in the 1930’s, Asian Crisis in the
1990’s and Global Financial Crisis since
2008 and recently each news channel in
the TV, economic reports in the papers and
Internet sites are covering the crisis seen in
the Eurozone. Though heard over and over
several times from the different sources
of information flooding us each minute,
the literal meaning of the term ‘Financial
Crisis’ is still vague for many. The term
financial crisis is applied broadly to a
variety of situations in which some financial
institutions or assets suddenly lose a large
part of their value. Since the past centuries
till the recent times, many financial crises
have been associated with banking panics.
Other situations that are often termed as
financial crises include stock market crashes
and the bursting of other financial bubbles
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(like real estate, commodity), currency
crisis, and sovereign defaults. Many
economic recessions observed in the past
have coincided with banking panics and
other crisis.
There have been different views on how
a financial crisis can develop, how these can
be prevented and what are the steps that can
be taken to come out of a recessionary or
a depression situation? Economists have
offered various theories in this regard. There
is little consensus, however, and financial
crises are still a regular occurrence around
the world.
A major type of a Financial Crisis includes
Bank Runs that is caused primarily due to
liquidity shortage situations when a large
number of its depositors want to withdraw

their funds from a bank. Since banks in their
normal course of business keep only part
of their deposits as liquid funds, they may
not be able to handle a sudden demand for
large deposit withdrawals. When a bank
run is widespread in the banking industry,
it is termed as a systemic crisis or a banking
panic. There could also be situations where a
bank run or systemic crisis may not happen
but banks simply stop or reduce their lending
activities in fear of a liquidity crisis. This
situation is termed as a credit crunch. Such
situations could ultimately lead to a financial
crisis. Speculative bubbles and crashes could
also result in a financial crisis. Economists
have defined bubble as a situation where
price of an asset exceeds the present value
of future income flows from owning the
asset (financial / real asset like stock, real
estate can be an example) till its maturity. If
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investors buy assets just in hope of selling it
later at a higher price (speculative purposes)
without consideration of the income it
generates over its holding period, a bubble
is likely to be created. A bubble in due
course of time can result in a price crash
for the asset. Other types of crisis include
Currency crisis and Sovereign default.
When a country’s currency is suddenly
devaluated, this is called a currency crisis.
This could be followed by hyperinflation
in the economy. When a country fails to
pay back its sovereign debt, this is called a
sovereign default.
Some economists argue that many
recessions have been caused by financial
crises. One important example is the Great
Depression, which was preceded in many
countries by bank runs and stock market
crashes. The subprime mortgage crisis and
the bursting of other real estate bubbles
around the world also led to recession in
the U.S. and a number of other countries in
late 2008 and 2009. Moreover, some others
argue that financial crises are caused by
recessions instead of the other way around,
and that even where a financial crisis is the
initial shock that sets off a recession, other
factors may be more important in prolonging
the recession.

The major causes of financial crisis
have been identified as:

5. Regulation
Governments have used regulation as
a major tool for controlling situations that
could lead to a financial crisis. One of the
goals of regulation is raising the bar for
transparency standards through reporting
and disclosure requirements such that the
investors remain well informed. In case of
financial institutions, governments also try to
ensure that banks are adequately capitalized
to take on any major risk.
Insufficient regulation has been blamed
as a cause for some financial crises that
have occurred in the past and efforts have
been made to correct the situation. However,
excessive regulation could also lead to
inefficiency in the financial system leading
to a crisis situation.

2. Asset-liability mismatch
Financial crises could be caused due to
mismatch in asset and liability in terms of
tenure, type and mix. Financing long terms
assets / investments with short-term liability
(short term deposit in case of banks) can
cause a problem if the liability are not
renewed at its maturity or level of liability
has to be reduced. Currency mismatch could
also lead to default (sovereign default in
international context) when the currency of
income inflow and currency of the liability
differ. If income is in local currency and
debt in a foreign currency, movement in
exchange rates could hamper the repayment
capacity.

3. Herd behavior
Economists studying financial crises have
often emphasized the role of investment
mistakes caused by lack of knowledge to a
financial crisis. Due to unfamiliarity with
recent technical and financial innovations,
investors sometimes overvalue assets and
when this spirals up the price levels, a crash
may become inevitable.

4. Strategic complementarities
1. Leverage
Heavy borrowing to finance investments
can lead to financial crises. Leverage
magnifies the potential returns from the
investment but not being able to pay back
the debts can worsen situation beyond
control leading to a crisis. Lessons from
past financial crisis around the globe show
that leverage levels in economies normally
rise before a crisis. Excessive margin
borrowing is sighted as one of the reasons
for Wall Street Crash of 1929. Real estate
price bubbles have been created due to easy
availability of bank financing.

It is often observed that successful
investment requires correct guessing of
actions by other investors. For example,
investors who think other investors want to
buy lot of Gold may expect the Gold price to
rise, and therefore have an incentive to buy
gold too. High demand for Gold with lot of
investors estimating movement of gold price
in upward direction will move the actual
asset price up. Likewise, if many depositors
expect a bank to fail this may cause the bank
to actually fall caused by liquidity problems
even if other fundamentals of the bank
remain sound.

6. Fraud

Ponzi schemes and fraud have played
a role in the collapse of some financial
institutions, when companies have attracted
depositors with misleading claims about their
investment strategies, or have embezzled
the resulting income. Fraud in mortgage
financing has been cited as one possible
cause of the 2008 subprime mortgage crisis
in the US.

7. Contagion
Contagion refers to the concept of a
crisis spreading from one institution to
another, one industry to the other and also
from one country to the other. Banking
panic, currency crises, sovereign defaults,
or stock market crashes could spread across
countries. The sub-prime crisis that started
in the US ultimately had a global impact
with many large economies entering into a
recessionary situation.

History of Financial Crisis
Economists have traced the history of
financial crisis back to sovereign defaults
(default on public debt) – which were the
form of crisis prior to the 18th century and
continue.There are many other financial
crisis reported since the 17th century.
From bursting of Tulip mania in the
Netherlands in 1637 to the recent Sovereign
debt problems in Europe, financial crisis
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Depression of the 1930s. It resulted in the
collapse of large financial institutions, the
bailout of banks by national governments,
and downturns in stock markets around
the world. In many areas, the housing
market had also suffered. It contributed to
the failure of key businesses, declines in
consumer wealth estimated in the trillions
of U.S. dollars, and a significant decline in
economic activity, leading to a severe global
economic recession in 2008.

have had its effects in the national and global
economies.
The 20th Century started with crashing
of the New York Stock Exchange in 1901.
The major crisis for the century is recalled
as the Wall Street Crash of 1929, followed
by the Great Depression – the largest and
most important economic depression in the
20th century. Other crisis in the century
includes the 1973 oil crisis when oil prices
soared, causing the 1973–1974 stock
market crash, Latin American debt crisis
in the 1980’s, Black Monday in 1987 – the
largest one-day percentage decline in stock
market history, 1990 Japanese asset price
bubble collapse, 1992–93 Black Wednesday
– speculative attacks on currencies in the
European Exchange Rate Mechanism, 1997
Asian Financial Crisis – devaluations and
banking crises across Asia and 1998 Russian
financial crisis.
21st century has been marked with
Argentine Crises in 2001 and bursting
of dot-com bubble where speculations
concerning Internet companies crashed in
the same year.
The major financial crisis for the century
is the 2007–10 crisis, followed by worldwide
economic recession and the 2010 European
sovereign debt crisis with its ongoing effects
do date.
The late 2000s financial crisis (often
called the Global Recession, Global
Financial Crisis or the Credit Crunch)
is considered by many economists to be
the worst financial crisis since the Great
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The financial crisis was triggered by
a liquidity shortfall in the United States
banking system in 2008. The collapse of the
U.S. housing bubble, which peaked in 2007,
caused the values of securities tied to U.S.
real estate pricing to plummet, damaging
financial institutions globally. Questions
regarding bank solvency, declines in credit
availability and damaged investor confidence
had an impact on global stock markets,
where securities suffered large losses during
2008 and early 2009. Economies worldwide
slowed during this period, as credit tightened
and international trade declined.

While many causes for the financial crisis
have been suggested, with varying weight
assigned by experts, the United States Senate
issuing the Levin–Coburn Report found
“that the crisis was not a natural disaster,
but the result of high risk, complex financial
products; undisclosed conflicts of interest;
and the failure of regulators, the credit rating
agencies, and the market itself to rein in the
excesses of Wall Street.”
From late 2009, fears of a sovereign debt
crisis developed among investors concerning
some European states, with the situation
becoming particularly tense in early 2010.
This included Eurozone members Greece,
Ireland, Italy, Spain and Portugal and also
some EU countries outside the area. In the
EU, especially in countries where sovereign
debts have increased sharply due to bank
bailouts, a crisis of confidence has emerged.
While the sovereign debt increases have been
most pronounced in only a few Eurozone
countries, they have become a perceived
problem for the area as a whole.
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Cocoa
Introduction

C

ocoa is a highly demanded
agricultural commodity, which is
used to make chocolates and bakery products.
It is grown especially in the warmest regions
on earth within 20 degrees north and south
of the equator. Most of the cocoa comes
from African nations but origin of cocoa
was depicted from the South American
culture. Annually more than 3 million tons
of cocoa is consumed around the world. The
International Cocoa Organization (ICCO)
provides the daily price for cocoa beans.

Some Fundamentals
• World largest producer of cocoa, Ivory
Coast and Ghana are unstable countries.
The political, social and labor issue
regularly threatens to decrease and disrupt
the supply of cocoa. Following news from
these countries would help track the cocoa
market
• Black pod disease is the main threat to
cocoa. A major outbreak regarding this
disease can move the price of cocoa to
higher level.
• Cocoa is strongly co-related to the British
pound than the Dollar index because
Britain has dominated West African cocoa
industry.
• Global cocoa and confectionery industries
are the key players which drives the price
of cocoa.

Explanation of Charts

price continued during the month of January
A strong dollar pressured cocoa prices
despite short-lived southern rally during start
to decline during the first week of October,
of month. The cocoa futures markets showed
which rebounded as
no signs of weakness
production was expected
during the month as
GLOBAL COCOA AND
to decline in largest
news on the Ivorian
CONFECTIONERY
producer Cote d’Ivoire
political
impasse
INDUSTRIES ARE THE
due to increase in filings
continued to dominate
KEY PLAYERS WHICH
of black pod disease
cocoa prices despite
in the producing areas.
sufficient
supply
DRIVES THE PRICE OF
Similarly, supply also
from West Africa.
COCOA.
plunged by 74,000 tons,
As a result, investors
which further increased
started to speculate
the price. In November, the price of cocoa
over the rising prices, which increased trade
continued to incline on the concern over
volume by 41% to 70 lots. Cocoa price still
elections in Cote d’Ivoire, which indicated
continued to make its rally in February after
political disruption in the largest producer.
a small downward correction. The cocoa
It created a fear of shortage in supply of
made such correction due to strong arrival of
the commodity. Investors showed positive
cocoa bean from Cote d’Ivoire and Ghana.
sentiment over the commodity, as a result
However, the political crisis in Cote d’Ivoire
of which total trade volume increased
continued, which increased speculation on
by almost 13% to 46 lots from previous
cocoa. Total of 137 lots of cocoa futures
months lots size of 41 lots. Cocoa futures
contract was traded during this month. The
rallied during the beginning of December,
longest rally finally came to an end in March,
as attention was more focused on potential
as a result of bearish macroeconomic news
risks in Cote d’Ivoire arising from the
and confirmation of larger than envisaged
uncertain political situation in the country.
global cocoa surplus. Cocoa future price
However, the market witnessed a downward
fell almost 15% during this month, despite
correction, by the middle of the month. As a
deteriorated political conditions in Cote
result, total number of trade dropped to 41
d’Ivoire. With the fall in prices, number of
lots in MEX terminal. The northern rally of
lots traded in MEX terminal also fell by 19%
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to 111 lots. The volatility in cocoa prices
was experienced during the month of April
under nervousness of market participants as
political situation in Cote d’Ivoire together
with global macroeconomic developments
played a substantial role in cocoa futures.
The anticipated rise in the cocoa production
from West Africa plunged the prices
marginally during the month. Similarly the
declining trend in the number of lots traded
was followed this month also with a sharp
decline of 85% to 17 lots. This is the lowest
volume figure for cocoa. The southern rally
continued during May also with a small rise
in trade volume to 52 lots. Investors took

benefit out of the declining price through
short selling. The month of June again saw
rise in cocoa futures prices on the concern
over staggering global economy and raising
debt crisis in Euro zone. The positive
sentiment was also seen in MEX terminal
as trade volume increased significantly to
156 lots. Likewise, the month of July also
remained positive as 358 lots were traded
in MEX terminal. This is the highest traded
volume for cocoa with a share of 2.24%
in total market volume. The trade volume
was increased due to mixed sentiments as
prices remained volatile during the month
and political uncertainty in Ivory Coast over

recent months had resulted in temporary
closure. During the start of August, cocoa
prices saw bearish rally with the easing of
supply from the major producing countries.
However, the trend got reversed amid bullish
news of supply deficit for the next cocoa
season and a weaker US dollar. Following
the news, the trade volume was reduced
during this month with 104 lots. The trend
continued during the month of September
with a total market volume of only 27 lots.
During the month, global supplies were
improved as production was expected to
increase in Cote d’Ivoire.
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MEX REWARDS GALORE
The winnerr ooff ““Rewards
Rewardds G
Galore
alore 2011”
for March
is

Jambhala Investment Pvt. Ltd

As part of its Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR), on March,
MEX Nepal donated to the following organizations
• Madarasa Islamiya School, Ghantaghar, Kathmandu
• Nepal Disabled and Helpless Upliftment Association, Jorpati,
Kathmandu
• Disabled Rehabilitation Center, Gokarna, Kathmandu
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Coffee
Brazil is the largest producer of
coffee whereas USA is the major
consumer of coffee which means any
major fundamental changes in these
countries affect the price of this soft
commodity.
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Introduction

C

offee was first discovered in the 7th
century which is now produced over
70 countries. Coffee is also regarded as one
of the important commodity and popular
beverage where over 2.25 billion cups of
coffee are consumed in the world everyday.
The major types of coffee are Arabica and
Robusta. Arabica coffee is regarded as better
quality as compared to Robusta whose taste
tends to be bitter and has fewer flavors.
Arabica coffee accounts for about 80% of
all coffee produced in the world for obvious
reason. Brazil leads the global coffee
production followed by Honduras, Colombia
and Peru. The global production of coffee is
dominated by Brazil which produces almost
one third of all worlds’ coffee. Raw Coffee
is mainly purchased by the multinational
companies like Procter and Gamble, Kraft,
Nestle and Sara Lee. Similarly, US, Germany
and Italy are the major consumer of Coffee.
Regarding the trading of coffee in futures
market New York and London is regarded
as a major hub for the trading. However, in
terms of volume New York Board of Trade
(NYBOT) stands at the top.

Fundamental Facts
• Weather is the prime factors that affect
the price of coffee. Unfavorable weather
conditions in major coffee producing
regions affect production which ultimately
affects the price.
• Coffee prices are largely determined
by supply/demand fundamentals. Any
major change in the cropping pattern as
compared to demand would impact the
prices.
• All the coffee in the world is grown
in the bean belt. The bean belt is the
region between the Tropic of Cancer and
Capricorn.
• Brazil is the largest producer of Coffee
whereas USA is the major consumer
of coffee which means any major
fundamental changes in these countries
affect the price of this soft commodity.

Explanation of Charts
The volume of coffee in the month of
October, 2010 was 532 lots which was
second highest for the review period of 12
months i.e. from October 2010 to September
2011. This rise in the interest among the
investors was mainly due to rising price of
coffee which had reached 13 year high in
the month of October. Moreover, the delay
in the shipping of coffee from the world’s
largest producer i.e. Brazil also supported
the price to remain on bullish trend and had
generated interest among the local investors.
However, the lots size from November, 2010
to February, 2011 had declined to 297 lots,
243 lots, 333 lots and 323 lots respectively.
In the month of November there was ease
in the supply of coffee as export rose from

Nicaragua and also due to the absence of any
hurdles, the Brazilian export was smooth
which led to price stability. As the market
was stable investor’s shied away from the
market. Moreover, January and February
saw profit taking activities in the market as
the price was on the multi year high. As a
result the investors managed to take more
position in this commodity compared to last
two months. Nevertheless, the trend reversed
on the month of March and April where 545
lots and 407 lots were traded respectively.
Here, Investors swamped into the market as
the market continued to rally on anticipation
of further rise in the price.
Moreover, exporter and producers in the
international market held back the beans
in anticipation the market would climb
further which had created interest among
the local investors. Moving onto the month
of May, the volume for coffee had declined
by more than half as price of coffee broke
another level to reach 14 years high. The
continuous trend reversal created confusion
among the investors leading to fall in the
volume. On the other hand, there was slight
improvement in the lots size from the month
of June to August where 282 lots, 225 lots
and 226 lots were traded respectively. The
summer was mainly dominated by the debt
crisis concern from the both side of Atlantic
i.e. US and Eurozone which had affected
the commodities. However, the fear of cold
temperature in the major coffee producing
zones also impacted the market as the output
could decline with unfavorable temperature.
Likewise, US debt deal in the month of
August and supply concern from the world’s
largest producer i.e. Brazil was also the major
concern for investor taking the position. The
availability of clear information on increase
in price of coffee created interest among the
Nepalese investors to take more positions
compared to the month of May. There was
slight improvement in the number of lots
on the month of September as 273 lots were
traded. The price had declined to reach a
multi month low as traders were nervous
about the global financial health particularly
of US economy. This attracted the local
investor to go short in order to gain from
falling price.
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Corn
Any major data regarding the
production details from the
major producing countries
affect the price of corn
Introduction

C

orn is an agricultural product that is
grown throughout the Midwestern
United States, as well as other areas. It is
a plant whose food value and wide variety
of uses make it the most important crop
grown in the United States. The top three
producers of corn are USA, China, and
Europe. Futures and options on corn have
been traded on the Chicago Board of Trade
since 1877. Corn is also traded on other
futures exchanges throughout the world.
Monthly crop reports produced by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture are closely
watched by corn traders because they give
information about expected supply, which
directly affects prices..

Some Fundamentals
• Corn commodity prices can be affected
by a wide range of factors, but the most
important determiners of the price of corn
are weather. Any fluctuation in weather
in the corn producing areas affects the
production of corn, which ultimately have
impact on the price of corn.
• Corn is largely being used to produce
ethanol, which also affects the price
of corn. Ethanol is being used as an
alternative fossil fuel and with the rise in
the energy prices; the demand for ethanol
PAGE
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also increases. So demand and supply of
bio fuel also determines the price of corn.
• Any major data regarding the production
details from the major producing countries
affect the price of corn.
• Since, U.S. is the major producer and
exporter of corn in the global market, any
major event regarding corn in U.S. can
affect the price of corn in international
market. It’s important to follow the major
corn activities in U.S.
• The demand from Japan also affects the
price of corn. Any restriction or changes
in import policy of corn might affect the
price of corn.

Explanation of Charts
Since the start of the corn trading at MEX
terminal, the lots taken for this commodity
has shown wide variation. As per the MEX
Year Book 2010, Corn volume at MEX in
the month of September 2010 was 123
lots. But while looking at the lots of other
two months after September the lots had
decreased almost by 50%. But actually
in these two months the price of corn had
risen on a note of weaker dollar and fall in
world supply especially in South Africa, the
biggest corn producer. There was further
rise in price in the following two months.
The major factor was tight supply by US
government and adverse weather condition
hampering the production of corn. But
despite such rise in price there was severe
fall in the lots for the month of December to
13. But in the next two months the investors
realized that it is safe to take long position
in corn and as a result there was rise in lots
to 46 and 92 in the month of January and
February respectively. The month of March
and April was no different than the previous
two month. There was rise in the price of
corn on a note of adverse weather conditions
and increased exports by US giving 171 and
96 lots in the months of March and April

Corn Lots
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next month the price started to fall. Despite
heavy rainfall in corn producing states,
about 60% of the corn was in excellent
condition. This news gave enough hints to
the investors about the corn market and led
to increase in corn lots to 61 and 64 lots in
the month of July and August respectively.
The month of September showed some
mixed reaction. Initially there was rise in the
price as there was drop in production due to
dry summer weather conditions. But at the
end of the month there was drop in the price
as government report showed a larger U.S.
inventories than forecasted. On a note of this
news, only 6 lots were traded in the month.

respectively. Though the lots of corn had
decreased in the month of April, the above
chart shows that it has contributed 0.50% of
the total lots traded for all commodities in
that month.
The price of corn did not change its
direction in the following two months. The
continuous rainfall had given full support
to its price rise. But the investors at MEX
terminal did not have full confidence on
taking long position for a continued period
of time. As a result the lots traded at MEX in
the month of May and June resulted to only
18 and 33 respectively. The month of July
also showed a rise in the price again on a
note of adverse weather condition but in the

MONTHS (October 2010 - September 2011)
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Cotton
Introduction

C

otton is a natural fiber that grows
in a boll or protective capsule. It
has been valued for thousands of years as it
can be woven and spun into fabric. Cotton
is the world’s most important non-food
agricultural commodity. It produces fluffy
fibers for clothes and other beautiful fabrics.
At present cotton is blended with other
materials to create mixed fabrics like terry
cotton. Since cotton is grown in the tropical
and sub-tropical regions, it is produced
in the countries in that region. The largest
producers of cotton are China, India, United
States and Pakistan.

Some fundamentals
• Cotton is produced by small trees and
shrubs.
• Cotton ranks 5th among the leading cash
crops.
• Cotton accounts for about 40 percent of
total world fiber production.
• There is more cotton grown globally than
any other non-edible crop.
• One cotton bale can produce 215 jeans.
• The cotton plant requires about 180 – 200
days from planting to full maturity and
ready for harvest. Cotton covers 2.5% of
the world’s total cultivated land.

Explanation of Charts
The volume of cotton in the month of
October was 1305 lots at MEX terminal as
the price of cotton increased on expectation
that the demand will enhance. This was
mainly due to the flood damage to Pakistan’s
cotton crop for the 2010-2011 season. The
officials estimated that the country may
have to import 3.5 to 4 million bales of
cotton due to floods that the region had to
bear. In the month of November, the volume
for cotton lots increased to 1727 which was
due to the price increase in cotton during the
period. The enhanced price was attributed
to the worldwide shortage of cotton which
PAGE
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was unable to meet the rising demand for the
among the local investors leading to drastic
same. This created interest among the local
fall in the lots at MEX terminal. The volume
investors to gain from the bullish trend of
for cotton further declined during the month
this commodity. The volume for cotton in
of May to reach 159 lots. Cotton prices
the month of December decreased as it fell
further declined during the period due to
to 1567 lots. The prices further increased
popular opinion that cotton was positioning
during the period as the Indian government
itself for higher exports. The Cotton volume
limited the yarn exports to 7,20,000 metric
witnessed a brief increase during the period
tonnes during the period. Cotton production
of June to reach 180 lots. The prices further
in Pakistan also witnessed a decline which
plunged as the government of India gave
also lead to the rise in the
its approval for further
prices. The cotton volume
export of 10 lakhs cotton
for the month of January
bales to meet the rising
further declined during the
The
cotton
plant demand. The month of
period as it attained 1404
July saw cotton volume
requires about 180 – decrease to 165 lots. The
lots. The prices increased
further during the period
200 days from planting prices increased during
due to the shortage of cotton
the period as Government
to full maturity and of India reported that it
production since the last
two months witnessed agroready for harvest. would not allow more
climatic changes which
exports of cotton as the
Cotton covers 2.5%
affected the production
current seasons stocks
of the world’s total were reported to be much
process. During the month
of February, the cotton
lower than earlier reported.
cultivated land.
volume increased to 2125
In the next 4 months (April
lots amidst speculation that
to July), the fall in price
the prices will decrease due
collapsed the confidence
to boost in the production in
among the local investors
major countries. The volume for cotton lots
due to which the lots had shown a decreasing
witnessed a surge during the month of March
trend. The volume for cotton decreased
as it reached 2815 lots. The prices enhanced
during the month of August to reach 94 lots.
due to a USDA report which announced
The prices of cotton headed northwards
that the widening difference between the
during the period as supply was threatened
increasing demand and the shortage of
due to Hurricane Irene hitting the east coast
supply would lead to the increase in the
of USA which disrupted the cotton supply
prices. These news once again increased the
from the region. Cotton volume during the
confidence among the local investors leading
month of September decreased further to
to increase in lots traded at MEX terminal for
42. Prices plunged during the period due to
the month of March. The cotton lots for the
traders forecast that the world’s total cotton
month of April witnessed a significant drop
output will exceed the anticipated figure.
during the month to reach a total lots figure
The volatility in the price was the major
of 423. The prices headed southwards during
reason of this decrease as investors could
the period as a result of increasing export
not track the correct market movement.
from the major producing countries. The
decrease in price decreased the confidence
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Soybean
Around 2838 BC, it was
recorded that the soybean
was valued in China for its
medicinal properties.

Introduction

S

oybeans are legumes, native to East
Asia, that are grown for oil and
protein around the world. They are cultivated
primarily in warm and hot climates. They
were originally used as nitrogen fixers
in early systems of crop rotation-ancient
farmers would plant a field of soybeans on
an exhausted or depleted field and then plow
the crop under to replenish the soil.
The US has been the largest producer
of Soybeans, followed by Brazil. However,
soybean production has been falling in the
US recently, a trend which may continue in
spite of the increasing demand for arable
lands as pressure on food crops increases.
Futures on soybeans have been traded on
the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) since
1936. The soybeans can be broken down
into soy oil and soy meal.
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Some Fundamentals
• The soybean, also known as the soy bean,
is a legume native to East Asia.
• An ancient Chinese legend says that the
wild soybean’s nutritious properties were
first discovered by a band of traveling
merchants about 5,000 years ago.
• Around 2838 BC, it was recorded that
the soybean was valued in China for its
medicinal properties.
• Soybeans were first cultivated in northern
China and from there it spread into Japan,
Korea and the rest of SE Asia and were
first brought to America in the early 19th
century.
• Some of the better known soybean
products include soy meal, soy flour,
soy milk, tofu, meat substitutes, tempeh,
soy sauce, soy cheese, soy cream cheese,

infant formula, bio-diesel fuel, animal
feed, etc.
• World soybean production has increased
by over 500 percent in the last 40 years,
and will continue to grow on strong
demand for animal feed (especially in
China).

Explanation of Charts
Soybean is another commodity that is
among the less traded in the MEX terminal.
The chart itself explains the volume of this
commodity. The volume of soybean traded
in the MEX terminal has followed an erratic
pattern as prices have been affected mainly
by the demand and supply of the concerned
commodity. The month of October saw
Soybean market trend on bullish grounds
as prices jumped as reports showed rising
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demand from importers including China
for supplies from the USA, the world’s
largest grower and exporter and a reduced
supply estimates from the US Department
of Agriculture. Soybeans futures settled
at their highest in more than two years in
the month of November after the USDA
slashed its expectations for the crop. The
department cut its soybean production
expectations to 3.375 billion bushels,
down from 3.408 billion bushels forecast
in the previous month. The lack of rain
in the center-west of Brazil delayed the
planting in a region that grows 47% of
the country’s total production. Soybeans
prices rose as demand increased in China,
the world’s largest consumer. Moreover,
China’s soybean imports rebounded to 5.48
million metric tons in November, the first
gain in five months. Soybean rally extended
throughout the month as adverse weather
threatened crops in Argentina and Brazil,
the world’s biggest exporters behind the US,
thereby disrupting the supply. The persistent
drought in South America, particularly in
Argentina, had impacted soybean prices
on the world market in a big way, sending
prices skyrocketing. The drought was
attributed to the La Nina anomaly which
developed in the South America region. The
prices of soybeans also jumped after the US
government cut forecasts for US inventories,

signaling tighter food supply as demand
increased. Soybean prices fell in the month
of February on fears-the higher Crude Oil
prices might depress World Economies and
reduce demand for Soybean exports. Adding
to the negative sentiments was an estimate
that Brazil’s soybean harvest will total 72
million tons as against the forecasted figure
of 70.3 million tons. Soybean futures at the
MEX trading platform attained the highest
lots during the analysis period to reach 31
lots and settled higher during the month of
March with rekindled speculative interests’
buoyed prices. Soybean’s price rise was also
attributed due to the speculation that wet,
cold weather will delay planting and thereby
reduced yield prospects in the US, while
rain threatened oilseeds ready for harvest
in Brazil. Soybean traders and investors
sold futures during the month of April
anticipating more import of oil as harvesting
of Soybean was progressing well in South
America. Continuation of devastation in
Japan because of unending earthquakes
had also dampened the demand for soy
products which weakened the demand for
soybean. The prices of Soybean continued
to fall in May as investors sold commodities
on speculation of higher prices and weaker
economic growth curbing demand for raw
materials, including those who used to make
food. According to USDA, export inspection

of the oilseed rose 43 percent to 7.77 million
bushels which lowered the prices. During
the month of June, soybean prices plunged
further on speculation that drier, warmer
weather allowed US farmers to accelerate
planting delayed by an unusually wet spring.
In other words, buyers were not ready to pay
higher prices due to weak overseas market.
The USDA also confirmed that reserves
before the next harvest will rise as export
demand ebbs. The soybean prices headed
northwards during the month of July on
climbing demand for tightening US supplies.
Soybean futures rose amidst speculation that
unusually hot weather will curb crop yields
in the US, the world’s biggest producer and
exporter. Soybean prices surged higher in
August after the US government said farmers
will harvest smaller crops higher than
forecasted last month following a damaging
heat wave. The rout that drove the soybean
prices southwards proved irresistible to
speculators anticipating that even slowing
growth will cause shortage of soybean. The
prices of Soybean plunged dramatically
during the month of September due to news
that the Argentina strike was over coupled
with the poor domestic demand from the
major consuming countries.
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Soybean Oil

Introduction

S

oybean Oil is widely used oil and
is commonly called ‘vegetable oil’.
Soybean Oil is a very healthy food ingredient
despite the bad publicity regarding fats and
oils in general. Soybean oil is very popular
because it is cheap, healthy and has a high
smoke point. Soybean oil does not contain
much saturated fat. Like all other oils from
vegetable origin, soybean oil contains no
cholesterol. Saturated fat and cholesterol
cause heart diseases and mainly found in
products from animal origin such as milk,
cheese and meat products.

Some Fundamentals
• Soybeans, in comparison to other beans, grains and cereals,
contain a huge amount of fat.
• Soybean oil has normally a shelf life of 1 year but its better to
store soybean oil for only a few months at room temperature.
• According to University of Stellenbosch Business School (USB)’s
2011 Consumer Attitudes about Nutrition Survey, soybean oil was
among the top three oils ranked ‘very healthy’ by consumers.
• Argentina and Brazil are the leading players in the international
soybean oil market.
• In past 10 years, the increased global bio-diesel production capacity has
increased the consumption of soybean oil in Europe.
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• China is the world’s largest and Indian is
the second largest importer of Soybean
Oil.

Economies and reduce demand for grain
exports especially soybean oil. The prices
climbed the most in March as soybean oil
advanced on speculation that the turmoil that
had cut Libya’s crude production disrupting
more Middle East supplies. The La Nina
weather event, which brought heavier-thanusual rainfall to parts of Southeast Asia,
continued to provide impetus to the prices of
soybean oil. Soybean Oil prices decreased
during the month of April on increased
South African production boosted demand
from North African countries. Soybean oil
futures closed higher in May due to planting
delays which threatened to reduce US crop

yields. The month of June saw Soybean
Oil futures trade lower as warm and drier
weather in most of the US allowed farmers
to accelerate delayed soybean plantings and
gave boost to crops stunted by cold and
wet conditions earlier in May. Soybean oil
futures continued trading on the lower side
in the month of July after inventories rose in
China. The prices of soybean oil shot up in
August due to the disruption in the supply of
the given commodity. The prices of Soybean
oil reduced during the month of September as
news surfaced of good weather in Argentina
and decreased demand worldwide which
reduced the demand for Soybean oil.

Explanation of Charts
Soybean Oil is among the less traded
commodities in the MEX terminal. The
chart itself explains the volume of this
commodity. The volume of soybean oil
traded in the MEX terminal has followed
an erratic pattern as prices have been
affected mainly by the demand and supply
of the concerned commodity. The prices of
soybean oil in the initial phases enhanced
due to the increased overseas demand for
supplies from the US, the biggest producer
and exporter. The USDA had also cut its
forecasts for the year’s yields sparking hikes
in the futures market for soybean oil. The
month of November saw trading in soybean
increased to 30 lots as investors sought to
take advantage from the rising prices as
growth in worldwide supply failed to keep
pace with the rise in demand, with weather
patterns hurting the crops. The imports by
India, the biggest consumer after China,
climbed 7 per cent to a record as zero taxes,
growing population and incomes fuelled
demand for processed foods gave impetus to
the prices. Soybean Oil also rose after palm
oil climbed to a 28-month high on increased
demand from China, the world’s largest
consumer. In hindsight, soybean oil is used
as a substitute for palm oil. The prices of
soybean oil continued to rise further in the
month of December, although the lots traded
shrunk significantly to reach only 3 lots, due
to the strengthening of the demand from the
largest consumers of the commodity. The
New Year saw soybean oil trade its highest
in the analysis period to reach a total of 46
lots on speculation that rains have boosted
crops in South America which attributed to
the fall in the soybean oil prices. The MENA
crisis brewing in the region spooked the
markets and pushed crude oil sharply higher
in February. Traders reduced fears that
higher crude oil prices might depress World
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Galore
alore 2011”
for April
is

Bhairab Investment Company Pvt. Ltd

As part of its Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR), on April,
MEX Nepal donated to the following organizations
•
•
•
•

Madarasa Islamiya School, Ghantaghar, Kathmandu
Volunteer Association of Nepal, Sanepa, Kathmandu
House for Rescue of Afflicted Children, Sanepa, Kathmandu
Dhumrabarah Secondary School, Dhumbarahi, Kathmandu
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Sugar

Sugar Lots
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Commodity Insights
Introduction

S

ugar is a popular agricultural product
that is derived from sugar cane.
Sugar belongs to a class of edible crystalline
carbohydrates and is mainly produced
from sucrose or sugar beet. More than 100
countries produce sugar around the world
using either sucrose or sugar beet. Around
79% of total production is made from sugar
cane, grown primarily in the tropical and sub
tropical zones of the southern hemisphere,
and the balance of sugar beet is mainly
grown in the temperate zones of the northern
hemisphere. The largest producer and the
consumer of the sugar is Brazil. Futures and
options on sugar are traded on the Coffee,
Cocoa, and Sugar Exchange (CSCE), which
became a subsidiary of the New York Board
of Trade in 1998. To meet delivery terms
of the contract, U.S. cane sugars and other
foreign-produced sugars can be transmitted.
The world’s sugar price continued to keep up
its reputation to be highly volatile by trading
to record high of $ 30 cents per pound early
months of the year 2010. This volatility in
price was the reason that this commodity
was introduced for trading.

Some Fundamentals
• The world supply and demand, production
and consumption are the major factors
that influence the world sugar prices.
• Increasing population and growing income
have a major impact on the consumption
and price trends.
• Increase in international crude oil prices
has resulted in an increase in the demand
for ethanol as an alternate source of
energy.
• Any news coming out of the largest
producing and consuming countries have
an effect on the price of the sugar.

production in Brazil has contributed to an
increase in the price of sugar. Due to this
the investors had finally seen some profit
making from last month to this month and
this was the reason for increase in the lots for
this month. The next month witnessed a rise
in the price of sugar as there was uncertainty
about the export of sugar from India. India
was uncertain about the amount of sugar to
be exported in the year 2011-2012 as it was
too early to decide.

Sugar belongs
to a class of
edible crystalline
carbohydrates and
is mainly produced
from sucrose or
sugar beet.

The rise in the price was further supported
due to dry conditions in Brazil and the heavy
rainfall destructing the worldwide supplies
from Australia. As the price was rising in
the entire month, the investors were still
waiting for the right news to come for this
commodity in anticipation of a correction.
This confusion led them to take less position
for sugar contract in MEX terminal i.e. only
531 lots. The next month witnessed a rise in
the lots of sugar in MEX terminal as there
was rise in the price of this commodity. The
major reason for this continuous trend in
the month of January was again due to an

increase in demand in comparison to low
supply as there was decrease in production
of sugar in Brazil. Though there was some
decline in the price of sugar but it eventually
rose again as a result of fall in production in
Brazil. The other major reason which showed
a continuous rise in the price of sugar was an
increase in demand from Russia, the major
importer of Sugar. For the month of Feb
again there were ups and down in the price
of sugar. The major reason for increase in
price was decrease in production of sugar in
Australia and for decrease was the increase
in production by Brazil. Therefore the game
of demand and supply played a major role
for increase in the price of sugar both in the
month of Jan-Feb increasing the lots to 904
in the month of Feb.
The next three month witnessed a
continuous fall in the lots of sugar at MEX
terminal. The major reason was fall in the
price after a continuous rise since last three
months as Brazil increased its production on
a note of improved weather conditions. In
the next two months, the price of sugar again
started rising as the there was improvement
in supply against demand and as a result there
was increase in the lots at MEX terminal
to 259 and 413 in the months of June and
July respectively. But the next month again
there was fall in the price as Brazil lower
production was substituted by production
in Australia but the lots at MEX terminal
in the month of August was only 425, not
much change from previous month. But in
the month of September, there was fall in the
lots of sugar. The slowing European as well
as US economy led to fall in the demand for
this commodity which led to fall in the price.
Though there was continues downtrend, the
investors were not able to take much position
in this month.

Explanation of Charts
Since the start of the sugar trading at MEX
terminal, the lots taken for this commodity
has been fluctuating every month. As per
the MEX Year Book 2010, sugar volume
at MEX recorded the highest volume in the
month of September 2010 i.e. 1112 lots. But
the very next month there was fall in the total
lots traded for the month of October i.e.903.
The major reason for decrease was the ups
and downs in the price of this commodity
due the concerns over the increased rain
reducing the drought situation as well as the
decision from India to start exporting sugar.
The very next month there was an increase
in lots of this commodity in MEX terminal
from 903 lots to 1010 lots. The continuous
rainfall in India and Australia and reduced
PAGE
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Transportation

Wheat

cost also
affects the
price of wheat

Introduction

W

heat is the most important cereal
crops grown. It is cultivated in
many regions of the world as it is one of
the highly consumed food staple. Wheat
covers more of the earth’s surface than any
other cereal crop for cultivation. Although it
takes more land space than other cereals, it
is only the third-largest cereal crop, behind
maize and rice. Due to its importance, the
investment in it has become a compulsion. In
order to safeguard themselves from the risk
of adverse price movement, the producers
and the merchandisers involve in hedging
activities.

factors affecting wheat market is necessary
for analyzing the wheat market.
The level of worlds ending inventory to
be exported and imported.
Impact of U.S. dollar depreciation on
wheat prices.
Current events impacting the wheat
prices.
Transportation cost also affects the price
of wheat.

•
•
•
•

Explanation of Charts
Wheat comprised of 0.30% share of
total lots traded during October, which
remained the highest percentage share
during the analysis period. Wheat was
traded for total of 55 lots during this month
in MEX trading platform. According to the
report published by USDA, global wheat
production in 2010/2011 is projected to
reach 641.4 million tons, down 1.6 million

Some Fundamentals
• Unfavorable weather conditions like
heavy rainfall, drought, hot dry weather
conditions etc effect the production and
the price of wheat.
• The review of key supply and demand

Wheat Lots
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tons during this month, where as global
wheat consumption is projected to increase
by 2.1 million. This had an ultimate effect
on the prices of wheat as prices rallied
north due to expected shortage in wheat
supply. Wheat saw massive decline during
the month of November and December. The
total number of lots traded in MEX terminal
declined to 20 lots and 16 lots respectively.
Production from Argentina, Pakistan,
Canada and Australia increased which added
more stocks in the global wheat supplies.
However, the consumption figures were
still higher than that of production. With
slight rise in supplies, prices remained calm
during these months. Similarly USDA, also
came up with a better than expected wheat
production report, which showed increase in
production by 10 million bushels in United
States. Despite huge plunge in the traded
lots, sentiments of optimism were seen

Commodity Insights
in the wheat market during the month of
January and February. During these months,
total of 53 lots and 52 lots were traded
respectively, which was a significant rose
in comparison to previous 2 months. The
price rose on the speculation over declining
production from U.S., the largest grower.
Similarly, downward revision was made
for the production from Australia and other
major producing countries which increased
the price of wheat marginally. The month of
March remained positive for wheat market
as the number of lots traded in MEX terminal
reached to its highest level to 71 lots.
During this month wheat shared
0.27% of the total market
volume. It seemed
investors

were
speculating
on the rising prices. However,
USDA anticipated rise in the wheat supply
especially from Australia for coming months.
Australia contributed the most in the supply
of the commodity, followed by Argentina
and Saudi Arabia. After a significant rise
in the month of March, wheat market saw
a free fall in the trade volume and
remained almost at the same level
for rest of the period. USDA
reported that the wheat planted
area for 2011 was forecasted at
58.0 acres up 8 percent from
that of 2010. The rise in the
plantation area indicated more
production, which declined the
wheat futures prices. As a result
of sentiments of pessimism, traders
of MEX decided to remain silent, and only
21 lots were traded during April. Following
the sentiments which were developed during
previous month, number of lots declined
during the month of April also. The total
number of lots traded in MEX terminal
during May reached to 9 lots only. This was
the lowest traded volume for the commodity.
The investment was recovered slightly in
the month of May, as number of lots traded
was increased to 22 lots, which covered
0.13% of the total market volume. The U.S.
wheat supplies were lowered by the USDA
as result of flooding and persistent wet soil
in North Dakota and Montana. Similarly,
world wheat production was also projected
down by 5.2 million tons due to adverse
weather conditions in Canada and U.S. After

June, wheat market did not see any progress
and remained at the same level for July
and August with 26 lots and 22 lots. In the
month of September, the USDA reported that
wheat stockpiles are expected to increase in
coming months. Similarly increase in the
production worldwide led to decline in the
prices of wheat. Due to declining prices,
wheat futures remained unattractive in the
MEX terminal and as a result only 18 lots
were traded at MEX terminal.
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Copper
Introduction

C

opper is one of the important
industrial metals, which has a
remarkable combination of properties. It
is a good electrical and thermal conductor,
thus is used in many electronic and related
devices. Copper is also used to create alloys
in combination with other metals like zinc,
bronze, aluminium etc. During the 19th
century the foundation of the Electrical
Age was set up and thereafter the demand
for copper increased tremendously. Chile
has been the top mine producer of copper
followed by the USA, Indonesia, Peru and
China.

Some Fundamentals
• Major copper consuming countries
include China, USA and Europe. Any
major news regarding copper demand
from these countries affects the price of
copper.
• Copper is commercial metal which is used
by housing, automotive and electrical
industries. So its demand is affected by the
general state of major copper consuming
economy. For example: in the time of
recession the demand for copper went
down which generally pressured the price
of copper to low levels. Similarly in times
PAGE
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of economic growth, demand generally
gets high and so does the price of copper.
• Also some other key factor regarding the
price movement of copper is related to
the supply side. Any major data regarding
production from major copper producing
mines in countries like Chile, USA, Peru,
Indonesia and China.
• In North and South America, production
is often affected by labor unrest while in
parts of Asia and Africa; it is affected by
political unrest.
• Weather conditions also contribute to price
change with floods and droughts affecting
production and transport of copper.

Explanation of Charts
According to the MEX Yearbook 2010,
market volume of copper started to decline
from the month of July, which continued
in October 2011. The total number of lots
traded during October was declined by
almost 50% to 748 lots. However, the price
of copper continued to remain higher as
large established mines were consistently
failing to hit production targets. Similarly,
China and other emerging economies have
a long term insatiable appetite for copper,
which drove the prices higher. After a

heavy fall in trade volume, market showed
sentiments of optimism and trade volume
started to increase gradually. Investors
started to speculate on the rising price
of copper due to declining supply and
increasing demand from world second
largest economy, China. The trade volume
increased for the 3 consecutive months till
December. During November number of lots
traded was increased by almost 34 percent,
while the price of copper also increased
and hit all time high on 11th November on
the concern over Euro zone debt crisis and
strict Chinese monetary policy. It seemed
that investors were coming back to the
ground to play the game again, as a result
of which total traded lots reached 1001 lots
at the end of the month. The increasing
trend in traded volume continued in MEX
terminal till January with a total lot of 1527
lots in December and 2210 lots in January.
During January, copper experienced highest
trade volume for the entire year despite
mixed sentiment in the international copper
prices. Copper prices saw sideways trend
because of disappointing Chinese copper
consumption and uncertainty from the
supply side. The total number of lots traded
in January was 31 percent more than that of

Commodity Insights
performance due to which copper market
lacked attractiveness and number of
trade declined to 331 lots. The
sentiments of pessimism
still prevailed during the
month of June. The
falling
demand
from China and
decision of FOMC
to keep the interest
rate unchanged, led
the price of copper
to decline, which
couldn’t build much
confidence in the
market . As a result,
lots at MEX terminal
declined to 259. The
negative sentiments, which
were created in previous
months, prevailed during July and
August, which was seen in the trade
volume. The total number of lots traded
in MEX terminal for the month of July and
August decline to 148 lots and 101 lots
respectively. In the month of September, the
short selling dominated the copper market as
prices rallied to southern hemisphere on the
concern that growth rate in China is expected

to remain sluggish. Similarly, slower global
economic growth pushed the prices further
down to its lowest level. As a result, the lots
traded at MEX terminal increased by 99%
to 201 lots.
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lots traded in December. The sentiments of
pessimism was seen in the copper market as
trade volume started to decline heavily each
month after February. During February,
the market volume decline by 30 percent
to 1532 lots. Copper price continued its
northern rally as signs of recovery was seen
in the largest economy, U.S. and demand
from China was expected to increase despite
the monetary restrictions. Despite positive
signs from the international market, trade
in copper declined during the month. The
southern rally in trade volume continued
in March also. The fallout continued in the
month of April at MEX terminal. Portugal,
which was under the pressure of default
accepted the bailout package offered by the
European Union Central Bank, which led
to rise in copper price but was smoothened
on an account of devastating earthquake
in Japan. Similarly, decline in the demand
from the largest consuming nation again led
to decline in the price of copper. Due to this
mixed effect, speculators were seen reluctant
to trade on copper, as a result of which
number of traded lots declined by almost
69 percent to 471 lots in MEX platform. In
the month of May, copper market saw mixed
sentiment as U.S. economy showed average

MONTHS (October 2010 - September 2011)
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Mini
Copper
Introduction

C

opper is a reddish brown nonferrous mineral which has
been used for thousands of years by human beings for
various purposes. It has number of applications ranging from
coins to pigments, and it is basically in demand in industrialized
nations. This metal is closely related with silver and gold, with
many properties being shared among these metals. This metal
is highly conductive of both electricity and heat, and many of
copper’s uses take advantage of this quality. Copper can be found
in numerous electronics and in wiring. It is also used to make
cooking pots. Copper is also relatively corrosion resistant, since
it forms a patina which resists oxidation. For this reason, copper
is often mixed with other metals to form alloys such as bronze
and brass.

Some Fundamentals
• Major copper consuming countries include China, USA and
Europe. Any major news regarding copper demand from these
countries affects the price of copper.
• Copper is a commercial metal which is used by housing,
automotive and electrical industries. So its demand is affected
by the general state of major copper consuming economy.
For example: in the time of recession the demand for copper
went down which generally pressured the price of copper to
low levels. Similarly at the time of economic growth, demand
generally gets high and so does the price of copper.
• Also some other key factors regarding the price movement of
copper is related to the supply side. Labor disputes and strikes
in the major mines affect the supply and price of copper.

Explanation of Charts
Since the start of the Mini Copper’s trading at MEX terminal,
the lots taken for this commodity has shown much variation. As
per the MEX Year Book 2010, Mini Copper’s volume at MEX in
the month of September 2010 was 776 lots. The month of October
saw a marginal decrease but the next 2 months saw an increase
of 52.77% and 66.48% in the total lots traded in comparison to
October.
The month of October was occupied by the news of slow
recovery of US economy and weakness in dollar. As a result,
trading of mini copper increased to 772 and 1103 in the months
of October and November respectively. December saw further
increase in mini copper lots on news that the American central
bank my boost purchases of U.S. securities which translated to
PAGE
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increase in demand for industrial metals.
The investors were able to capitalize on this
news and were able to take second highest
lots of 1202 in the year 2010.
The start of the year saw copper prices
decline on note of falling demand for copper
from China and the US, the world’s top two
consumers. This also affected mini copper
volume in the MEX terminal with 967 lots
being traded in January. But with copper at
low prices, interest soon picked up and 1189
lots were traded in February, an increase of
23%. This increase in interest in mini copper
remained in March and 1409 lots were traded
in that month. The tightening of monetary
policy in China and the Libyan crisis gave
way to falling prices which saw investment
demand for mini copper increase. But with
prices continuing to fall, interest in copper
soon waned and only 1021 lots were traded
in April. The earthquake in Japan as well
as fall in demand from the US contributed
to this decline in prices. This falling trend
continued well into May and saw only 725
lots being traded, a mere 3.77% of the total
lots traded at the MEX terminal. It might
be worth noting here that copper prices
reflect the true state of any economy or for
that matter, the world economy. Hence, the
falling copper prices in this case reflected a
weak global economy
and for that matter,

Major copper
consuming
countries
include China,
USA and
Europe.

Mini Copper Lots

weak investor confidence in this metal.
This attributed to the decline in mini copper
volume in the MEX terminal. June proved no
exception for mini copper, with a decrease
of 45% in total lots in comparison to the
previous month. Continuing weak demand
from China and the FOMC’s (Federal Open
Market Committee, US) decision to let the
interest rate remain low showed that all
was not well in terms of recovery and this
directly pressured copper prices leading
to the downfall in total lots. July yet again
saw further decline in total lots being traded
to 362 lots. While the rate of decline was
albeit marginal, this indeed pointed to lack
of confidence in the investors towards the
copper market as a while. It is interesting to
note that the trading pattern of copper and
mini copper was similar in the sense that
since March, both the copper contracts were
on a declining trend. August recorded the
lowest number of mini copper lots traded
with only 298 lots being traded. This was
a mere 1.47% of the total lots traded at
the MEX terminal. But with copper prices
at such low levels, interest soon prevailed.
This interest in copper was further increased
with the euro zone trying to find a suitable
solution for its ever spreading debt crisis.
Likewise, trickles of positive economic data
from the US also increased interest in copper.
As a result, 417 mini copper lots were traded
in September, the highest in 4 months.
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ENERGIES

•
•

Brent Crude

Heating Oil
•

•

•

Crude Oil

Mini Crude Oil

Natural Gas
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Brent Crude
Introduction

Some Fundamentals
• Brent accounts for less than 1 percent
of world crude oil production. However,
it determines the price of more than 60
percent of internationally – traded crude
oil.
• Brent is ideal for production of gasoline
and middle distillates.
• Oil production from Europe, Africa and
the Middle East flowing west tends to be
priced relative to Brent Crude.
• There is generally negative correlation
between Brent Crude Oil and the American
Dollar. This means that when the USD
declines, all other factors remaining
constant, the price of Brent Crude Oil
generally increases.
• It has positive correlation with WTI crude
oil with both WTI and Brent increasing

and decreasing at the same time. The
degree of volatility however does differ.

on a note of higher demand and tighter U.S.
inventories, but concerns about moderate
economic growth in China and euro zone
Explanation of Charts
debt woes kept a sharp eye on gains. But at
Brent Crude was introduced on 16th
the end of the month, again the price of Brent
May, 2011 in MEX terminal for trading. The
Crude further rose as a storm approached
chart above shows that in the month of May
the Gulf of Mexico, disrupting the supply.
the total lot for this commodity is 28, that’s
While in the next month there was fall in
because it was traded only for two weeks
the price of this commodity as US Credit
in the month of May. The month of May
rating agency downgraded the Financial
showed decline in the price of Brent Crude as
and Commodity market of US. But the other
Dollar rose to two month high against euro
weeks, there was again a price rise on a note
that US will be again
on a note of debt
concerns in Europe.
trying to stimulate its
BRENT IS IDEAL FOR
In the next month,
economy and boost
PRODUCTION OF GASOLINE fuel demand. This
there was slight
AND MIDDLE DISTILLATES
decrease on total
mixed market situation
lots traded for the
supported the investors
month of June as there was mixed reaction
to take more positions in this commodity
from the market. There was rise in the price
and as a result the lots traded in the month
for the first two weeks of the month on a note
of August increased to 62. The month of
of weaker dollar and Middle East turmoil.
September again led to increase in the
But the next two weeks showed a fall in the
price of Brent Crude on a note of approval
price as bailout to Greece was approved.
of a euro zone bailout fund by German
lawmakers, easing some of the worries
Though the lots had decreased in this month
about developed economies. Though there
yet is little less than the percentage of total
were some profitable opportunities for the
lots compared to the previous month. While
traders but they managed to capitalize with
in the month of July, the lots had doubled
only 10 lots on the month of September.
as investors started gaining confidence over
this commodity as they have for Crude Oil.
The month of July showed a bullish trend
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rent Crude Oil is a light crude oil
containing approximately 0.37% of
sulfur. It is suitable for production of petrol
and is refined in Northwest Europe. It has an
API gravity of 38.03 and a specific gravity
of around 0.8333. The main producers of
this commodity are Saudi Arabia, Russia,
USA and Iran. It is used to price two thirds
of the world’s internationally traded crude
oil supplies. It is traded mostly on the
Intercontinental Exchange (ICE).
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MEX REWARDS GALORE
The winnerr ooff ““Rewards
Rewardds G
Galore
alore 2011”
for May
is

ABC Commodities Pvt. Ltd

As part of its Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR), on May,
MEX Nepal donated to the following organizations
• Bal Mandir, Kathmandu, Nepal
• Rasuwa Langtang Liring Anath Sanstha, Sano Thimi, Bhaktapur
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Crude Oil
Introduction

W

est Texas Intermediate (WTI)
crude oil is of a very high quality.
Its API gravity is 37-42 degrees (making it
a “light” crude oil), and it contains less than
or equal to 0.42 percent of sulphur (making
a “sweet” crude oil). WTI is generally priced
at about $2-4 per barrel premium to OPEC
Basket price and about $1-2 per barrel
premium to Brent; although on a daily basis
the pricing relationships between these two
can vary greatly. Oil is used for almost 40%
of the world’s total energy demand. Almost
all the industries including agriculture are
dependent on oil in one way or the other.
Similarly, industries like transportation and
petrochemicals are largely dependent upon
the prices of crude oil. The price of crude
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oil is very volatile which leads to inflation
globally. There is lots of byproduct of crude
oil like aviation gasoline, kerosene, jet fuel
oil, liquefied petroleum gas etc.

Some fundamentals
• The oil we find underground is called
crude oil.
• World’s biggest reserves of crude oil are
in Saudi Arabia followed by Iraq, Canada,
Iran and Kuwait.
• World’s largest producers of crude oil are
Saudi Arabia, Russia, United States and
Iran.
• USA is the world’s largest consumer
of crude oil followed by China, Japan,
Eurozone and Russia

Almost all the
industries are
dependent on oil in
one way or the other.
Moreover sector like
agriculture is also
dependent upon the
use of oil

Commodity Insights
Explanation of Charts

• OPEC countries control 40% supply of
crude oil globally.
• Almost all the industries are dependent
on oil in one way or the other. Moreover
sector like agriculture is also dependent
upon the use of oil.
• Crude oil is processed to obtain products
such as Aviation gasoline, motor gasoline
kerosene, jet fuel, distillates fuel oil,
liquefied petroleum gas, lubricants and
others.
• The prices of crude oil are usually very
volatile as there are lots of factors other
than demand and supply which impact
the price of oil. For example, political
instability in the Middle East usually
impacts the crude oil prices.
• Crude oil accounts for 37% of the world
primary energy consumption.

The volume for crude oil attained 1965
lots during the month of October at MEX
terminal. Crude oil prices saw sideways
trading after an initial rise in the prices. The
prices enhanced due to a stronger demand,
a rebound in the financial markets and a
major strike at French ports which disrupted
the supply of the crude oil. The crude oil
volume for the month of November rose
significantly to reach a total of 2385 lots. The
prices reached a two year high on concerns
over increased demand due to increasing
cold winter and exceptional growth in the
global economies which strengthened the
demand for energy products. The bullish
trend increased the confidence among the
local investors as a result of which the lots
increased at MEX terminal. The volume
for crude oil decreased in the month of
December to reach 1701 lots. The prices
continued to rally north during the period due
to increasing energy demand and shortage in
supply from major oil producing countries.
Crude oil volume increased significantly at
the beginning of the year which is shown by
the number of lots traded i.e. 2516. Prices of
crude oil continued its bullish trend due to
the political unrest which increased the fear
that the turmoil would disrupt the export of
crude oil worldwide. The continuing bullish
trend further increased the confidence of
the investors resulting in an increase in lots
during the month. The volume for crude
oil improved slightly during the month
of February to reach 2525 lots. The prices
continued its bullish trend due to the chaotic
situation arising from the MENA region
which disrupted the supply of crude oil. The
month of March witnessed a slight fall in the
volume of crude oil as it reached 2132 lots.
The crisis in the MENA region worsened
during the month which provided impetus to

Crude Oil Lots
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the prices of crude oil to attain record levels
in recent years. April saw a significant fall in
the volume of crude oil traded in the MEX
terminal as it reached 1250 lots, a fall of
882 from the previous month. The decline
in the crude oil prices was mainly due to
the improved EIA report, which gradually
increased till the end of May. The volume
for May realized slight improvement to 1514
lots. The prices inclined due to the crisis
enveloping the MENA region despite the
increment of supply from the OPEC nations.
The month of June saw crude oil volume
increase slightly to 1796 lots. The prices
declined during the period due to weak
economic indicators and inflation hitting
the markets. Crude oil volumes decreased
significantly over the month of July as it
recorded 1100 lots, the least crude oil lots
traded in the analysis periods. The Crude oil
prices mainly fell due to the concern on US
default which weakened the US economy
outlook for the next few years. The bullish
trend which increased confidence among
the local investors was shaken due to fall in
the price. Due this fall, the investors were
not much interested to take position in this
commodity at MEX terminal. The volume
for crude oil contracts traded in the month of
August rose significantly to attain 1839 lots.
The prices further declined during the period
amidst persistent fears over the faltering
state of the global economy beginning with
the largest consumer of crude oil, USA.
Crude Oil contracts decreased drastically to
reach a figure of 539 during the month of
September. Prices plunged during the period
as a result of weakening of the global outlook
in growth which decreased the demand
for energy products. The decreasing price
further decreased the confidence among the
local investors as result of which the volume
traded at MEX drastically decreased.

MONTHS (October 2010 - September 2011)
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Heating Oil

Major portion of
the heating oil is
consumed in the
Northeast part
of US.

Introduction

H

eating Oil is made from Crude Oil
and is also known as No. 2 fuel
oil. It accounts for about 25% of the yield
of a barrel of crude oil, the second largest
cut after gasoline. Heating oil is used in
the central heating of homes and small
buildings. Approximately seven percent of
American households - some 8.5 million
in total, with nearly one-third in the
Northeastern states - rely on heating oil to
keep warm in winter. Globally, heating oil
prices are highly correlated with crude oil
prices as cost of production of heating oil
includes the cost of crude oil used plus cost
of refining, distribution and storage. Thus,
all factors influencing crude oil prices have
a profound influence on heating oil prices
too. These factors include, supply-demand,
global economic scenario, natural disasters,
currency fluctuations, geo-political tensions,
interest rates, prices of other assets,
commodities etc.

Some Fundamentals
• USA is the world largest consumer of
heating oil which accounts for almost
40% of the global consumption. So it’s
important to keep an eye on major report
regarding heating oil coming out of US
especially EIA weekly report.
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• Heating oil is mainly used during the
winter. So it’s important to keep an eye
on the weather during the month of
December, January and February.
• Major portion of the heating oil is
consumed in the Northeast part of US.
So it’s important to focus on the weather
pattern of Northeast US.
• Refining company decision to produce
heating oil affects the supply of heating
oil.
• Other notable factors include crude oil
prices, inventory conditions, geopolitical
tensions etc.

Explanation of Charts
While looking at the chart one can very
well see that heating oil is not much popular
among the general Nepalese investors.
A major reason for this being the lack of
awareness regarding heating oil. The month
of October was bullish for heating oil. The
Energy Department reported a decline in
distillates that includes heating oil and
diesel and also the weakness in dollar had
increased the demand for oil which led to
rise in the price of this commodity. In the

following month, the heating oil market
showed some mixed reaction. Initially it
rose on note of falling inventories but later
on started decreasing due to Euro zone crisis
spreading to other countries as well. The
month of December and January showed
bearish trend in the heating oil market. The
strength in dollar, moderate temperature and
China’s interest rate revision for the second
time decreased the demand for heating oil
which led to fall in the price. Though all
this information was fully available in the
market, yet the investors had not taken
position for this commodity to capitalize
on the news. The month of February was no
different than the month of December and
January. The price continued to decline as
the production that had decreased due to
violence in Libya was offset by the inventory
supplied by North Africa.
In the next two months (March and
April) there was rise in the prices. The
major reasons for the rise was the unrest in
Middle East leading to delay in shipment of
oil and fall in the inventory of distillates as
reported by the Energy Department of the

Commodity Insights
US. The rising prices continued even in May as the
demand for heating oil rose by 3.9 percent to 3.55
million barrels per day according to a report by the
American Petroleum Institute (API). However this
failed to create any interest among the investors and
there were no lots recorded for the month. The next
month also saw the bullish trend continue on a note
of decline in distillate supplies. The investors were
able to capitalize on this news by taking 20 lots of
this commodity in the month of July. The month of
August also showed rise in the price of heating oil
on a note of continued strong export demand but the
investors preferred to stay away from the market,
thus recording only 4 lots during the month. The
month of September also showed a rise in the price as
there was news that Germany approved a measure to
strengthen a fund intended to help Europe overcome
its debt crisis.
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Mini
Crude oil
Introduction

C

rude oil is composed of various
organic chemicals and found in large
quantities below the earth’s surface. It is a
raw chemical compound which is refined to
produce products like gasoline, heating oil,
diesel, kerosene etc. Most of the industries
are dependent on the crude oil as it is the
most important source of energy. Crude oil
is used for almost 40% of the world’s total
energy demand. Industries like transportation
and petrochemicals are largely dependent on
the crude oil.
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Russia is the largest producer of crude oil,
which produces 10,120,000 barrels per day,
followed by Saudi Arabia and United States.
The price of the crude oil is determined by
the OPEC countries and China has become
the world’s largest consumer of crude oil.
Many economies are dependent on crude
oil. For e.g. more than 70% of the Iranian
government’s budget depends on crude oil
export. So, crude oil is the most important
ingredient to run the global economy. Any
disruption in supply of crude oil would

lead to inflation and collapse of major
governments.

Some Fundamentals
• The American Petroleum Institute (API)
and Energy Information Administration
(EIA) data released on Tuesday and
Wednesday respectively impact the price
of crude oil. These data show the crude oil
inventories in world’s largest consuming
country i.e. the US.
• The marketplace forces of supply and
demand determine the price of crude oil. If
demand grows or if a disruption in supply
occurs, there will be upward pressure on
prices.
• Geopolitical tension in major oil
producing countries also affects the price
of crude oil.
• Weather condition also affects the price of
crude oil. During winter, weather forecasts
affect the price of crude oil.
• Crude oil is priced in US Dollar and
Dollar devaluation puts pressure for
higher oil prices.
• Major
announcements
by
IEA
(International Energy Agency).
• OPEC output, supply and spare capacities
affect the crude oil price.
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The month of January was full of positive
sentiments for crude oil market, which
is shown by the number of lots traded.
The volume increased almost 2 times in

of August, during which total of 1952 lots
were traded. This was the highest market
volume for the crude oil for the analysis
period. With the increase in the lots, share
in total lots traded also increased, which can
be seen in the charts. September saw slight
decline in the market volume of mini crude
oil with 1711 lots. Prices remained sideways
during the first half of the month due to lack
of strong fundamentals and inventory news.
However, mini crude made a heavy fall due
to rise in supply whereas demand remained
sluggish as a result of slower economic
growth.

However, the next few months saw the
crisis in the MENA region dominate crude oil
prices. As a result, 1289 lots, 1832 lots and
1766 lots were traded in the months of May,
June and July respectively. The increase in
the market volume continued till the end

October

According to data published in MEX
Yearbook 2010, the number of lots traded in
MEX terminal declined during the month of
September 2010. The declining trend in Mini
Crude oil continued for three consecutive
months till December. During the month of
October, crude oil price saw sideways trading
after seeing an initial rise. Crude oil saw this
initial rise mainly due to stronger demand,
a rebound in financial markets, a weaker
Dollar and a major strike at French ports.
The forecast for global oil demand growth
for 2010 was also revised by 0.2 mb/d to
2.3 mb/d on higher than expected economic
data. If we look at the crude oil inventory, it
declined till the end of December. However,
investors were seen reluctant to trade on
mini crude during the fourth quarter of 2010
with total volume of 820 lots, 786 lots, and
733 lots in the respective three months.

4.52%

Explanation of Charts

comparison to previous month’s trade
volume with 1352 lots. Prices of crude oil
continued its bullish rally during this month
also. The main reason for higher crude price
was the political unrest in Middle East,
which increased the fear that the turmoil
might disrupt the Suez Canal spreading
unrest in the region. The bullish trend in
market volume could not sustain during
the month of February as volume declined
marginally to 1197 lots from 1352 lot in
January. However, during March, crisis
in Middle East and North Africa provided
positive sentiment to the investors which
resulted in significant increase in the trade
volume. Total of 1880 lots were traded
during the month. The prices also inflated
by 10-15 percent. During the month of April
crude oil prices rallied south which led to a
decline in volume to 1142 lots. The decline
in the crude oil prices was mainly due to the
improved EIA crude oil inventory report.

October

• Speculative buying and selling also affect
the crude oil price.
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Natural
Gas
Different macroeconomic factors like
exchange rate, interest rate and other
economic indicators affect the price of
natural gas market.

Introduction

N

atural Gas is a colorless, odorless,
environmental friendly source of
energy. It’s a gas which contains methane.
Before natural gas can be used as a fuel,
it must undergo extensive processing to
remove almost all materials other than
methane. Some of the major applications of
natural gas are:

•
•

•

of Energy, as U.S. is the world’s largest
consumer of natural gas.
Accidental news in natural gas mines
affects the price of natural gas.
Different macroeconomic factors like
exchange rate, interest rate and other
economic indicators affect the price of
natural gas market.
The supply side factors that influence
natural gas price are production, imports
and storage levels. Moreover, hurricanes
and severe weather condition also disrupt
the supply.
The demand side factors that affect
the natural gas price are strength of the
economy, weather and crude oil price.
Similarly, severe weather condition
in developed countries increases the
consumption patterns and become major
factor for influencing the price.

• Fuel source for power generation
• Used for cooking
• Industrial uses: fuel source for boilers,
ovens, air conditioners etc.
• Production of petrochemicals like
methanol etc
• The other fraction obtained in natural gas
processing like butane and propane is
used in manufacturing of LPG.

•

The major issues regarding the use of
natural gas are transportation and storage.
Pipeline is used as one of the major ways of
inland transporting of natural gas.

Explanation of Charts

Some Fundamentals
• Data released from the major producers
have an effect on the price of natural gas.
• Getting updates from the US Department
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Since the start of trading at MEX terminal,
the lots taken for this commodity has not
shown much variation. As per the MEX Year
Book 2010, Natural Gas volume at MEX in
the month of September 2010 was 2106 lots,
but in the month of October and November

the lot had decreased to 759 and 790 lots
respectively. While looking at the market
in the month of October and November, the
investors could have taken the position in
this commodity as the inventories of Natural
Gas held in underground storage had grown
by 93 billion cubic feet to about 3.683 trillion
cubic feet. This showed that the supply for
natural gas is sufficient enough to fulfill the
demand and this news could have provided
profit to investors as the price decreased due
to sufficient supply. In the next month the
investors started gaining confidence over
this commodity as the ample supply of this
gas had been maintaining its downtrend in
price. As a result, investors were attracted
towards this commodity taking a total of
1350 lots in the month of December; a rise
of 71 % since previous month.
As the month of January approached the
natural gas inventory started falling on a note
of temperature falling below normal level
thereby increasing the use of natural gas for
heating purposes. This led to increase in price
but led to fall in the lots at MEX terminal. In
the following month, the news of increase
and decrease in the temperature had created
some confusion about the market behavior

Commodity Insights
Natural Gas Lots
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first showed a fall to 68 lots in the month of
April but later on, increased to 131 lots in
the month of May.
The next month saw a fall in the price of
natural gas as there was increase in the stock
of this commodity in underground storage in
the lower 48 states in US. But even after
getting such useful news from the market,
the investors were not able to capitalize it
as there were only 59 lots, the lowest traded
lots at MEX terminal after December 2010.
The declining trend in the price continued
in the next two month as well, as moderate
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due to which the trading in this month was
only 246 lots. The month of March saw an
increase in the lots of this commodity due to
decrease in global supplies, colder weather
conditions as well as the President Barak
Obama’s urge to use more of US oil instead
of foreign oil. This led to rise in the price
and the investors took advantage of this rise
throughout the month generating 308 lots at
MEX terminal. In the following two months,
marginal decrease in the natural gas supplies
and slower economic growth in US provided
much opportunities for speculation which at
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temperature led to reduction in usage of
the heating fuel. But this time the investors
fully utilized this opportunity leading to rise
in the lots in the month of July and August
to 136 and 108 lots respectively. The month
of September was no different than July and
August. There was fall in the price due to
increase in the supply of natural gas. Despite
the continuous decreasing trend in Natural
Gas market, the investors were not able to
take much position and as a result there was
a fall in the lots to 49.
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PRECIOUS METALS

•

Gold

•

Palladium

•

Mini Gold

•

•

•

Mini Silver

Platinum

•

Silver

Small Gold
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Gold
Introduction

G

old is a metallic element in Yellow
color which is quite resistant to
corrosion. It is one of the most expensive
material due to which it’s also referred to
as “Precious Metal”. Gold is mainly used
as jewelry and is also regarded as one of
the major tools for the inflation. China and
Australia are major gold producers in the
world whereas India and China are the major
consumers of the gold. The major factor
influencing the price of gold is US Dollar
(USD) since these two move in opposite
direction.
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Some Fundamentals

gold price to rise under uncertain economic
safe heaven appeal. However, in the month
environment. Local investors under such
of December, number of lots traded at MEX
circumstances kept distance from trading
terminal declined which continued till
this commodity. However, there was drastic
January. The total lot traded was 2555 lots
change in the number of lots during the
and 1718 lots for December and January
month of August as total lots increased by
respectively. There was short term correction
more than 300 percent to
in the price of gold which
reach 2612 lots. The news
made the investors hesitant
of global economy losing
to enter into the market.
the momentum spurred
Similarly, China tightened
The major holder
the demand for gold in
the bank reserves to control
of physical gold are international as well as
the inflation, which faded
the Euro zone, US
domestic market. The
the safe haven appeal
most striking news for
for gold. In the month
and IMF who hold
the month was the S&P,
of February, total traded
10,792.6 tonnes,
the credit rating agency,
volume increased slightly to
1718 lots. This increase in
8133.5 tonnes and downgrading the US debt
rating from AAA to AA+
the investment in gold was
2,846.7 tonnes
which led to increase in the
driven by the interest rate
price of gold. The number
hike by the Chinese central
respectively
of lots had declined
bank for second time in
drastically on the month
just six weeks. The month
of September by 1067 lots
of March and April saw
to 1545 lots. This decline
the total lots size decrease
in the interest among the local investors was
to reach 1233 and 1035 lots respectively.
due to volatile price of gold in the global
The price of gold reached an all time high
market.
on fear of inflation in the major economies
around the globe. Moreover, worries about
the Middle East and North Africa also feared
the investor about the possible outcomes
which affected the investor’s decision to
take position for this commodity. The trend
didn’t change much in the month of May and
June as total lots traded was 1109 lots and
1232 lots respectively. The global economic
woes continued especially in the US where
weaker economic data kept on coming
out. This declined the USD consequently
increasing the gold price. However, local
investors were on wait and watch mode
which saw low volume of trade during this
period. The declining trends in the lots size
continued for the month of July where lowest
number of lots was traded i.e. 706 lots. The
European sovereign debt crisis intensified in
the month of July which again supported the

• Gold is primarily used for making jewelry
and investment purpose which is followed
by industrial, electronics and dentistry
use.
• Out of total consumption jewelry and
investment stands at 50% and 40%
respectively.
• World’s largest gold producing countries
are China, Australia, United States, Russia
and South Africa.
• It is estimated that 50% of all the gold ever
produced has come from South Africa.
• The major holder of physical gold are the
Euro zone, US and IMF who hold 10,792.6
tonnes, 8133.5 tonnes and 2,846.7 tonnes
respectively.
• Traditionally, investors tried preserving
their assets during hard economic times
by investing in precious metal such as
gold.

Explanation of Charts
Gold, which is one of the highly traded
futures contract in MEX terminal, saw
declining trends through most of the review
period i.e. from October 2010 to September,
2011. October saw the total gold trading of
3169 lots which was 17.48% of the total
traded lots and was also second highest in
the review months. The price of gold had
risen to record high as decision by Federal
Reserve to buy government bonds raised the
inflation expectation. This created interest
among the local investors to invest in the
precious metal. The following month saw
gold trade rise to the highest level in the
review period. In terms of numbers of lots
it inclined as compared to previous month to
reach 3512 lots while in term of percentage
of total lots it declined to reach 15%. The
continuous increase in the price of gold
created an interest among the investors to
take more position in this commodity at
MEX terminal. Moreover, gloomy economic
scenario in the US also sparked the gold’s
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MEX REWARDS GALORE
The winnerr ooff ““Rewards
Rewardds G
Galore
alore 2011”
for June
is

Bhairab Investment Company Pvt. Ltd

As part of its Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR), on June,
MEX Nepal donated to the following organizations
• House for Rescue of Afflicted Children, Sanepa, Kathmandu
• Rasuwa Langtang Liring Anath Sanstha, Sano Thimi, Bhaktapur
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Mini Gold

Introduction

G

old is a yellow metallic element
which is quite resistant to corrosion.
It is one of the most expensive material due
to which it’s also referred to as “Precious
Metal”. Gold is mainly used as jewelry and
is also regarded as one of the major tools for
inflation. China and Australia are major gold
producers in the world whereas India and
China are the major consumers of gold. The
major factor influencing the price of gold
is USD since these two moves in opposite
direction.

Some Fundamentals
• Gold is primarily used for making jewelry
and Investment purpose which is followed
by industrial, electronics and dentistry
use.
• Out of total consumption Jewelry and
investment stands at 50% and 40%
respectively.
• World’s largest gold producing countries
are China, Australia, United States, Russia
and South Africa.
PAGE
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• It is estimated that 50% of all the gold ever
produced has come from South Africa.
• The major holder of physical gold are the
Euro area, US and IMF who hold 10,792.6
tonnes, 8133.5 tonnes and 2,846.7 tonnes
respectively.
• Traditionally, investors tried preserving
their assets during hard economic times
by investing in precious
metal such as gold.

Explanation of Charts

The price rise in the international market
was based upon the decision made by the
Federal Reserve to buy the government
bonds which leads to inflation and under
such circumstances the price of precious
metal rises. Here, the investors were highly
optimistic as the price of gold showed a
continuous bullish trend. Moving on to

Due to the nonstop rise in
the price of gold, investors
were cautious while investing
as there was possibility of
reversal.

Mini Gold contract like the
major gold contract was one
of the highly traded contracts
in the mini category over the
review period which started on
1st October, 2011 and ended
on 30th September, 2011. In the month of
October 2010 total lots traded was 2146
which was second highest in the review
period and in terms of percentage of total
lots it stands around 12% of all the traded
contracts. In the month of October, the price
of gold had reached an all time high which
created interest among the local investors.

the month of November, the number of
lots declined slightly but was still on the
higher side as 2044 lots were traded. In the
international market, price of commodities
were rising and gold was no exceptional
case which created huge interest among the
investors in Nepalese market to trade for
mini gold. At the same time disappointing
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economic data from the west also pushed investors toward the safe
haven investment. In the month of December there was drastic
change in the number of lots as it declined by around 50% to reach
1099 lots. This extreme change in the interest among the investors
was due to continuous surge in the price of the yellow metal. Due to
the nonstop rise in the price of gold, investors were cautious while
investing as there was possibility of reversal. However, with the
start of the New Year the number of lots had improved as compared
to December as total lots in the month of January, February and
March reached 1584, 1177 and 1233 lots respectively. The fear of
inflation prompted investor to invest in the gold in the first quarter
of 2011. Similarly, the interest rate hike by the Chinese Central Bank
for the second time in six weeks period also saw the price of precious
metal going up. However, the interest among the investors declined
between April to July where total lots stood at 654 lots, 608 lots,
798 lots and 706 lots respectively. The political crisis in the MENA
region led to uncertainty among investors ultimately impacting their
decision to take positions in the market. Moreover, there were also
the continuations of economic despair in the leading economies like
the US. The investors were not confident under such situation to
invest and were in a mood of wait and watch which impacted on
the number of lots that were traded on MEX terminal. On the other
hand, August saw the number of lots rise by nearly 370% to reach
2619 lots. This rise in the interest was due to global economy losing
its momentum. Likewise, the downgrading of US debt rating by the
credit rating agency S&P had sparked the demand of the commodity
in the local market. September saw very volatile gold market due to
which the investors started moving away from the major contracts
to the mini contract category as 2963 lots was traded which was also
16.68% of total trade. The debt issues in the west had particularly
impacted the yellow metal price and investors were also investing as
per the market swing.

MONTHS (October 2010 - September 2011)
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Mini
Silver
Introduction

S

ilver is a white, soft, lustrous transition
metal, which has the highest electrical
conductivity of any element and the highest
thermal conductivity of any metal. Mostly,
silver is produced as a by-product of copper,
gold, lead and zinc refining. Silver has
long been valued as a precious metal and
it is used to make ornaments, jewelry, high
– value tableware, utensils and currency
coins. Silver is often considered as the “poor
man’s gold” as it has been quietly climbing
the investment and demand charts since its
discovery thousands of years ago. Its unique
properties make it ideal for thousands of
applications used in every day life. The
top three producers in the year 2010 were
Peru, Mexico and China. While looking at
the consumption side, the largest consumer
of silver is United States followed by India,
Japan and Italy.

Some Fundamentals
• The American Economy and the movement
of the USD affects price of silver. Any
major news and events affects the USD
which in turn affects silver prices.
• Silver prices, like gold prices are affected
by the world economy. During times
of financial crisis, such as the current
financial crisis, silver prices tend to be
affected. The Greek debt crisis had major
impact on silver prices.
• Major news releases by International
Monetary Fund, Federal Reserve, G20
countries, and European nations have an
effect on silver prices.
• One of the primary drivers for silver
prices is gold. In a bullish environment,
speculators tend to be interested in
precious metals. Hence, alongside gold,
they tend to invest in silver too as both
are seen as a store of wealth.
PAGE
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Explanation of Charts
Mini Silver is also one of the highly
traded contracts in the MEX terminal.
There were altogether 2862 lots traded in
the month of October, 2010 which was
also lowest in the review period i.e. from
October, 2010 to September, 2011. October
was the month of festival and marriages
in the major silver consuming countries
i.e. India, which increased its demand and
its price. This made the local investors
cautious while investing in Mini Silver.
However, November saw an impressive
increase in the number of lots with total
lots reaching 4491. The price of silver was
continuing its record setting spree which
attracted Nepalese investors for investing
in the Mini Silver contract. Moreover,
mounting worries over the European debt
crisis also pulled investors to invest in
Mini Silver contract. However, December
saw a decrease in trading volume by 23%
to reach 3451 lots. Continued uncertainty
in the world economies kept investors off
the market leading to this decline. January
saw an increase, albeit marginally, to 3869
lots but this again decreased in February
to record the lowest volume traded at 3066
lots. With the world economy in tatters and
increasing unrest in the MENA (Middle
East and North Africa) region, confusion
gave way to fear which contributed to this
decline. However, the safe haven appeal of
silver soon returned and March recorded an
impressive 6203 lots in the MEX terminal,
an increase of a mind boggling 102 % from
the previous month. Continuing increase in
silver prices attracted investors to silver and
mini silver and this continued in April too.
April recorded the second highest lots traded
for the review period with 6808 lots being
traded. This further increased in May which
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Silver is often considered as the “poor man’s
gold” as it has been quietly climbing the
investment and demand charts since its
discovery thousands of years ago.
Mini Silver Lots
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saw 6952 lots being traded, the highest in
the review period. Investment in mini silver
accounted for 36.15% of all lots traded in the
MEX terminal in May which hinted at the
popularity this contract was having among
the investors. However, the lots went on a
decline in June after Chicago Mercantile
Exchange started increasing margins on
silver. The decline was further compounded
by a stronger dollar. As a result, with decline
in silver prices, the volumes declined too,
reaching 4621 lots. But with mounting
economic woes in major economies, the
charm of silver attracted investors back to
the market to record a marginal increase in
the month of July to reach 4741 lots which
was 29.65% of all lots traded in the MEX
terminal. But the fear factor soon played
in yet again as silver continued its volatile
journey in the following months of August
and September. On one hand, the safe haven
appeal of silver lured investors to invest
in it. While on the other hand, declining
manufacturing activities in major economies
kept investors out of the volatile silver
market. As a result, the next 2 months saw
3852 and 4052 lots being traded.
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Palladium
The price of palladium is mostly
responsive to economic supply and
demand as other precious metals
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iscovered by William Hyde
Wollastan in 1803, palladium is a rare
and lustrous silvery-white metal. Palladium
is one of the constituents of the platinum
group metal (PGMs) along with platinum,
rhodium, ruthenium, iridium and osmium.
These have similar chemical properties but
palladium has the lowest melting point and
is the least dense in the group. Palladium is
used as an auto catalyst in the automotive
sectors, industrial applications, jewelry
purposes and as an investment tool.
The main reference price for palladium
is the London Fix which is considered as
the international benchmark. The quotation
is done twice a day and it is used for most
of the deals. The fixing is transmitted by
international agencies and it is widely
followed by producers and industrialists all
around the world.

Some Fundamentals
• The price of palladium is mostly
responsive to economic supply and
demand as other precious metals.
• Since the supply of palladium is very
limited, the prices are more volatile than
the other industrial metals.
• The exporting policies of the major
producing nations including Russia and
South Africa affect the prices.
• The size and availability of the Russian
palladium stockpiles as well as the
economic situation of the main consuming
countries including USA, Japan and
Europe also affects the prices.
• Prices of the other precious metals may
also play an important role since there are
some substitution effects among them.

Explanation of Charts
The chart shows that Platinum has 0
lots from October 2010 to February 2011

Palladium Lots
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due to reconstruction in Japan and labor
disputes in South Africa. Palladium showed
signs of relief during the month of July, with
an increased trade volume to 10 lots. Prices
also remained bullish during the month due
to improved auto sales in the world largest
auto market, China. This indicated signs of
improvement in the palladium market. The
positive sentiments continued during the
month of August as number of lots traded
in MEX terminal increased by 120% to
22 lots. This was the biggest trade volume
during the analysis period. However, prices
saw sideways trading followed with the
disappointing second quarter economic
report form U.S. and ongoing Euro zone debt
crisis. The increasing trend that continued
for four consecutive months broke in the
month of September as number of lots traded
in MEX terminal declined by 45 percent to
12 lots. During the month palladium made a
strong southern rally with the price reaching
its 7 month low range. The free fall in
palladium was attributed to improved dollar
and sovereign debt crisis in Europe mainly
in Greece.

0.11%

as this item was introduced only from 22nd
February, 2011 in the MEX terminal. The
trading for this commodity started from
the month of its introduction. During the
month of inception, 9 lots were traded,
which was a slow start but was considered a
good one in comparison to platinum, which
was introduced at the same time. Prices
during February climbed to a ten year high
price since 2002. The prices soared on the
concern over reduced supply from Russia,
which indicated that palladium market
would move deeper into deficit. The month
of March saw rise in the volume traded for
this commodity by 77 percent to 16 lots.
However, prices tumbled back to its lowest
level during the first half of the month. This
decline in prices was attributed mostly due
to earthquake and tsunami in Japan. The
number two automaker in the world suffered
huge loss in auto industry which led to
decline in demand for palladium. During
April, palladium made its price correction.
The global demand from the automotive
industry was expected to see continuous
growth, which acted as a strong attribute for
rise in price of the precious metal. However,
number of volume traded had decline to 11
lots in the month of April. The month of
May saw, significant decline in the trade
volume as palladium market showed mixed
picture. Initially, prices appeared bearish
due to the knock on effects of the earthquake
and tsunami in Japan, which caused supply
chain problem. On the plus side, ongoing
fears of potential disruption in supply from
South Africa were expected to support
prices. Therefore, as a result of indifferent
market, traders were reluctant to take risk on
the commodity. During the month of June,
palladium did not see any improvement in
trading as trade volume still remained to
its lowest level i.e. 4 lots. Investors still
remained indifferent towards the commodity
as demand and supply remained confusing
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Platinum
Introduction

P

Some Fundamentals
• Global platinum prices are driven by
a host of factors such as strength of the
global economy, currency movements of
major economies, interest rates in these
economies etc.
• Disruption in production in any of the top
producers, mainly South Africa will result
in volatility in platinum prices.
• Europe is the biggest consumer of
platinum, followed by China, North
America and Japan. It is important to
Platinum Lots as a percentage of total lots
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The chart above shows that Platinum has
0 lots from October 2010 to February 2011
as this commodity was only introduced from
22nd February, 2011 in the MEX terminal.
The trading for this commodity started from
the month of March onwards. As a result
the total lot traded in the month of March
was 62 which accounts for 0.24% of the
total lots traded for all the commodities in
the month of March. Gold and silver prices
have continued to test all-time and 30-year
highs respectively on a note of ongoing
unrest in the Middle East, higher oil prices,
inflationary fears and a weaker dollar. So
was the case of Platinum. The investors who
had taken position for silver and gold also
took position for this commodity and as
silver has recorded highest lots
in the month of March, Platinum
0.30%
also recorded the highest lots.
But in the next two months there
0.25%
was fall in the lots. The month
0.20%
of April showed rise in the
0.15%
price again due to geopolitical
tensions, inflationary pressure
0.10%
and weakening dollar. While the
0.05%
month of May showed a decline
0.00%
in price as the supply of platinum
rose and also the international
investors who faced loss on a
note of correction started settling
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know the demand scenario in
these countries.
• Price movement of other
precious metals such as gold
also influences the price of
platinum.
• As majority of platinum is used
for auto catalyst, it is important
to know about the health of
the automobile industry in the
major consumer nations.
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latinum is a metal that has a variety
of uses in jewelry and industrial
applications. Platinum is one of the world’s
scarcest materials. Eighty percent of
platinum supply comes from South Africa,
about 10 percent from Russia, and the rest
from North America. Futures and options
contracts for platinum trade on the New
York Mercantile Exchange, as well as other
exchanges around the world. Platinum is
the principal member of a six-metal group
called platinum group metals (PGM). The
other members of the group are palladium,
rhodium, ruthenium, osmium, and iridium.
All have chemical and physical qualities that
make them vital industrial materials. It also
has high electrical conductivity and catalytic
properties making it suitable for industrial
applications. While gold is considered an
investment alternative, the use of platinum
for the same has also been increasing in
recent months due to its rare nature and its
industrial demand.

MONTHS (October 2010 - September 2011)

their holdings in this commodity. But the
investors in Nepal were not having much
confidence on the market movement of this
commodity as a result there was sharp fall
in these two months. The next two months
again showed uncertainty in the United
States due to low interest rates, uncertainties
in euro zone’s fiscal situation, and worries
over talks to raise the U.S. debt ceiling had
again supported the Platinum’s price. This
bought some interest among the investors to
take position in this commodity. As a result
the total lots in the month of June and July
rose to 20 and 18 respectively. The month
of August also recorded a rise in price but
this rise was mainly attributed due to power
crisis that had shut South African mines
with a further lift coming from oil and
expectations of more US rate cuts. This news
further built confidence among the investors
and resulted in increase in the lots for this
commodity. The price of platinum declined
in the month of September as traders started
speculating on the anticipation that the price
was expected to rise on a note of decrease in
production in South Africa and also due to
depressing economic outlook of USA. The
investors at MEX terminal were unable to
make a clear indication of the market trend
for this commodity and as result they were
able to take only 15 lots in the month of
September.

Commodity Insights
terminal. The ongoing Egyptian crisis as
well as escalating Libyan crisis seemed to
have lured investors to invest in the silver
rally which led to the highest 2011 volume
for silver. April saw the volume decline,
albeit marginally to 4417 lots. Deteriorating
financial conditions of European countries
saw silver prices reach the highest in 31 years
which led to investors flock to the silver
bandwagon. Silver constituted an impressive
23.12% of total lots traded in April. May
recorded the second highest volume for the
year 2011 with an increase of nearly 6% to
4674 lots. Change in margin requirements,
growth slowdown, Chinese tightening
policy saw silver prices decline, making
way for short sellers to take advantage of
the situation. However, as prices declined
further in June, investors were casting doubt
on the sustainability of the bearish trend. As
a result, silver lots declined to 2997 making
up almost 19% of total lots traded. However,
as the prices started reversing, silver volume
started picking up, resulting in 3715 lots
being traded in July. Continuing problems in
Europe contributed to the increase in prices
resulting in increase in lots. In August, silver
lots decreased to 2734 lots owing mainly
to the continued instability in the financial
markets which saw investors shy away from
the market and this trend continued well into
the month of September which saw only
1834 silver lots being traded.
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After an impressive volume in the
previous month (covered in the previous
yearbook), silver lots declined on October.
While silver prices saw new records being
made on month-on-month basis, the overall
lots declined on account of the festive season
of Dashain. The festive season saw the
total lots decline as well. November saw a
massive surge in silver lots with an increase
of 116.90% to 4353 lots. With the festive
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• Peru, Mexico, China, Australia, Chile are
the major producers of silver.
• United States, India, Japan and Italy are
the most silver consuming countries in
the world. So any silver related news
from these countries affects the price of
the silver.
• U.S. dollar and Euro are the major
currencies that affect the price of the
silver.
• Most of the produced silver is the byproduct of lead, copper and zinc mining.
• Industry, decorative uses, photography,
and jewelry and silverware account for
95% of annual silver consumption.
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Some Fundamentals

season over, investors looked all set to take
on the markets which contributed to this
increase in overall increase in lots as well
as silver lots. However this volume declined
marginally on December to 4088 lots. While
a weaker USD saw silver prices create all
time highs, traders seemed to question this
“Bull Run” that had been going on for a long
time. As a result, only 3461 lots were traded
in December which still made up 20.31% of
the total lots traded in the MEX terminal.
This downward movement
continued in January too as the
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ilver is a white, soft, lustrous transition
metal, which has the highest electrical
conductivity of any element and the highest
thermal conductivity of any metal. It is
produced as a byproduct of copper, gold,
lead and zinc refining. Silver, along with
mini silver is one of the most highly traded
commodities in the MEX terminal.
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Small Gold
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Introduction

G

old is a metallic element in Yellow
color which is quite resistant to
corrosion. It is one of the most expensive
material due to which it is also referred to
as “Precious Metal”. Gold is mainly used
as jewelry and is also regarded as one of
the major tools for the inflation. China and
Australia are major gold producers in the
world whereas India and China are the major
consumers. The major factor influencing the
price of gold is USD since these two moves
in opposite direction.
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Small Gold Lots
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Small gold contract was introduced in
MEX terminal from February, 2011. In the
first month of the contract launch, only 57
lots were traded as people were unaware
about the contract. Moreover, the rise in
the interest rate by the Chinese central bank
for the second time in just six weeks saw
investors of small gold to wait and get the
clear signal from the market. The trading of
small gold improved in the month of March
by more than eight times as investors became
more familiar with the contract. The trading
lots reached 497 for the month of March
which was more than 8 times as compared
to the previous month. Likewise, the
political turmoil in Libya resulted on higher
gold price due to which the local investors
were attracted towards the small category
contract. Similarly, Earthquake in Japan and
Europe debt issues also played a crucial part
to attract the investors in the market. The
interest among the investors kept on rising

8.65%

Explanation of Charts

economy and choose precious metal for
as month of April saw yet another rise in the
investment. The number of lots climbed to
number of trade when 826 lots were traded.
the record level in the month of September
Here the major reason for the investors to
when 21.54% of total trade was of small
trade was the inflation concern in developed
gold. In terms of number it was 3827 lots
economy and debt taken by the banks in
as volatility in the international market saw
the Eurozone. The situation in the Europe
investor preferring small category contract
was getting worse which prompted the
as compared
price of gold
to reach high
to
major
and generated
contract. The
The major holder of physical
encouraging
price of gold
gold are the Euro area, US and
investment
was mainly
IMF who hold 10,792.6 tonnes,
in the small
very volatile
category
of
on
issues
8133.5 tonnes and 2,846.7
gold contract.
related
to
tonnes respectively
The number of
debt
in
lots continued
Europe.
to increase in
Meanwhile,
the month of May and June which stood
investors were also forced to sell their
at 1293 lots and 1418 lots respectively. In
profitable position in the international
this period, US economy continued to get
market to cover the steep losses in equities
worse which resulted decline in the USD
which saw bearish trend in the gold price
consequently increasing the gold price. This
and saw investors going short to take profit.
prompted the local investors to go long on
the small gold contract. However, in the
month of July, the number of lots declined
slightly as compared to the previous month
to reach 1257 lots. In the month of July, the
European debt concern continued and US
debt issues also started to heighten which
saw gold price climb to record level. Here,
the local investors were not fully able to
capture this information which saw slight
decline in the number of traded lots at MEX
terminal. On the other hand, the month of
August saw drastic change in number of
lots as the total lots increased by two and
half time to reach 3138 lots. The market was
highly concerned about the global economy
losing its momentum. S&P, world’s top most
credit rating agency had downgraded the
credit rating of US from AAA to AA+ which
saw gold price climbed to record. Under
such circumstances investor were very
pessimistic about the US as well as global

6.72%

• Gold is primarily used for making jewelry
and Investment purpose which is followed
by industrial, electronics and dentistry
use.
• Out of total consumption Jewelry and
investment stands at 50% and 40%
respectively.
• World’s largest gold producing countries
are China, Australia, United States, Russia
and South Africa.
• It is estimated that 50% of all the gold ever
produced has come from South Africa.
• The major holder of physical gold are the
Euro area, US and IMF who hold 10,792.6
tonnes, 8133.5 tonnes and 2,846.7 tonnes
respectively.
• Traditionally, investors tried preserving
their assets during hard economic times
by investing in precious metal such as
gold.

4.32%

Some Fundamentals

0.00%
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TWO MARKET CONDITION:

CONTANGO
AND BACKWARDATION
Neerab Pudasaini
The author is a General Manager at Premier Clearing Services Pvt. Ltd.
He has been involved in the field of derivative trading in Nepal since the
last 7 years and has written various articles on commodity derivatives in
various Nepalese daily. He studied commodity derivative and principle
of derivative from BPP London, and has attended more than 30 training
program conducted by various forex brokers from London itself.

B

efore investing in the future
market, traders have to encounter
various technicalities that may hassle their
mind. As the armed soldiers target the goal
before battle, like wise traders must have
the assurance of winning the trade. During
the commodity trading, traders encounter
two market situations, i.e. contango and
backwardation. Pricing of the future
market is the main aspect to be understood
by each and every trader. Generally we
can see the future price to be higher than
the cash price. The higher price is due to
the various factor like demand and supply
in cash market, interest rates, sentiment,
dividend yield and transportation cost.
Let’s take the example of gold in cash
future price, let’s assume gold is Rs 32900
in cash market and the interest rate is 9%
per annum and insurance and interest rates
are 5% per annum. In this market situation
the future price will be 34051.5 assuming
this is three months contracts.
Under normal conditions, the future
prices of the commodity are always higher
than the cash or spot price due to the cost of
carry incurred in it. When the future prices
are higher than cash price then this type
of market situation is known as contango.
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If any market indicates that is in contango
situation then it means there are surplus
in the supply of commodity. When the
future price is below the spot price then the
situation is backwardation, for e.g. if there
is very little lentil available for delivery, the
price demanded for what little is available
can be very high.
Some commodity experts believe that
the backwardation is entirely abnormal and
seldom exists. But it may happen especially in
the case of perishable commodity. According
to a report, gold went to backwardation, in
2nd December 2008, at the COMEX in New
York, December gold future (last delivery:
December 31) were quoted at 1.98% discount
to spot, while February gold future (last
delivery: February 27th 2009) were quoted
at 0.17% discount to spot. This means that
the gold basis had turned negative, and the

condition of backwardation persisted for
at least 48 hours. Some experts believe
that gold is going to stable backwardation
which means that gold is no longer for sale
at any price due to the lack of supply.

Contango indicates the existence of a
good or surplus supply of the commodity
in the warehouse for immediate delivery
where as backwardation indicates shortages
of supply of commodity. Here the term
basis is used to describe the numerical
difference between cash price and future
price, the negative basis is called under
future and positive is over future and at the
time of expiry of contract the basis will be
zero. In a contango market where the future
price is higher than the spot price this
narrow of basis benefits the short hedgers,
who sells the future price and buys the

Members Perspective
underlying commodity. If the basis widens
it benefits the long hedger, who buys future
and sells underlying physical commodity.
The frequent change in basis is not good
for the short selling because short selling
is the selling of a commodity that the seller
doesn’t own, selling a commodity or equity
by borrowing from other traders or brokers
and after given time trader close the short by
buying back the same number of commodity
or equity and return them. So in changing
basis price short selling is very thorny.
Normally the future price of gold is valued
at premium. Which means the future price of
gold is greater than spot price in aspect of
supply. This is very good for the economy
because the supply of gold is limited and
the higher price trend leads people to hold
less of physical gold. Backwardation of
gold means shut down of the free flow
in economic system and this type of
backwardation affects dollar a lot because
there is inverse relationship between gold
and dollar, so if the gold price turns towards
backwardation then the present price of gold

rise by decreasing the value of dollar which
is not very good for US economy. Despite to
this crude oil remains in backwardation in
some case which means the price of future
crude oil seem lower than the spot price,
because the holding or storage cost is high.
The future or forward premium will usually
be quoted as a percentage of the underlying
price. Gold is nearly always in a contango,
but the backwardation may exist during
price compress, but it rarely happens.
The two market condition contango Vs
backwardation is very important for the
commodity hedgers and speculators. The
fact in the year 1993, the German company
Metallgesellschaft lost 1 billon dollar
because there expert team developed the
hedging system under backwardation but
they didn’t anticipate a shift to contango
situation.
In agro products like corn, wheat or
oil, backwardation effect can be seen.
Backwardation occurs in agro because the
farmers or the commodity producer always

try to lock their price from uncertainty of
price movement. These people are not willing
to sell their crops in uncertainty and always
try to accept the current price assuming it
as a high price to lock a sure profit. This is
why the backwardation exist because there
is low probability of supply of commodity
in future, so the price of spot trend high
than in near future. Let’s take an example
of Nepalese farmer of black cardamom, they
have been observing prices of it, say the
present spot price for immediate delivery
is Rs 5000 per kg, but the farmers are not
having much confidence of future increase
in price of this commodity. Therefore, they
lock the present spot price, in this situation
the spot price is higher than future price,
and this is one of the way how market turns
contango to backwardation.
Therefore, the suggestion to the traders
is to consider both the market condition, i.e.
contango and backwardation before doing
commodity spot and/or future trading.
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GOLD V/S
PLATINUM HURDLES
it frequently occurs in nature in a free
elemental form as nuts or grains in rocks or
as dust in alluvial deposits. Rarely does it
occur as compounds among the Minerals.
As a compound it occurs with tellurium

Deepak Shah Thakuri
The writer is a General Manager of Axis
Broking Solutions Pvt. Ltd. He did his MBA
from ICFAI, India in 2008. He had 4 years
experience in Indian Capital Market.

I

f you turn the pages of history you
will find that Platinum is considered
one of the most precious of the precious
metals’ category. But, there are some ways
to differentiate the characteristics of the
“Rich Man’s Gold”. Platinum in the past
had always led the other precious metals in
a secular commodities bull run accompanied
by palladium. Beside, platinum is considered
having maximum volatility on the upside
move as well as the downside move
compared to the movement of gold. Since
many years during the normal phase of price
rise of precious metals, platinum always
managed to enjoy a few dollars premium
over gold price. Looking at the price history
you will observe that the platinum & gold
spread always widen up considerably among
the precious metal group whenever there is a
strong bull market. In the past two decades,
platinum and gold spread managed to reach
above 200 USD. But during the recent time
the big question mark has come that whether
Platinum is really a ‘Rich Man gold’ or not,
as the Gold prices appreciated more than the
price of the platinum in per troy ounce. At
the current juncture the gold price is higher
than the platinum price by almost 120 USD
per troy ounce. Before we make some
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conclusion lets discuss some facts about
them:Platinum: - Platinum is a white metal
which is used in jewelry items almost in its
pure form (almost 95% pure). Platinum is
bright and white in luster and long wearing in
nature. Due to this characteristic of platinum
it does not require to be rhodium plated
which is done in the process of making white
gold. Platinum has more density then gold
due to which a Platinum ring always feel
heavier than a gold ring. Though in the past,
platinum was more expensive than gold, a
platinum ring always used to be more costly
than white gold ring. If we have a close look
at the World Annual Production of Platinum
we will find that the World annual supply
of platinum is just a mere 130 tons onlyindeed scarce!
Gold: - Pure Gold is a bright yellow
color metal. Its density is less than that of
platinum. Among its physical characteristics
it’s soft, shiny luster, malleable, ductile and
good conductor in nature. Its yellow color
luster is traditionally considered attractive
because it does not oxidize in air or water.
It is among the least reactive metal thus

Gold are used for making coins, medals,
arts, design, jewelry and also used for the
dental purpose & fabrication Industry. Gold
is also the standards for monetary policies
since the beginning of the human history.
Later on in the late 20th century, it was
supplanted as the fiat currency. Gold is also
linked to a wide variety of symbolisms and
ideologies. As of 2009 figure it’s estimated
that a total of 165,000 tonnes of gold have
been mined in human history which is
equivalent to 5.3 billion troy ounces. Of the
total gold mined almost 54% is used purely
for jewelry, 42 % of it is used for the purpose
of investment and remaining 4 % used for
industrial purposes. Many people around
the world hold gold in form of bullion bars
and coin which is used as a financial tool to
hedge against inflation, currency devaluation
or economic problems.
Thus after knowing about both platinum
and gold it’s good to know, how much of
a relationship do these metals really have.
At the current scenario gold is the talk
of the town as its popularity is growing
as the safe haven of investment during
wild economic crisis. But with regards to
platinum, one can hardly hear of this metal
as the average investor knows very little
about this metal, although it is on the same
playing field as gold. As both Platinum and
gold are definitely on the same level field
as both of them are categorized as precious
commodities. In the powerful secular bull
markets which is supported by strong longterm fundamentals we observed that the
Platinum’s bull gathered momentum around
the same time as gold’s, in 2001, and we
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saw a gain of 448% compared to its 2008
high. In fact, measured by historic price
movement, platinum is more precious than
gold as the former made a historic high of
$2273 in March 2008.
But currently i.e. 11/11/2011 Platinum is
at 1611 USD level where as gold is higher
than platinum by USD 150 i.e. at 1761 USD
Level.
Platinum bulls have not yet tested its
highs while gold has blown through its own
and managed to make all time historic highs
in 2011. But what I believe is that it can be
easily explained that when you consider the
usage of these metals then through simple
economics it explains that the preciousmetals story has played out in recent years.
With continued supply strain on the
mining fronts for both platinum and gold, it
is the activities on the demand side of the
economic scale that have of course been the
big price drivers. And as anyone with a pulse
is fully aware, the current global recession
has radically altered the demand for virtually
all goods and services. If the Investment
appetite further increases for these metals
added by demand which continue to grow
and economy continues then platinum will
quickly move to a deficit environment. And
this will of course stimulate prices to move
more higher in the days to come. Thus we
can expect that platinum prices to move
higher once again as strong fundamentals
are holding it back. So the conclusion is
that we could see platinum prices moving
higher once again against gold and platinum
would be first hitting the USD 2300 mark
before gold.
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Money Plus and Securities Pvt. Ltd

As part of its Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR), on July,
MEX Nepal donated to the following organizations
• NIC College (Scholarship for the Students), Charkhal, Dillibazar

In an attempt to address the Need of Varied Market Participants
For the 1st time in the history of Nepalese Commodity Market

Nepal Spot Exchange Limited
Need of the Nation

Offers Contracts with diverse denominations

1 gm

USD/NPR

&
25 gm
Systematic Investment Option for
Beginners/Students

Option to mitigate risk against Foreign Exchange
fluctuation for Exporters/ Hedgers

Other Contracts listed in NSE Platform

Gold, Silver
Copper
Crude Oil
Natural Gas
Brent Crude

Commodity trading now within your reach!!
Nepal Spot Exchange Limited
Charter Tower, 2nd Floor, Sano Gaucharan, Gyaneshwor, Kathmandu. Ph: +977 1 4435977/ 78, Fax: +977 1 4435666
E-mail: info@nsenepal.com | Website: www.nsenepal.com
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GOVERNMENT
AND REGULATORY BODY:
THE INTRICACIES DISCUSSED
Mehaboob Mohammed
The writer is a General Manager of Himalayan Commodity Brokers
Pvt. Ltd., since the starting of company in November 2008. He did his
studies in Management from Bangalore India. He has a work experience
of nearly 9 years in financial and derivative field and has attended many
training and classes in Futures and derivatives. He started his carrier as
a Portfolio Manager and Arbitrager in MCX India brokering firm.

N

o market functions in a blankness.
In order to be proficient, the market
requires a dynamic, unwavering support
from the government. Government with
different role: a role of oversight, finding
those who try to influence or manipulate
the markets to their own benefit and
guarantee the inviolability of contracts;
and a facilitating role, providing the
necessary legal and regulatory framework.
Markets need the government - the only
problem is that over regulation should be
avoided.
Over regulation results in the lack of
understanding on the functioning and
purpose of Commodity Exchanges. Well
knowledge of this market is very essential.
This market, if they function well is an
image of physical markets. Presently
we have few well-placed companies or a
dealer who knows about the supply and
demand conditions of the physical market.
Through the functioning of futures market,
these trade secrets are made visible for the
whole people. It’s only the commodity
exchange that can bring the message to
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the government about the state of demand/
supply, whether they are good or bad. But if
bad they should not be blamed for this.
Inadequate understanding of the role and
significance of commodity exchanges to the
economy of the country can certainly lead to
policies that harm the exchanges and their
users. Exchanges can function only with
support of government, with a framework
regulated by government. Government need
to come with such a policy for exchanges so
that direct and indirect investors or users can
rest assured. Government should facilitate or
enable the working of exchanges through a
provision of appropriate legal and regulatory
framework.
Taking
benefit of
country’s
provide a
markets.

into account the large potential
commodity exchanges for a
economy, governments must
proper regulator for these

The major part of investor protection
is transparency and information. The
investor needs to gain confidence by
getting complete transparent view of the
market and its function, as well as the right
to information must be assured. In this
provided circumstances the investor can
better evaluate the possible risks and rewards
of their deal and protect their benefits.
Total Capital market is directly linked with
peoples hard earn money, so the managers
of the fund must be enough competent and
resourceful to manage the public fund.
Furthermore if current licensed holders
didn’t meet the new capital requirement by
regulators, then they should allow winding
down its business without doing any loss to
its customers.
The regulator should set least standards
for all the market participants. The market
intermediaries should follow and refer to
rules and ethic of business which guarantee
the investor satisfaction.

Recently
Brazilian
Securities,
Commodities and Futures Exchange which
is one of the world’s largest exchanges in
market capitalization and its self regulatory
organization installed a hi-tech surveillance
system of Nasdaq OMX to monitor trading
abuses and manipulations of all the
participants in this field. Such steps from
the regulators are to ensure the safety of the
investors and traders, and only regulatory
body can do to an extent.
Before deciding the rule’s and regulation
for the market, regulators must sit together
with all the participants and discuss the
various issues which may directly or
indirectly impact whole the market area.
Regulators are the watch guard who should
be able to lead the market to function
efficiently and should never step down in
any circumstances.
The upcoming commodity regulation
must address the trading operational
requirement of the business, additional it
should allow exchanges to design their own
contracts which will enhance the competitive
advantages of the Nepalese commodity
derivatives.
Most
of
the
eminent
commodity exchanges of Nepal
are interested in developing
the facility to offer physical
delivery. In upcoming act
the power and duties of
exchanges, clearing house,
Non-clearing brokers as
well as right of the clients
must be clearly mentioned,
and finally the regulatory
requirements
should
include adequate defend
against money laundering
policies, but all this will be
just a fantasy without proper
regulation knowledge and
ideas.
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Precious
Metals
Index
The main purpose of
introducing the precious
metals index is to provide
a different vehicle of
investment for traders.
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1) Precious Metals Index

A

precious metals index tracks the price movement
of 4 precious metals, gold, silver, palladium and
platinum. The main purpose of introducing the precious
metals index is to provide a different vehicle of investment
for traders. Introduction of such an index, we believe, will
create a separate image for us as currently, exchanges are
only introducing commodities that have a physical attribute
and are traded worldwide. This will be the first product that
has been developed inside Nepal and if introduced, MEX
will be the first exchange in Nepal to offer such a vehicle
for investment.
A precious metals index is a financial instrument that
serves as a benchmark for a basket of certain precious
metals. In our case, the precious metals index will track the
movement of gold, silver, palladium and platinum. While
the name of the index is yet to be determined, it will help the
investor in determining at a glance how the precious metals
are performing in the market. This index will be beneficial
for those individuals who want to invest in precious metals
but lack the time and the capital to invest in individual
commodities. The concept of a precious metal index while
being a novel concept in Nepal is a very popular instrument
for investment worldwide with S&P GSCI Precious Metals
Index (S&P PMI), Dow Jones Precious Metals Index
(DJPMI) being notable ones.

Research Paper
To see how this calculation works,

2) Index Methodology
For the calculation of the index, we have come up with 2
alternatives. After careful scrutiny of the feasibility of both
methodologies, one will be selected.

2.1) Volume based weighting method:
Under this method, individual commodities are given weightage
according to the volume traded. Since palladium and platinum was
introduced on March 2011, the month of March was taken as the base
month. Also, during March 2011, silver had the most volume traded,
followed by gold and then platinum and finally palladium. Hence,
silver will bear maximum weightage (0.80), followed by gold (0.19),
platinum (0.75) and then palladium (0.25). The one problem that we
have found with this method is that silver prices will have maximum
effect on the index. Further, since Silver was traded most in March,
therefore its weightage was more. However, this might not always
be the case as other precious metals might generate greater volume
in the future which will balance out the index. Hence, there will be
a constant need for adjustment which will be tiresome and it could
create unnecessary fluctuations in the index.

2.2) Equal weightage method:
Under this method, all the four commodities will be given equal
weightage, i.e. 0.25. This method seems more practical as there
will be no need for constant revision of the weightage. However,
since the commodities are given equal weightage, there will be less
volatility in the index.

Calculation method under volume based
method:
For volume based method, firstly it was important to calculate
the volume traded for individual commodities. Since palladium
and platinum was introduced on 4th March 2011, the closing price
of the same day was taken as the base price. Likewise, the total
volume traded during the month of March was used to determine the
weightage. The total volume traded during March was:
Gold
1784

Silver
4985

Platinum
62

Palladium
16

The total volume for these commodities was 6847. To determine
the weightage of each of these commodities:
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

=
=
=
=

(1784/6847)*100 = 26.06
(4985/6847)*100 = 72.81
(62/6847)*100 = 0.91
(16/6847)*100 = 0.23

Silver
825.72

Platinum
19,628.40

Gold

Silver

Paladium Platinum

Index

5-Feb-2011
6-Feb-2011
7-Feb-2011
8-Feb-2011
9-Feb-2011
10-Feb-2011
11-Feb-2011
12-Feb-2011
13-Feb-2011
14-Feb-2011

34672.67
35070.32
35079.96
35152.26
35188.41
35229.38
35200.46
35128.16
35183.59
35128.16

927.36
950.52
949.92
949.8
950.88
953.52
952.56
949.44
951.72
950.16

18982.8
19046.4
19023.6
19060.8
19098
18930
18930
18968.4
18943.2
18781.2

1,101.20
1,125.91
1,125.38
1,125.67
1,126.92
1,129.69
1,128.61
1,125.15
1,127.65
1,125.80

43090.8
43384.82
43384.82
43384.82
43384.82
43384.82
43476.4
43211.3
43165.51
43057.06

“ Note: Above datas are hypothetical.”

Calculation method under equal weightage
method:
Under equal weightage based method, we have allocated a weightage
of 0.25 to each individual commodity. The formula for the calculation
is the same with only a minor adjustment to the weightage which is now
0.25 is as follows:
(W(gold)*P(gold)/B(gold)+W(silver)*P(silver)/
B(silver)+W(palladium)*P(palladium)/B(palladium)+
W(platinum)*P(platinum)/b(platinum))*1000
Where,
W(…) = Weightage of the commodity in percentage (0.25)
P(…) = Current price of the commodity
B(…) = Base price of the commodity
To see how this calculation works:
Time/commodity

Gold

Silver

Paladium Platinum

Index

5-Feb-2011
6-Feb-2011
7-Feb-2011
8-Feb-2011
9-Feb-2011
10-Feb-2011
11-Feb-2011
12-Feb-2011
13-Feb-2011
14-Feb-2011

34672.67
35070.32
35079.96
35152.26
35188.41
35229.38
35200.46
35128.16
35183.59
35128.16

927.36
950.52
949.92
949.8
950.88
953.52
952.56
949.44
951.72
950.16

18982.8
19046.4
19023.6
19060.8
19098
18930
18930
18968.4
18943.2
18781.2

1,020.89
1,033.29
1,032.89
1,033.86
1,034.92
1,033.88
1,033.90
1,031.41
1,031.93
1,028.37

43090.8
43384.82
43384.82
43384.82
43384.82
43384.82
43476.4
43211.3
43165.51
43057.06

“ Note: Above datas are hypothetical.”

3) Conclusion

The base price for these commodities will be the closing price of
4th March 2011.
Gold
34,137.65

Time/commodity

Palladium
44,074.08

The formula for calculation of the index is:
(W(gold)*P(gold)/B(gold)+W(silver)*P(silver)/
B(silver)+W(palladium)*P(palladium)/B(palladium)+
W(platinum)*P(platinum)/b(platinum))*1000
Where,
W(…) = Weightage of the commodity in percentage
P(…) = Current price of the commodity
B(…) = Base price of the commodity

This index would be the first of its kind in the country. This would
really help to lift our status in the Nepalese commodity market. While
there is a need to introduce this as a futures contract as early as possible,
it is also imperative that the index is set error free. In this regards, the
roll over contracts of commodities will have a different calculation
method altogether since the prices of both the existing contracts need
to be considered for this purpose. It is also important to bear in mind
that this report focuses solely on making the index. Making a futures
contract for the purpose of trading is beyond the scope of this report.
However, should the index work as planned, the development of futures
contract shouldn’t be hard to formulate.

R&D Team,
MEX Nepal
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WATER
DERIVATIVES
NEXT BIG INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITY
Introduction

Importance of Water Derivatives

A

lot of heads must have turned and a lot of
eyebrows must have been raised seeing
this topic for research. But water-constituting
70% of the total surface is a vital and an
undervalued commodity whose scarcity is
felt daily. According to a growing number of
investors, the market for water could be the
next big investment opportunity of the 21st
century.

Water derivatives, if traded on a platform,
could become the newest financial tools for
the ardent investors looking to diversify
their portfolio. Since water derivatives have
not been established on any platform in the
world, researchers are leaving no stones
unturned in their quest for establishing the
water derivatives without any loopholes in
the system.

Water
Derivatives
are
financial
instruments that can be used by organizations
or individuals as part of risk management
strategy to reduce risk associated with adverse
water conditions. Theoretically, water futures
would be an agreement to buy or sell a certain
number of litres of water at a pre-agreed price
on a certain date. Water futures can be used
to hedge against risk-that water would not
be available at a particular point of time.
Speculators might invest in water futures in
the hope that farmers would need it in the
summer and be prepared to pay more. To
protect itself against the rising water prices,
a farmer would buy futures contract to cover
the amount he is likely to need.

The risk of water availability is the painful
reality of life for much of the Nepalese
economy. Risks are borne not only by users
of water, but by all parties that make up the
rural economy including banks, insurers
and suppliers. Unlike equity or commodity
markets, there is no market into which users
and investors exposed to water availability
risk, can effectively hedge that risk.
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It may not seem important at first, yet
the implications of this missing piece of
infrastructure are profound. Farmers with
water availability risk currently do not
have means of hedging against drought
conditions. Consequently, service providers

to these farmers assume similar exposure
and add the requisite risk premium thereby
increasing the cost of doing business for
farmers. Finally, investors seeking large
scale capital investment opportunities either
avoid this sector, or are forced to price this
risk accordingly. The result is increasingly
high costs compounded by even greater
inefficiency.

Research Paper
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Objectives of establishing Water
Derivatives
The ultimate objective of the Water
Derivatives is to reduce the risk premium for
parties wishing to invest in economic activity
and water resource infrastructure. However,
the objectives for establishing the water
derivatives are explained below.
• Water Derivatives will be a critical piece
of national economic infrastructure that will
underpin and strengthen the commercial
viability of parties with an exposure to water
availability.
• Water Derivatives would encourage
investment in infrastructure through improved
decision making resulting from the discovery
of prices relating to future availability risk.
• Investing in water derivatives could
enhance the public’s awareness of available
water resources and thus usage.
• Knowledge gained from the markets
could increase the productivity and efficiency
of Nepalese water use.

Benefits resulting
Derivatives

from

Water

The major expected benefits of the Water
Derivatives are as follows:
• An effective water derivatives market
will encourage water saving, better pricing
and an efficient usage of available water
resources.
• Better community understanding of
the need to preserve Nepalese scarce water
resources.
• Promotion of water efficient technology
to comply with the highest international
standards.

Developing the Water Derivatives
Index
The first step in the development of the
index is to identify the commodity or index
on which the market will be based. In this
case, the key task is to create recognized
benchmarks that mirror the risk profile of
parties with exposure to water availability.
These can be concluded as the water indexes.
Such an index needs to be independently and
objectively priced and in doing so, ensure
that it is not manipulated artificially . Once
an index is established, a market on what is
the future price or value of the index can be
formulated.

MEX Water Index
The MEX Water Index is a conceptualized
term which will be used for this research
purpose. The MEX Water Index will be a
water index, which will reflect aggregated
reservoir storage in the key water storage
systems of the capital, Kathmandu. The index
will incorporate storage data reflecting the
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Indexes reflecting present reality
One of the fundamental principles
underpinning the index is that they reflect
the physical reality-this being that when
the index is low, by definition there has
been little rainfall in the Kathmandu Valley.
Conversely, when the indexes are higher, it
indicates there has been plenty of rainfall in
the aforementioned region.

What would a Water Futures Contract
look like?
Contract specifications:
percent of full capacity for the storage units in
the index. In the instance of multiple storage
facilities, these will be weighted averaged
according to capacity.

How the Index will work?
The index will represent the actual storage
in the reservoir as a percentage of the ‘Full
Capacity’ or ‘Total Capacity’. The index will
move up and down in response to the actual
water stored. The maximum index value
will be 100. The minimum index value will
be zero. As storage increases in response to
water inflows, the respective index will also
rise and vice versa.

A futures contract listed on the MEX
Water Index would provide a future price
indicator as to expectations of where the
market believed the index would be in the
future. Proposed key contract specifications
are detailed below:
Name
Symbol
Contract Size
Price Quoted
Minimum Price
Movement
Trading Hours
Last Trading Day

Calculating the Index
The MEX Water Index will comprise of
the main eleven reservoirs in Kathmandu
namely, Mahankalchaur, Bansbari, Balaju,
Maharajgunj, Sundarighat, Sainbhu, Bode
tigani, Tahakhel, Katunje, Minbhawan and
Anamnagar. The following data illustrates
how this index will be created.
Taking the weighted average for the
storage units in the system, the above table
shows that the MEX Water Index on 13th
October 2011 was 49.85%.

Reservoirs
Mahakalchaur
Bansbari
Balaju
Maharajgunj
Sundarighat
Sainbhu
Bodetigani
Tahakhel
Katunje
Minbhawan
Anamnagar
Total

Cash Settlement
Price

Full Capacity in
Cubic M

Actual Capacity on
13th Oct. 2011

9750
2000
3600
4500
800
5400
1000
1000
2000
3080
2700
35830

5850
800
1440
1800
320
2160
400
400
800
2002
1890
17862

MEX Water Index
MWI
NPR 10,000 based on
an index value of 100
NPR/0.01
100
10:00 am to 3:30 pm
on each trading day
All trading in expiring
contracts ceases at
12:00 pm. Non
expiring contracts
continue to trade as per
the normal trading
hours.
The relevant MEX
Water Index average of
the contracts’ expiry
day’s final minute i.e.
from 11:59 to 12:00
will be taken as the
final settlement price.

% of Full
60%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
65%
70%
49.85%

(Source: Kathmandu Upatyaka Khanepani Limited (KUKL) at a glance-Third Anniversary 2066-67)

Research Paper
Quality:
Group
Physical

Chemical

Micro Germs

Parameter
Turbidity
pH
Taste & Odor
Total Dissolved Solids
Electrical Conductivity
Iron
Manganese
Arsenic
Cadmium
Cyanide
Fluoride
Lead
Ammonia
Chloride
Sulphate
Nitrate
Copper
Total Hardness
Calcium
Zinc
Mercury
Aluminum
Residual Chlorine
E-Coli
Total Coli form

Unit
NTU

mg/l
μc/cm
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
MPN/100ml
MPN/100ml

Maximum
Concentration Limits
5(10)**
6.5-8.5*
Would not be objectionable
1000
1500
0.3(3)**
0.2
0.05
0.003
0.07
0.5-1.5*
0.01
1.5
250
250
50
1
500
200
3
0.001
0.2
0.1-0.2*
0
95% in sample

(Source: Ministry of Physical Planning)
* These standards indicate the maximum and minimum limits.
** Figures in parenthesis are upper range of the standards recommended.

Note: The contract specifications are
formulated using examples from other
exchanges due to the data unavailability
regarding the same.

contract expires at 25.00 resulting in a profit
of NPR 49,700 (49.85-25*100*20 contracts)
offsetting the loss borne by the farmer from
the failed crop.

Hedging against a drought

Outcome 2:

Assume the following situation exists in
November 2011:
• A farmer in the outskirts of the Kathmandu
Valley is planning to plant a crop in June
2012 but is concerned that if dry conditions
prevail, water will either be unavailable or
too expensive. He calculates that the loss
from a failed crop would be approximately
NPR 50,000 whereas the profit resulting from
positive conditions would be NPR 100,000.
• The current level of the MEX Water
Index is 49.85.
• The farmer decides to sell 20 June MEX
Water Futures Contract at 49.85.

During spring, good rains fall and the level
in the reservoir actually rise above what was
even expected with the MEX Water Index
attaining a level of 75.00. The farmer has a
successful crop earning the expected profit of
NPR 100,000. However, the 2012 MEX Water
Futures contract expires at 75.00 resulting
in a loss of NPR 50,300 (75-49.85*100*20
contracts). This is offset by the profit earned
from the successful crop.
However, in the second outcome, the
farmer will have decided to close out the
contracts before maturity by buying before
the expiry of the June 2012 contract thereby
reducing the losses incurred.

1. According to Kathmandu Upatyaka
Khanepani Limited (KUKL), there are
altogether 43 reservoirs within and outside
the Kathmandu Valley. Apart from the 11
major ones, the other 32 reservoirs constitute
less than 14 % of the total capacity. Hence, we
had taken the data of only 11 major reservoirs
for the research.
2. Data regarding the major reservoirs
were not easily disseminated by the concerned
authorities thereby leading to ambiguity in
terms of given data available.
3. The requisite data in Nepal is not
reliable and the KUKL department is not
well equipped for better dissemination of
information.
4. Lack of effective legal and economic
framework
5. Training of qualified specialists for
working with these instruments
6. Attracting companies interested in
hedging their losses

Conclusion
The exact way that water derivatives
would fit into the global commodity market
is still ambiguous. It could be comparable to
current markets in Australia, or even micromarkets in the US, in which water rights are
sold and traded simultaneously as the state
management of water supplies. What does
this mean for the future of investors with no
significant investment available? Well, that is
uncertain, but one thing is for sure, there are
many individuals that would like to make a
profit on the liquid of life, water.

R&D Team,
MEX Nepal

Outcome 1:
During spring, farmer fear prevails and
there are drought conditions. As a result,
storage in the MEX Water Index falls to only
25. As a result, the farmer’s crops fails due to
the drought conditions.
The June 2012 MEX Water Index Futures

Challenges
Inspite of numerous advantages of the
Water Derivatives, there are few challenges
that we faced during the making of this
research paper. The challenges faced are
discussed below.
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MEX REWARDS GALORE
The winnerr ooff ““Rewards
Rewardds G
Galore
alore 2011”
for August
is

Expedient Securities Pvt. Ltd

As part of its Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR), on August,
MEX Nepal donated to the following organizations
• Child Protection Center, Siphal, Kathmandu
• Rasuwa Langtang Liring Anath Sanstha, Sano Thimi, Bhaktapur

Himalayan Commodity Brokers Pvt. Ltd.

Clearing member of MEX and NSE

Your Partner to Lead the

Derivative Revolution
Providing services all over Nepal
Himalayan Commodity Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
Second floor, D-Block, Kathmandu Business Park (Buddha Bari Complex), Teku, Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel: +977-1-4104557/58/59/60 | Fax: +977-1-4104560 (Ext 13)
Email: info@hcbnepal.com | Web: www.hcbnepal.com
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Data Hive

Brent Crude
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

Close (Rs)

BRCJUL11

8443.5

9100.25

8105.25

8934

BRCAUG11

8751

9000

7674

8873.25

BRCSEP11

8339.25

9030

7405.5

8163

BRCOCT11

8823.75

9000

7425

8546.25

Candlestick for Brend Crude contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Brend Crude
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Data Hive

Cocoa
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

Close (Rs)

CCODEC10

226.575

229.05

194.625

205.425

CCOMAR11

215.625

257.775

204.675

256.2

CCOMAY11

245.1

283.125

219.375

238.725

CCOJUL11

226.95

254.1

213.825

217.25

CCOSEP11

216.9

227.7

213.45

225.6

Candlestick for Cocoa contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Cocoa
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Data Hive

Coffee
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

COFDEC10

281.68

361.6

273.36

344

COFMAR11

341.6

435.92

328.8

430.8

COFMAY11

416.24

490.48

411.2

484.56

COFJUL11

434.64

510.72

401.44

404.92

COFSEP11

450.88

452.72

382.56

442.56

Candlestick for Coffee contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Coffee
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Close (Rs)

Data Hive

Copper
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

Close (Rs)

COPDEC10

559.06

675.2

529.12

621.52

COPMAR11

624.32

768.8

613.28

736.56

COPMAY11

754.08

770.08

673.92

698.08

COPJUL11

704.64

731.12

637.12

700.8

COPSEP11

667.2

750.64

631.28

688.88

Candlestick for Copper contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Copper
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Data Hive

Corn
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

12.71

17.86

12.26

15.86

CONMAR11

15.64

21.38

15.53

20.98

CONMAY11

21.15

22.89

17.95

21.43

CONJUL11

22.05

23.61

18.86

20.78

CONSEP11

20.37

22.6

18.13

22.41

Contract wise volume distribution for Corn
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Close (Rs)

CONDEC10

Candlestick for Corn contracts

PAGE

Low (Rs)

Data Hive

Cotton
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

Close (Rs)

COTDEC10

122.92

259.98

120.64

193.46

COTMAR11

216.76

348.9

183.74

308.08

COTMAY11

283.68

363.26

267.44

341.16

COTJUL11

314.16

320.28

234.88

272.82

Candlestick for Cotton contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Cotton
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Data Hive

Crude Oil
Name of Contract
CRUNOV10
CRUDEC10
CRUJAN11
CRUFEB11
CRUMAR11
CRUAPR11
CRUMAY11
CRUJUN11
CRUJUL11
CRUAUG11
CRUSEP11
CRUOCT11

Open (Rs)
5655
6279
6585.75
6736.5
6902.25
6687
7927.5
8147.25
7448.25
7575
7167.75
6342.75

High (Rs)
6332.25
6647.25
6807
6943.5
7086.75
8021.25
8509.5
8612.25
7887
7456.5
6675
7546.5

Low (Rs)
5361.75
5992.5
6021
6557.25
6288.75
6531.75
7276.5
7097.25
6835.5
6720.75
5711.25
5678.25

Candlestick for Crude Oil contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Crude Oil
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Close (Rs)
6033.75
6201.75
6606
6789
7047.75
7653.75
7932.75
7460.25
7057.5
7368.75
6183.75
6468.75

Data Hive

Gold
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

Close (Rs)

GOLDEC10

28606.7

34344.91

27953.59

33072.43

GOLFEB11

32797.69

34542.53

31580.64

32151.81

GOLAPR11

32807.33

34860.65

31611.97

34455.77

GOLJUN11

34475.1

38037

33332.71

37123.6

GOLAUG11

35959.61

39275.77

35508.94

38914.27

GOLOCT11

38490.11

46312.97

36957.35

39268.54

Candlestick for Gold contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Gold
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MEX REWARDS GALORE
The winnerr ooff ““Rewards
Rewardds G
Galore
alore 2011”
for September
is

Jambhala Investment Pvt. Ltd

As part of its Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR), on September,
MEX Nepal donated to the following organizations
•
•
•
•

House for Rescue of Afflicted Children , Sanepa, Kathmandu
Disabled Rehabilitation Center, Gokarna, Kathmandu
Janajyoti Campus ( Donated Books for library), Bhimad-1, Tanahun
Champapur Madhyamik Vidhalaya, Champapur, Jhapa

“WE VALUE YOUR TRADE”

“The Leading Clearing House of
Futures & Spot Derivative”
Why To Be A Part of Us
The youngest & indeed the leading clearing house of futures & spot
derivative in the country.
Have come up with commitment to deliver the best services to our
members.
Consider comments and queries of our clients as the opportunities to
grow.
Offer round the clock services through its dedicated team of
professionals.
Provide free Demo software to groom confidence to trade in real.
Availability of experienced & dedicated NCMs to make the trade more
convenient.

For more details contact us @:
Premier Clearing Services Private Limited
Khichapokhari, Sundhara, Kathmandu, Nepal
Phone: +977-1-4267787/4233181 | Fax: +977-1-4233181 Ext.-12
E-mail: info@premierclearing.com | Website: www.premierclearing.com
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Data Hive

Heating Oil
Name of Contract
HEANOV10
HEADEC10
HEAJAN11
HEAFEB11
HEAMAR11
HEAAPR11
HEAMAY11
HEAJUN11
HEAJUL11
HEAAUG11
HEASEP11
HEAOCT11

Open (Rs)
41.94
44.34
45.42
50.22
52.07
54.04
60.6
64.12
58.34
59.26
62.22
57.78

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

Close (Rs)

41.49
43.74
44.48
48.89
51.04
53.16
59.8
54.87
53.79
54.13
53.53
54.54

44.34
46.42
49.13
52.2
58.21
60.81
64.03
59.68
57.52
61.33
60.61
55.84

46.02
48.68
50.72
53.69
60.68
62.16
65.98
65.22
62.48
62.3
63.31
61.31

Candlestick for Heating Oil contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Heating Oil
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Data Hive

Mini Copper
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

Close (Rs)

MCOPDEC10

559.86

676

529.92

626.16

MCOPMAR11

625.12

769.6

613.84

717.28

MCOPMAY11

754.88

770.88

674.72

705.2

MCOPJUL11

705.44

731.92

637.92

683.96

MCOPSEP11

668

751.44

632.08

683.36

Candlestick for Mini Copper contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Mini Copper
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Data Hive

Mini Crude Oil
Name of Contract
MCRUNOV10
MCRUDEC10
MCRUNOV10
MCRUJAN11
MCRUFEB11
MCRUMAR11
MCRUAPR11
MCRUMAY11
MCRUJUN11
MCRUJUL11
MCRUAUG11
MCRUOCT11

Open (Rs)
5807.25
6285
5807.25
6591.75
6742.5
6908.25
6927.75
7933.5
8153.25
7454.25
7581
6758.25

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

Close (Rs)

6338.25
6653.25
6338.25
6812
6949.5
7015.5
8027.25
8515.5
8618.25
7893
7727.25
7552.5

5482.25
5998.5
5482.25
6054.75
6549.75
6294.75
6537.75
7282.5
7103.5
6841.5
6726.75
5684.25

6217.5
6156.75
6217.5
6610.5
6840.75
6477
7704.75
8166.75
7484.25
6882.75
7284
6493.5

Candlestick for Mini Crude Oil contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Mini Crude Oil
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Data Hive

Mini Gold
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

Close (Rs)

MGOLDEC10

28826.01

34354.55

27963.23

32932.65

MGOLFEB11

32807.33

34552.17

31636.07

31725.24

MGOLAPR11

32816.97

34937.77

31621.61

34241.28

MGOLJUN11

34482.28

38044.26

33339.94

36795.88

MGOLAUG11

35966.84

39283

35516.17

39025.13

MGOLOCT11

38497.34

46320.2

36964.58

39263.72

Candlestick for Mini Gold contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Mini Gold
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Data Hive

Mini Silver
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

Close (Rs)

MSILDEC10

447.6

708.72

430.08

652.68

MSILMAR11

667.8

828.96

639.6

791.04

MSILMAY11

720.72

1202.52

720.6

MSILJUL11

991.8

1203.12

780

827.16

MSILSEP11

868.68

1068.84

808.32

979.08

Candlestick for Mini Silver contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Mini Silver
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1152.6

Data Hive

Natural Gas
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

Close (Rs)

NAGNOV10
NAGDEC10
NAGJAN11
NAGFEB11
NAGMAR11
NAGAPR11
NAGMAY11
NAGJUN11
NAGJUL11
NAGAUG11
NAGSEP11
NAGOCT11

309.75
288.75
297.975
306.75
328.5
297.75
297.9
306.6
323.78
361.65
316.5
301.2

317.25
321.975
347.775
365.925
361.725
395.2
341.925
354.625
373.725
363.075
343.95
309.75

244.125
262.5
288.975
301.425
286.575
279.825
289.875
304.2
306
304.8
288.25
274.65

247.2
319.35
305.7
333.9
288.9
325.575
331.2
329.4
319.875
327.15
292.5
284.775

Candlestick for Natural Gas contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Natural Gas
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Data Hive

Palladium
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

PALJUN11

20689.2

20826

16566

18552

PALSEP11

17146.8

20500.8

17024.4

18704.4

Candlestick for Palladium contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Palladium
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Close (Rs)

Data Hive

Platinum
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

Close (Rs)

PLTAPR11

44705.5

44982.05

39979.49

42799.19

PLTJUL11

41707.46

45561.05

40177.11

41591.78

PLTOCT11

42353.34

46259.95

35574.01

36918.79

Candlestick for Platinum contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Platinum
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Data Hive

Silver
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

Close (Rs)

SILDEC10

446.4

533.52

428.88

524.76

SILMAR11

666.6

827.76

638.4

673.08

SILMAY11

719.52

1201.32

719.4

1167.36

SILJUL11

990.6

1201.92

778.8

840.96

SILSEP11

867.48

1019.88

805.2

996.96

Candlestick for Silver contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Silver
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Data Hive

Small Gold
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

Close (Rs)

SGOLAPR11

34000.28

34945

33306.2

34248.51

SGOLJUN11

34489.51

38051.49

33347.17

36803.11

SGOLAUG11

35974.07

39290.23

35523.4

39032.36

SGOLOCT11

38504.57

46327.43

36971.81

39270.95

Candlestick for Small Gold contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Small Gold
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Data Hive

Soybean
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

Close (Rs)

SOYNOV10

27.68

34.08

27.38

33.5

SOYMAR11

37.29

40.12

35.41

37.34

SOYMAY11

39.46

39.46

35

37.38

SOYJUL11

37.01

39.12

35.63

36.91

SOYAUG11

36.87

38.8

35.47

37.7

SOYSEP11

38.11

39.97

35.18

39.81

Candlestick for Soybean contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Soybean
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Data Hive

Soybean Oil
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

SBODEC10

69.94

91.16

64.64

83.28

SBOJAN11

81.08

94.88

80.36

93.56

SBOMAR11

96.78

88.14

93.08

SBOMAY11

97.64

99.88

87.18

94

SBOJUL11

94.48

98.28

89.7

92.66

SBOAUG11

93.02

95.9

90.04

92.54

SBOSEP11

95.12

96.76

87.02

96.12

100.6

Close (Rs)

Candlestick for Soybean Oil contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Soybean Oil
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Data Hive

Sugar
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

Close (Rs)

SUGMAR11

38.84

59.66

37.08

52.34

SUGMAY11

47.9

51.34

39.68

40.34

SUGJUL11

38.12

49.1

33.78

45.96

SUGOCT11

41.72

52.66

40.18

44.26

Candlestick for Sugar contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Sugar
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Data Hive

Wheat
Name of Contract

Open (Rs)

High (Rs)

Low (Rs)

Close (Rs)

WHTDEC10

19.65

20.97

17.02

17.92

WHTMAR11

18.92

24.42

18.7

21.43

WHTMAY11

24.97

25.26

18.08

20.8

WHTJUL11

21.48

23.84

16.7

17.83

WHTSEP11

19.53

21.85

16.31

20.31

Candlestick for Wheat contracts

Contract wise volume distribution for Wheat
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MEX AWARDS 2010

MEX

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Morning Star Investment
Services Pvt. Ltd.

PROMISING
Laxmi Gold Investment
Pvt. Ltd.

SERVICE
Expedient Securities
Pvt. Ltd.

EMERGING
Wise Investment
Pvt. Ltd.

COMPLIANCE
Futures Fortune Pvt. Ltd.
“Memoirs of 2011”

BEST A/E
2010AE02,
Praveen Agrawal (Rateria)

CM - BEST SERVICE
Himalayan Commodity Brokers
Pvt. Ltd.

CM - HIGHEST LOTS
Axis Broking Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
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